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Abstract: The fast development in communications and information based
industries as well as in other network related industries gives rise to new
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1 Introduction

Heide Coenen∗, Manfred J. Holler* and Esko Niskanen∗∗

On the way to the Information Society, the fast development in communications
and information based industries as well as in other network related industries
gives rise to new constellations in competition and innovation. These are strongly
dependent on strategic decisions which can be analysed by the concepts of
network externalities, compatibility and standardization. This report disseminates
research on these issues presented at the 5th Helsinki Workshop on
Standardization and Networks 13-14 August, 2000.

The tradition of the Helsinki Workshop on Standardization and Networks found
its fruitful continuation with this years’s workshop held in Helsinki. VATT has
been organising the workshop jointly with the University of Hamburg and
hosting it from the beginning in 1996, furthering research in this area and
prompting discussions in the scientific as well as in the practitioners’ community.
In close relation to this event, VATT also served as host to the EURAS workshop
and annual members meeting on August 11th and 12th.

EURAS (European Academy for Standardization) welcomes theorists and
practitioners from all fields of standardization and ties up with standard setting
bodies and institutions in Europe. The recognition of and response to this event
has been growing since EURAS relaunch in 1999 with this year’s meeting
featuring presentations by Markku Markkula, Member of Finnish Parliament and
Committee of the Future, on the Finnish way to Knowledge Society, by Kari

Kaartama, Finnish Standards Association SFS, on Standardization in Finland,
and by Wilfried Hesser, University of the Armed Forces in Hamburg, on Tele-
learning.

This year’s 5th Helsinki Workshop on Standardization and Networks has seen a
wide range of topics covered. At the heart of most presentations were network
externalities and compatibility issues in their various forms and strategic
consequences. Standardization processes, ownership and control of standards,

                                             
∗ University of Hamburg, Institute of SocioEconomics, Von-Melle-Park 5, D-20146 Hamburg,
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∗∗ Government Institute for Economic Research, P.O. Box 269, FIN-00531 Helsinki, email:
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positioning in networks as well as quality standards were attended to, and papers
were given from a theoretical, econometric or applied perspective.

Most of the papers deal with the effect of compatibility decisions on the market
and the entailing network externalities. A technology exhibits network
externalities when any additional user of the technology generates benefits to the
existing users. The users of that technology form a virtual network, and the larger
the network the higher the utility users derive from it. When technologies are
compatible with each other, i.e. adhere to the same standard, they constitute one
network together.

The first paper by Tineke M. Egyedi is applied work in the information and
communications technology industry. She investigates Sun’s attempts to formal
standardization of the Internet language JavaTM at different points of time while
trying to keep significant influence on the evolvement of JavaTM. Sun used
different strategies to ensure compatibility and forestall fragmentation of the user
base. Egyedi analyses the consequences of open source software development,
licensing, and formal standardization.

Peter D. Camesasca presents another applied case of standardization processes –
the antitrust case of the Premiere media merger. While standardization often is
seen as pro-competitive, the de facto standardization in the pay TV market by the
merger of competitors might lead to market dominance. Camesasca points out
the difficulties for antitrust and merger control posed by the convergence of
media markets, which are also reflected in the rulings of the European
Commission and the German Bundeskartellamt. The appropriate definition of the
relevant market, especially the degree of vertical and horizontal integration, is
critical for the assessment of the network effects and the ensuing competitive
impact of the merger.

Manfred J. Holler and Vesa Kanniainen deal with the effects of set-up costs and
the allocation of control rights in the organisation of service systems, which
again affects compatibility of the system’s components. System goods are made
up of components, here the components are substitutes. They show that one-sided
set-up costs or barriers to entry might enhance welfare by ensuring that only one
type of supplier provides the good and thereby ensures compatibility.

Mikko Mustonen analyses compatibility of different vintages of the same good,
i.e. the dimension of vertical compatibility in time. Investment in R&D is used
strategically by competitors as a signal about their future compatibility. In his
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model, the announced R&D investment levels are taken to be informative about
unit cost. Mustonen shows that the investment levels are higher than under
complete information.

Volker Simmering addresses the diffusion of new technologies that exhibit
network externalities. In his model two incompatible technologies whose
products, e.g. VCRs, only last for a limited life span compete with each other.
Consumers have to make a replacement investment at the end of each life cycle
and can choose anew, which technology to take, thereby deciding on the success
of the innovation.

Koen Dittrich uses database analysis to explore product development and
innovation in Internet related industries. His approach, rather than relying on
network externalities, focuses on social network analysis. Collaborating with
other firms establishes links with them. The hypothesis is that the position in a
network on the one hand and the number of links on the other hand, indicators
for a learning-based and for an information brokerage strategy respectively,
determine the success of a firm.

Friedel Bolle and Yves Breitmoser look at the importance of who controls a
standard. Once a standard is set, e.g. the UMTS standard, how should the
capacity (frequencies) be allocated? They show that even in a simple setting
multi unit auctions are not efficient.

John Hudson and Philip Jones finally explore a different characteristic of
standards, namely the ability to reduce uncertainty by guaranteeing quality. Their
econometric analysis provides evidence that standards can pose barriers to
international trade as well as can facilitate it, depending on the origin of the good
and of the standard.
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Compatibility strategies of
licensing, open sourcing and standardisation:

The case of Java™i

Tineke M. Egyedi

Delft University of Technology
Faculty of Systems Engineering, Policy Analysis and Management

Information and Communication Technology

Abstract
The primary value of standardisation for software developers and users, and its
importance for ICT policy developers lie in the positive externalities that derive from
compatibility. But need these externalities be achieved by formal standardisation? I this
paper I explore which compatibility strategies companies use and what their impact is.
Sun Microsystems's compatibility strategies regarding Java™, currently one of the key
technologies in the field of ICT, are used as a case. Its approach illustrates a range of
options: proprietary and gated-multiparty product development (licensing and open
source software), and consortium and formal standardisation. Sun tried to achieve wide
involvement of developers while maintaining cross-platform compatibility. Overall, its
efforts were successful - although not without costs. Could formal standards bodies have
achieved this outcome?
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1. Introduction

The term 'compatibility standards' is sometimes used to distinguish them from safety and
health standards (e.g. Grindley, 1995). Sometimes it refers to formal committee standards
(e.g. Schmidt & Werle, 1998). But use of the term may cause confusion. Treating the
terms 'standardisation' and 'compatibility' as separate notions helps us recognise that
ultimately our interest is not in the activity of standardisation per se, but in compatibility
and compatible implementations. There are several strategies to achieve compatibility.
Multiparty standardisation by formal and consortium standards bodies is one them. But
compatibility can also develop as a result of market dominance. Indeed, de facto
standards more forcibly impose compatibilityii than committee standards do. The
processes by which de facto 'standards' develop are seldom scrutinised from a
standardisation perspective. They are taken to be a natural consequence of market
dominance. Therefore the events, which led to their dominance, are retrospectively
recounted. De facto standards are the result of successful market strategies, but what do
these market strategies mean in terms of compatibility? And would it not be of higher
interest to determine whether a company's compatibility strategies led to market
dominance? This is the angle, which I will pursue in the following.

In particular in the ICT sector, where configurational technologies (Williams, 1999) are
produced, compatibility benefits industry and users. It is crucial for developers of
middlewareiii such as Java™. This core technology is owned by Sun Microsystems.
Java™, henceforward referred to as Java, is a de facto standard. It is a key technology for
developing software that runs on different platforms (computer- and browser platforms).
It is expected to play an important role in, for example, e-commerce (Babcock, 2000).
Sun uses different strategies to develop and safeguard Java's cross-platform
compatibility. Sun's strategies regarding Java are used below to explore the range of
compatibility strategies which companies may use (diversity) and their effectiveness
(impact).iv The case study aims to put into perspective the benefit standardisation in
comparison to other compatibility strategies.

In this paper, I first develop a conceptual framework (section 2). Next, I briefly explain
what the Java technology entails and specify the kind of compatibility that is at stake
(section 3). Sun's strategies to safeguard cross-platform compatibility have raised much
debate within the Java and the standards communities. Its strategies of licensing and open
sourcing (section 4.1.1), formalisation of multi-party Java development (section 4.1.2),
and formal and consortium standardisation (section 4.2) are compared in section 4.3.
Overall, Sun's approach appears to have been successful. However, it failed in two
instances (section 5): Microsoft's development of incompatible Java products, which led
to a lawsuit (section 5.1), and the Java activities of the J consortium (section 5.2). Lastly,
in the final sections, I compare and generalise the impact of different compatibility
strategies (section 6) and re-address the general issues which the case raises (section 7).
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2. Conceptual framework

Standardisationv is part of the competitive product development process between
producers (Weiss & Sirbu, 1990; Grindley, 1995). Companies use standards as change
agents. They use them as strategic tools to consolidate their market position or gain
advantage over competitors (Cargill, 1989; Bonino & Spring, 1991). Standardisation is
therefore an endogenous factor to market development. The role of committee standards
is to co-ordinate the activities of product and service developers (Schmidt & Werle,
1998). Committee standardisation is in this respect an ex ante market mechanism. It is an
effort to secure the diffusion of compatible products. Whether compatibility is actually
achieved, depends on the scale and the way in which standards are implemented. In other
words, the phase during which standards are used and diffused is a crucial phase for
technology development (Egyedi, 2000a).

The standards process is not an innovation process. Companies do not contribute true
novelty to multiparty standards committees. Such standards codify the state-of-the-art in
a certain technical field (e.g. Mähönen, 2000). This does not necessarily mean that
standardisation lessens innovative pursuits. Firstly, committee standards aim to be
implementation-dependent specifications. Companies are encouraged to be innovative in
their manner of implementing standards and in the implementation context (the product
or service). In this respect, Fleck (1988) speaks of innofusion: innovations that are
introduced during the phase of technology - and standards - diffusion. Secondly,
standards free the R&D resources of companies from the cumbersome task of achieving
compatibility for separate products and services. Thus, in an indirect manner standards
allow R&D departments to focus on creating novelty.

Other benefits of standardisation on supply side of the market are, for example, cost
benefits from economies of scale, reduced costs of production and reduced storage costs
(Bonino & Spring, 1991). On the demand side, standards lower the transaction costs of
user evaluation "(...) by improving recognition of technical characteristics and avoidance
of buyer dissatisfaction" (Reddy, 1990, p.50). Interoperability leads to positive
externalities for users. The concept is generally used in relation to network effects (i.e.
increased benefit derives from being connected to a network when the number of
connected persons grows; Katz & Shapiro, 1985). But it is also applicable to other areas
of technology (Schmidt & Werle, 1998). In the following, I will use the term
'externalities' loosely to indicate the positive effects of compatibility.

Figure 1: The relationship between standardisation and externalities. The figure
highlights the intermediate variable of 'compatibility'.

Standardisation Compatibility Externalities
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In the introduction, I argued that a clear distinction should be made between the terms
'standardisation' and 'compatibility'. Standardisation ideally leads to compatible
implementations, which in turn lead to externalities. (See Figure 1.) But there are also
other ways to achieve compatibility. For example, proprietary interfaces may also induce
widespread compatibility. Firms have different options to handle their proprietary
technology. A firm may keep the technology for itself, give away its technology with an
eye to expected long-term advantages, or enter into coalitions with rivals to enlarge its
user base and widen support for its technology. Where a firm monopolises the production
of a key component, it may define an interface, which effectively ties complementary
products of other firms to the proprietary component technology (David & Greenstein,
1990). In combination with market dominance, we retrospectively speak of 'de facto
standardisation'. But by so naming it, we confuse the issues. We should instead speak of
'de facto compatibility'. De facto compatibility is foremost a consequence of a
commercially successful product development trajectory - which may include
compatibility aims (Grindley, 1995, p.140 a.f.) - rather than the outcome of a proprietary
standards trajectory.

The large software companies on which this paper focuses, apply several strategies
simultaneously. The most salient strategies are those that hamper wide-spread
compatibility (e.g. withholding information on interface specifications or changing
proprietary product interfaces at regular times to put off competitive product
development). But large software companies are also significant contributors to formal
and consortium standardisation. They participate in order to develop new markets, create
compatibility with established markets or protect established markets (e.g. prevent
compatibility to block competitors from their market).
A less common market strategy to achieve compatibility is to give free access to the
source code of softwarevi. This practice is gaining public interest. An 'open source-
mindedness' seems to be developing. Software developers are demanding that
commercial companies open up their source code (e.g. Microsoft and IBM) and
sometimes they are heard (O'Gara, 2000). Sun, for example, applies a quasi-open source
strategy with regard to Java. Whether this strategy is a viable option for companies,
depends on the kind of technology that is at stake and on the structure of the market
segment (see below).

Open source and proprietary software strategies can both lead to sizeable market shares
and de facto compatibility. They are examples of product development strategies wherein
compatibility considerations may - or may not - have been included. Does it matter
whether compatibility results from intentional actor strategies or as a by-product of
market dominance? The analytical distinction is made here to emphasise that actors can
choose among several alternatives. Where compatibility considerations do influence the
choice of market strategy, a parallel can be drawn between product development and
standards development in respect to compatibility. Figure 2 summarises the line of
argument. It lists a number of possible compatibility strategies, one of which is
standardisation.
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Figure 2: Examples of different compatibility strategies with regard to software
development.

3. Java™ Technology

Java originated from a Sun research project that took place in the early 1990s. The idea
was to connect different computer-based devices in a network (e.g. household appliances,
television set, etc.). Sun developed a computer language to work in these devices. The
language was simple and concise (e.g. required little memory) and network-oriented (i.e.
no software in the devices). It was designed to address the problems of heterogeneous
architectures, software portability (i.e. platform-independence), and safety networking.
The project was abandoned because there appeared to be no market. But in 1995 Sun
realised that the project 's outcomes could be used for programming for the Internet. The
programming language was called Java. Sun co-operated with Netscape to create a
platform-independent browser platform for Java programs. Platform-independence made
it possible to download small Java programs and have them executed by the web
browser. These moving, colourful 'applets' triggered Java's breakthrough on the Internet.

Technology. One of Sun's maxims is 'Write Once Run Anywhere' (WORA). A Java
software developer should not need to rewrite his or her software program for different
platforms. Java programs are to be portable and scaleable. In order to achieve cross-
platform compatibility, Sun has created a standardised application programming
environment. Each system and browser provider must fully implement the specifications
of the standardised Java environment if WORA is to be achieved. This programming
environment consists of
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• the Java Programming Language,
• the Application Programming Interfaces (APIs, i.e. standard packages, classes,

methods and fields that are available to Java programmers; Sun, 1997a), and
• the Java Virtual Machine (JVM, i.e. software that runs on proprietary operating

systems and is capable of interpreting compiled Java byte code).

The first update of the Java programming environment in 1996 was drastic and not
downward compatible. It required the rewriting of Java programs. Later updates were
incremental. The Java Programming Language has remained stable over the last few
years. The number of APIs has strongly increased.vii Several system providers, such as
IBM and Hewlett-Packard, have developed compatible JVMs.

Market. In particular in the mid-1990s, the potential impact of Java on the ICT market
caused some upheaval. Cross-platform compatibility of Java technology represented a
threat to companies whose profits were tied to platform-dependent products (e.g.
Windows applications of Microsoft). Moreover, the personal computer market as a whole
appeared to be addressed by Sun's vision of 'The network is the computer'. In this vision,
software is centrally stored on network servers instead of - as is currently still the
dominant practice - on peripheral devices (e.g. desk-top computers). 'Dumb' terminals
would suffice. Sun's preferred practice was for intelligent serversviii (i.e. Sun's core
business). Java was a means to sell these servers. Would Sun's network-centric vision
have become reality, it could imply a revolution in the ICT market.
Presently, Java is also used for purposes, which Sun originally envisioned. For example,
the set-top box for Digital Video Broadcasting contains Java technology. This area of
application is called embedded Java, or real-time embedded Java. I will briefly address
embedded Java in section 5.2. The emphasis in this paper is, however, on developments
in the Java programming environment, that is, on Sun's Java ™ technology.

4. Compatibility strategies

Compatibility may be achieved between compatible complements (e.g. plug and socket),
and compatible substitutes (e.g. IBM clones in respect to DOS) (David & Bunn, 1988,
p.172). In respect to Java, cross-platform compatibility is essential (WORA). Concerned
are the platforms, which have implemented the Java programming environment, on the
one hand, and the Java programs, on the other. They constitute compatible complements.
Sun has used several strategies to ensure cross-platform compatibility. Its approach has
led to a large user base. In 1999, there were 1,3 million developers (International Data
Corporation, op. cit. in Babcock, 2000). This figure consists of Java developers who work
for companies, some of which have more people working on Java than Sun itself (e.g.
IBM), and a majority of independent Java developers.

4.1 Orchestrated software development and 'Open Source' Java

Sun started by giving interested parties access to it source code. It invited developers to
comment on, experiment with and improve the original source code.
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"One of the important things that we did when we first launched Java was
to take the whole source of the system and put it out on our Web site. (…)
There was the crowd of people who just play - they just had fun with it.
(…) Then there were the people who were doing marginally useful things,
like porting it, which was very interesting to watch, that is, watching
people port it to lots of different platforms. But in the end, probably the
most important reason for putting the source out was to allow people to
scrutinise it. (…)" (Source: Transcript of James Gosling's presentation at
the JavaOne conference, May 29, 1996)

Throughout the years, the source code remained availableix. But from the start Sun
retained control over the process. The source code was 'open' in the sense of being
accessible and free of charge, but the decision to carry through changes in the original
code was in Sun's hands, and commercial use was bound to license restrictions.

As a compatibility strategy, sharing the source code had a light-weight co-ordinating
effect because the developer community worked with the same basic material.
Analogously, the instructional books which Sun and other authors wrote on Java and the
training programs that led to 'certified' Java developers added to a co-ordinated
development of the Java trajectory. These activities supported the development of a Java
practitioner community, but they did not guarantee compatible Java implementations.

A more effective compatibility strategy was the distribution of the Java Software
Development Kit (SDK, formerly JDK). The SDK contained 'a full suite of development
tools (…) to write, compile, debug, and run applications and applets' (e.g. implement new
APIs) and the Java runtime environment (i.e. the execution environment needed to run
applets and applications). Use of the SDK narrowed down the number of possible
programs to those that would run on 'standard' Java platforms.

4.1.1 Licensing

Sun's most effective means to control compatibility was its licensing policy. Part and
parcel of this policy were the test suites that were used to certify compatible Java
products in combination with the 'Java compatible' logo (the steaming cup of coffee).
These instruments of control were owned by Sun. Its Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs)
were trademarked (Java™, Java-Compatible logo), patented (software algorithms) and
copyrighted (specifications). Sun issued more and less restrictive licenses. Its company
license for commercial use of Java most constrained the use of Java Technology. The
'research use' license of the Sun Community Source Licensing model was the least
restrictive. These two extremes are discussed below.

'Technology License and Distribution Agreement' (TDLA)
Usually, licenses for commercial use are confidential. In the case of Microsoft's license to
Sun's Java, the confidentiality clause was broken because the two parties were involved
in a lawsuit from 1997 onwards (see section 5.1). The lawsuit centred on the licensing
agreement. To inform the public and Java community, Sun published the 'Technology
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License and Distribution Agreement' (TDLA) on the web. The TDLA with Microsoft is
used here to illustrate the kind of restrictions concerned. See Table 1. (However,
reactions to the publicised agreement indicate that Sun licenses differ according to
companyx.)

The agreement came into effect in March 1996. It started with recitals about the need for
compatibility among Java language based products and value of the Java compatibility
logo. Sun further expected Microsoft's products to incorporate the latest updates of the
Java platform. To test their compatibility, Sun offered Microsoft its test suites free of
costs. If the products passed the tests, Microsoft could use the Java-Compatible logo for
marketing purposes. The goodwill that became associated with Sun's logo was a result of
Sun's compatibility strategies. Different from instruments such as licensing and
encouraging the use of the Java Software Development Kit - which were foremost means
to coerce developers towards compatible implementations (compatibility push) -, the
logo's value created an incentive towards developing compatible commercial products
(compatibility pull).

'Technology License and Distribution Agreement' between Sun and Microsoft

License Contents Main restrictions

Source Code
and
Development
License to
Technology

SUN grants (…) a license (…) to (…) create Derivative Works of
the Technology in Source Code form for the purposes of
developing, compiling to binary form and supporting Products;

(…) a patent license to develop Independent Works of the
Technology for the purposes of developing, compiling to binary
form and supporting Products;

(..) a license to sublicense and distribute the Source Code of the
Technology and Derivative and Independent Works thereof, to
third party licensees … which may include Licensee's original
equipment manufacturers.

Sun Technology and patents
are only to be used for
development of the Java
platform.

Distribution
License to
Technology

(…) a license to distribute the Technology and Derivative Works
thereof in binary form for internal use, for use by third parties, and
to end-users;

(…) a license to distribute development tools such as the
Reference Implementation VM [binary code] and Reference
Implementation Java Classes [source/binary code] among third
parties and end-users.

(…) a patent license to distribute copies of the Independent Works
of the Technology for Licensee's internal use, and - in binary form-
to distributors and end users as part of the Products.

Sun Technology is only to be
used for development of the
Java platform.

Sub-licensees should agree to
license the binary RI only in
order to develop products that
significantly add to the RI
functionality.

Documentation (…) a license to create Derivative Works of the Documentation;
and distribute them in connection with distribution of the
Product(s).

License to
JavaScript

… when Sun obtains the IPR to license JavaScript, Sun will state
the compatibility requirements for a license ("which shall be
consistent with the compatibility requirements for other SUN
licensees of JavaScript"). If the conditions are acceptable,
Microsoft may distribute JavaScript products.

Microsoft's products using
JavaScript should be
'consistent' with Netscape's
JavaScript specs
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License to
Microsoft's Java
Reference
Implementation

Microsoft grants to Sun (…) a license to create Derivative Works of
Microsoft's Java Reference Implementation in Source Code form;
and to sublicense and distribute the Source Code of the Java
Reference Implementation and Derivative Works of the Java
Reference Implementation to third party licensees"

… a license to use Microsoft's "Java Reference Implementation
and Derivative Works thereof in binary form for sun's internal use"
and distribute it for third party use

… and a patent license to use and reproduce "sun's Independent
Works of the Java Reference Implementation for Licensee's
internal use" and for third party use.

…. sublicense "on terms and
conditions no less restrictive
than the terms upon which SUN
licenses the Source Code for its
Technology to such third party
licensees."

License to Sun
Test Suites

Sun grants Microsoft … a license to distribute Java Test Suites for
internal use (at no cost); significant upgrades of the Java
Technology are to be accompanied by upgrades of Microsoft's
Java Reference Implementation; it needs to pass the test suites
(compatible implementation).

….a license to use the Java Compatibility Logo that indicates
compatibility with the Java Test Suites (see Trademark License)

… a license to use (the upgrade of) the Java Language Test
Suites at no cost to achieve compiler compatibility.

…on delivery, a license to the JavaScript test suites for internal
use

Compatibility is required with
Sun's most recent version.

Microsoft products may pass the
tests if - although only part of
the Java Classes is
implemented in the product -
they make the supplementary
classes available to the public.

Trademark
license for the
Java-
Compatible
Logo

Sun grants a license to use the Compatibility logo for versions of
Microsoft's products that pass Sun's Java test suites. Sun has the
right to inspect Microsoft's branded products (i.e. products
distributed in association with the logo).

Restrictions on how and where
to display the logo.

Microsoft may not harm the
reputation and goodwill
associated with the logo.

Table 1: 'Technology License and Distribution Agreement' between Sun and Microsoft, a
summary of the licensing conditions most relevant to Java compatibility. The table shows
that the agreement comprised several licenses.

Sun Community Source Licensing
In December 1998, pressed for a more liberal licensing regime, Sun published a new
licensing model (Gabriel & Joy, 1998). The Community Source licensing model sought
to combine the advantages of the Open Sourcexi and the Proprietary licensing model.
Thus, community members were given broad access to the Java source code. They were
encouraged to partake in its development. Error corrections had to be given back to the
community. All community members had to sign a license. Each developer could become
a Research Use licensee free of charge (i.e. simple click-through license). This license
granted 'broad experimentation and evaluation rights'. As was already the case, it further
allowed use of the Java Runtime Environment binary for incorporation into products -
also free of chargexii.

In the new model, commercial users, who wanted to deploy their Java products, retained
their intellectual property rights although they were required to be open with regard to the
specs of programming interfaces and related test suites.xiii On the one hand, the
Community Source model allowed
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• commercial entities to use and modify the source code for commercial software
product development without charge.

• innovation on the source code without requiring that innovation be returned to Sun.
• commercial entities to modify and share compatible source code with other

commercial entities without charge and without mediation from Sun.
• licensees to package for resale Sun's Java platform class libraries with virtual

machines from other licensees. (Gabriel & Joy, 1998)

But, on the other hand, Sun continued to charge fees for companies that wanted to sell
products based on modified source code. Furthermore, products distributed under the
Commercial Use license had to be branded with the appropriate Sun logo and required a
separate trademark license with Sun. So, Sun still owned the infrastructure part of the
original code, the upgrades and the test suites. It kept control of essential developments.

4.1.2 Java Community Process

Licensing was one means to co-ordinate the development of Java. The Java Community
Process was another. Together with the new licensing model, Sun issued The Java
Community Process (sm) Program Manual: The formal procedures for using the Java
Specification development process (version 1.0, December 1998). In this manual, Sun
unfolded

"(…) a formal process for developing Java™ specifications (…) using an
inclusive, consensus building process that not only delivers the
specification, but also the reference implementation and its associated
suite of compatibility tests."

The specifications referred to were those for the Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs). The manual was a response to criticism that decisions regarding these
specifications took place behind closed doors. It discussed the procedures that were to be
followed from the stage of requesting a new specification, the drafting of the
specification by an expert group, and a wider review process, to its final release and
maintenance. In order to participate in drafting the new specification, one had to be a
Participant, and sign the Java Specification Participation Agreement (JSPA). In the JSPA,
the IPR issues were settledxiv. The Process Management Office, which consisted of Sun
employees, was to oversee the process. For example, it would select the person who leads
the expert group that develops a particular specification (Specification Lead). An
independent auditing firm would review the process.

The procedures were heavily criticisedxv. The press spoke of a gated community process
(Harold, 1999). Sun still vetoed decision regarding eligibility of specification requests. In
order to become a participant, a sum of 2000-5000$ had to be paid. Only company
employees were counted as experts. Rick Ross, founder of the JavaLobby, compared Sun
to a benevolent dictator and demanded that the majority of independent Java developers
be involved (Vizard, 1998). The Real-Time Java Working Group (RTJWG), a group that
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wanted to develop a specification for real-time Java (see also section 5.2), commented
that (Fong, 1998):

• non-licensees wanted to use the specs to create clean-roomxvi implementations. For
this purpose they wanted to use the Java Compatibility Kit and the relevant
trademarks. The JSPA did not address these issues.

• Sun retained copyright on the specs and ownership of the test suites. It controlled IPR
licensing issues of contributing participants, which should be controlled by a
commercially neutral entity. Derivative work should be outside Sun's control.

• conformance testing should be open, with published tests, and available to non-
licensees.

Sun's second version of the Java Community Process (Sun, 2000) answered to much of
the criticism on the first version.xvii An Executive Committee now largely carries out the
former key role of the Process Management Office. This committee is to represent "major
stakeholders and is responsible for approving the passage of specifications through key
points of the JCP (…)". It consists of 16 members and a chair. Two of them are Sun
employees: one, the committee chair, has no vote except to cast a tie-breaking vote; the
other has a permanent voting seat on the Executive Committee.xviii The other procedures
are in important respects similar to those of formal and consortium standards bodies:
phased approach, voting procedures, expert groups, etc.. The reactions on this proposal
were mixed. Some people pointed out that, where changes to the core of Java are
proposed, the Sun representative still needed to cast an approval vote. Others emphasised
the improvements in comparison with the former versionxix.

In sum, Sun used several strategies to support the development of Java while maintaining
cross-platform compatibility. This section discussed the open source strategy, and in
more detail the evolution of Sun's licensing regimes and Java Community Process. In the
next section Sun's standardisation strategy is addressed.

4.2 Initiated routes to formal standardisation

Sun announced early on that its aim was to have Java formally standardised by JTC1.
JTC1 approval would make "customers, partners and developers feel more confident
about investing in it" (Perez , 1999). The status of International Standard would also
made it easier for governments and industry standards bodies to refer to it (Shankland,
1999c). Sun tried three times to get JTC1's approval of its Java specifications. See figure
3. It started with a failed attempt to get its Java specifications accepted by ANSI, the US
national standards body, which could then have offered it as a work item to the JTC1. I
focus below on the two attempts that followed. (For a closer analysis of Sun's motives
and actions regarding standardisation, I refer to Egyedi (2000b).
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Figure 3: Sun’s three JTC1 standardisation initiatives regarding Java™: via ANSI (the
US national member of JTC1), the JTC1 PAS procedure and the ECMA standards
consortium (which has an A-liaison with JTC1 and thus access to the JTC1 Fast Track
process).

4.2.1 JTC1 PAS procedure

In March 1997, Sun applied to become an authorised Publicly Available Specification (PAS)
submitter to JTC1 in order to get access to the PAS procedure. The PAS procedure is a means for
JTC1 to transpose specifications with high market relevance more rapidly into an international
standard. Instead of passing through the usual stages of committee standardisation, the
specification starts out as a Draft International Standard (DIS), which, if approved by JTC1
members, immediately acquires the status of an International Standard (IS). In the third edition of
the PAS procedure (ISO/IEC, 1995), few hard conditions are made about which organisations are
eligible as PAS submitters. The organisation's general approach to specification development
should, for example, be 'open' and 'consensus-driven', and it should conform to JTC1's rules on
Intellectual Property Rights. These criteria leave room for negotiation.

Sun was the first commercial company to applyxx. In July 1997, Sun's application was rejected
with comments from the JTC1 national bodies (Clark, 1997).xxi There were hesitations with
regards to the way Sun would handle maintenance of the standard, IPR issues, and whether a Sun-
led process would remain an open one. Sun responded to the comments in September 1997 (Sun,
1997b). With regard to

• Maintenance: Sun proposed a JTC1 working group for which Sun would provide the project
editor. It would be open to all stakeholders and was to be responsive to the international Java
community.

• Intellectual Property:
• Patents: Sun would grant users of the Java specs a patent license without demanding fees

or royalties. Sun was willing to extend terms of its patent policy to cover implementers of
the Java international standard.

• Copyright: "Sun has used its copyright to ensure that the Java ™ platform specifications
are openly available and to prevent unauthorised changes. (…) Sun grants ISO/IEC JTC1
(…) all necessary rights to print and sell copies of the International standard without
payment of copyright fees or royalties. Sun will not use its copyright to prevent or restrict
changes to the International Standard that would result from normal JTC1 processes for
maintenance or evolution." According to Sun, JTC1 rules "do not exclude joint-copyright
ownership", which is what Sun envisioned.

PAS procedure

Fast Track process
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• Trademark: Sun still wanted to own trademark logos and names. It argued that Java ™
was the name of a product (brand), not of the specification. Sun would allow its general
use for 'ISO-xxxxx, The ISO specification of the Java™ platform'. Implementers could
claim ISO-conformance without passing external tests by Sun. Furthermore, Sun argued,
according to international agreements trademarks could only apply to products and
services. ISO had no capacity to hold or defend a trademark.

• Open standards process: Sun tried to reassure the national bodies on this matter by arguing
that its profit depended on co-operation and openness: it could not move on its own.

In November 1997, JTC1 accepted Sun as a PAS submitter. Most of the votes in favour still
included comments that expressed concern about who was to be responsible for the maintenance
and evolution of Java, about the influence of JTC1 national members therein, and about the
openness of Sun's development process in competitive situations (JTC1 N5090, November 1997).
Many national bodies explicitly stated that voting yes at this stage did not automatically include
the approval of the specifications. They expected their comments to be addressed in the
Explanatory Report that was to accompany Sun's submission of the Java specifications.

Sun's reaction in the press to its approval as a PAS submitter was that this meant international
recognition for Sun's Java Community Process. This recognition may have been Sun's primary
goal, for it did not actually submit the Explanatory Report or the Java specifications to JTC1. But
Sun also thought it unlikely that JTC1 would agree to ratify its work and leave the organisation of
a wider, participatory Java development process to Sun (Bingley, 1999). At that point in time, it
did not want to surrender control of the evolution of Java (Shankland, 1999a). Sun's formal
explanation to withdraw from the PAS process was the change of rules for the PAS procedure,
which was voted on in November 1998 (ISO/IEC JTC1, 1999). Sun attributed the changes to
lobbying by Microsoft, HP and others from the 'Wintel world' (Bingley 1999; Shankland, 1999a).
According to the new procedures, Sun would have to turn control over to JTC1 regarding the
maintenance of the standard and the evolution of Java. Standards maintenance would not be
restricted to minor adjustments such as bug-fixing, as it had hoped.

4.2.2 ECMA and the fast track procedure

In April 1999, Sun approached the ECMA to discuss Java standardisation (Shankland,
1999b). The ECMA, an international Europe-based industry association for standardising
information and communication systems, has produced standards since 1961. ECMA is
an A-liaisonxxii member of JTC1. This status gives it access to the Fast Track process, a
process similar to the PAS procedure. It allows a standard, regardless of its origin, to be put
to the vote as a Draft International Standard without going through the prior stages. In the
past ECMA standards were submitted to a yes/no vote in JTC1 without modification.

During negotiations about the ECMA programme of work, Sun initially aimed for
'passive maintenance' of the Java standard, which meant that Sun's Java Community
Process would remain the primary arena for Java development (Shankland, 1999c). Sun
would then forward updates through ECMA to JTC1. However, the two parties ultimately
- appeared to - agree on a programme of work that left room for a more meaningful
standards process in ECMA. (See box 1).
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Box 1: ECMA TC41 on Platform-Independent Computing Environments

Scope: To standardise the syntax and semantics of both general-purpose and domain
specific platform-independent computing environments.

Programme of Work
1. Develop a standard for a cross-platform computing environment based upon the Java

2™ Standard Edition (J2SE) Version 1.2.2, specification that consists of the Java
Language Specification, the Java Virtual Machine Specification, and the Java API
Core Class Library Specification.

2. Contribute the standard to ISO/IEC JTC 1.
3. Upon completion of item 1, to assume responsibility for the maintenance of the

ECMA standards prepared by this TC with a commitment to preserving binary and
source compatibility across platforms, and compatibility with the initial ECMA
standard.

4. Upon completion of item 1, development of standards based upon other platform-
independent Java technology specifications ensuring compatibility with the initial
ECMA standard and preservation of binary and source compatibility across
platforms.

5. Maintain liaison with appropriate other standards developing bodies, consortia, and
forums.

6. Maintain liaison with appropriate other ECMA TCs and TGs

The first ECMA TC41 meeting took place in October 1999. During the meeting, Sun
emphasises that TC41 should focus on ‘edition rather than addition’ of Sun’s Java
specifications. Regarding the use of the Java specs, the ECMA rules were that
"Contributions can bear copyright: this is fully acceptable if the owner of the contribution
permits the use of the contribution for standardisation.(…) The [Java] specification is
copyrighted by Sun, with permission to use it for standardisation purposes. It will be the
principal document for the work of TC41, and will be made available as an ECMA
working document (…).”(ECMA, 1999) To questions regarding maintenance of the
ECMA standard and maintenance compatibility between the ECMA and ISO/IEC
standard, the ECMA secretary-general answered that ECMA had several mechanisms to
handle such situations. Usually ISO/IEC did not treat ECMA contributions as a new
project. ECMA TC41 had an official liaison with the JTC1 SC22xxiii Java Study Group,
whose input would be asked before formally invoking the fast-track procedure.xxiv

During the meeting, Sun was to distribute the Java 1.2 specification on CD-ROM.
However, at the end of the meeting Sun announced it lawyers required more time to
consider IPR issues involved (ECMA, 1999). Late 1999 it became clear that Sun would
not contribute the Java specifications to the ECMA TC41. A second TC41 meeting was
held to explore whether it would be feasible to draft a Java 2 standard partly with material
from other companies and partly by normative referencing to Sun’s Java specs (ECMA,
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2000).xxv But Sun representatives doubted whether Sun would agree with normative
referencing, and indicated that Sun might, for example, request a licensing agreement for
ECMA TC41 to work on the specification.

ECMA TC41 was formally disbanded in March 2000. Several reasons were given for
Sun's withdrawal. First of all, Sun's press release of the 7th of December 1999 said that
"(…) ECMA has formal rules governing patent protections; however, at this time there
are no formal protections for copyrights or other intellectual property." Sun differentiated
between a copyrighted specification and a copyright of the contents of the specification
(i.e. between a specification and a software product). Initially, it was Sun's intention "to
provide ECMA with a derivative copyright but […] this has to be treated as an IPR,
under a copyright license agreement"(ECMA/GA, 1999). However, it could not find a
compromise that would be acceptable to both Sun and ECMA.
George Paolini, vice president of Java community development at Sun, later gave a
different reason. He said in a letter to ECMA that Sun decided to keep control of Java
within its Java Community Process. "The Java Community Process has expanded its level
of activity to a point where we now believe the interests of the entire Java community
will be best met by continuing to evolve the Java specifications with the open JCP
process." (Shankland, 2000) But some committee participants believed that Sun could not
hand over its copyright to ECMA because it would jeopardise its position in the lawsuit
against Microsoft, which was still going on.xxvi (See section 5.1.)

4.3 Compatibility strategies compared

Sun applied several compatibility strategies, sometimes successively, sometimes
simultaneously, sometimes in combination. Some strategies were focused, others were
more diffuse; some were forceful, while others were more coercive; some strategies were
based on proprietary control, while others primarily aimed to broaden the Java user base.
Its strategies are listed in Table 2.

Input and output control. Table 2 distinguishes compatibility strategies according to
whether they control the initial phase of a process (what goes in: input control) or
whether they provide means to control the outcome of a process (output control). The
process at stake can either be a product development process or a standards process. For
example, Sun's problem with JTC1 and ECMA standardisation was that it could merely
control its own contribution to standardisation (i.e. the Java specifications). Other
strategies such as licensing were better equipped to control Java compatibility (e.g. its
licenses and test suites). The previous sections show that Sun ultimately preferred the
strategies, which focussed on output control. Table 2 further categorises strategies
according to whether they primarily aim to focus the orientation of market players
towards Java developments, or whether they primarily aim to achieve technical
compatibility. Sun's standardisation initiatives are categorised primarily as an effort to
focus the attention of the market rather than as a compatibility effort. It is so categorised,
because the way Sun withdrew from the JTC1 PAS procedure and from ECMA
standardisation emphasised a desire to control Java developments rather than a desire to
achieve compatibility.
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Sun's Compatibility Strategies

Co-ordination Input Control Output Control

Market
orientation

• JTC1 Standardisation by

• ANSI

• JTC1 PAS procedure

• JTC1 Fast-Track process

• ECMA Standardisation

• Java Community Process

(incl. Participation Agreement)

Technical
compatibility

• Instructional books, conferences,
certified training programs, etc.

• (partly) Open source code

• Distribution of the Java Software
Development Kit

• Reference Implementations

• Licensing (IPR)

• Technology License and
Distribution Agreement

• Sun Community Source
Licensing model

• Test suites & Compatibility logo

Table 2: Overview of Sun's compatibility strategies regarding Java.

Multi-party input and multi-party decision making. Sun's market strategies show a strong
interest in involving others in Java development. Sun invited others to participate and
suggest improvements to Java at a very early stage. But the decision to introduce changes
to the Java core remained Sun's. These past years, a shift has taken place. In the last Java
Community Process procedures (JCP2, 2000), a more advanced form of multi-party
decision making was proposed. The two dimensions of openness - that is, multi-party
input and decision making - are depicted in Figure 4. Against these dimensions, the
product development environment of the Java Community Process (JCP) and the
standards development environments of JTC1 and ECMA are situated. Sun starts with the
informal Java Community Process (JCP0; much multi-party input and largely proprietary
decision making). It then applies as a JTC1 PAS submitter (which would mean: multi-
party input and multi-party decision making). Sun does not want to relinquish control
over the decisions making process and withdraws. After a brief period in which it
develops the first JCP version (JCP1, less open in both dimensions), Sun subsequently
turns to ECMA (which has a higher threshold to participate than JTC1, but which is
nonetheless a multi-party forum in respect to input and decision making). After it
withdraws from ECMA, Sun develops a more open JCP process (JCP2, which reserves
more room for multi-party decision making than JCP1 did). The figure illustrates that the
'decision making' dimension largely explains Sun's subsequent steps.
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Figure 4: Sun's subsequent choice of forum characterised on the dimensions of multi-
party input and decision making.

Mix of standardisation and product development. Figure 4 also distinguishes between
product and standards development. It shows that strategies regarding product
development (i.e. in the Sun-controlled JCP arena) preside over standards development.
Usually the difference is clear. In such situations, according to Ferné (1990, p.13), what
committee standards lose in market control (i.e. product control) they gain - in
comparison to de facto standards - in network externalities. In the case of Sun's Java,
however, compatibility is essential to Java development. The distinction between product
specifications and standards specifications in figure 3 is therefore a relative one. As a
consequence, the additional externalities that Ferné refers to are also less evident (section
6).

As said, Sun's initiatives to develop Java specifications involved two Java standardisation
initiatives, the JTC1/PAS procedure and the ECMA/Fast-track procedure, and its own
Java Community Process. Sun did not approach the two standards bodies with the idea
that it would hand over the evolution of Java to these bodies. The standards initiatives
activities appear to have been attempts to certify ongoing product development and
accredit previously developed, more or less mature specifications - a role to which neither
forum agreed. In this sense, the two standards fora reacted identical. Furthermore, during
initial negotiations with ECMA, Sun insisted on 'edition, not addition'. Indeed, this might
best have served the market. But it also illustrates that 'rubberstamping' - which is a crude
generalisation of the work which 'edition' would nevertheless entail - is a practice which
takes place in standards consortia as well as formal standards bodies (e.g. Besen &
Farrell, 1991).
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5. Instances of Failing Co-ordination

There were two notable instances where Sun, despite its strategies of licensing,
formalising the Java Community Process, etc., could not forestall other players from
actions that could lead to fragmentation of the Java market. The first example is
Microsoft’s use of Java, for which Sun sued Microsoft. The second example is real-time
Java, the development of which at present partly takes place outside Sun's realms. They
illustrate instances where Sun’s attempt to co-ordinate Java development and safe-guard
cross—platform compatibility failed.

5.1 Lawsuit Sun vs. Microsoft

In October 1997, Sun filed a complaint against Microsoft for copyright infringement (see
section 4.1.1 for the conditions for Microsoft’s Java license). Microsoft implemented
Java in ways that were incompatible with Sun's Java platform. It developed a platform-
dependent Software Development Kit for Java, which meant that programs created with
this Kit would, in some cases, not run on other than Microsoft’s Java Virtual Machine. It
was done in a way that Sun, and not Microsoft, was likely to be accused of not delivering
a 'Write Once, Run Anywhere' platform. Furthermore, Internet Explorer version 4.0 (IE4)
did not pass the Java compatibility testsxxvii, but Microsoft nevertheless used Sun's Java™
Compatible Logo on consumer packaging and promotional materials for IE4. Therefore,
Sun accused Microsoft of deliberately attempting to fragment the Java platform
(McCarthy, 2000).

The judge granted Sun a preliminary injunction against Microsoft based on the latter’s
infringement of Sun’s copyrights. Microsoft was not to use Sun's Java-Compatible logo
unless its products pass the test-suites. In the Spring of 1998, Microsoft was also
prohibited from using Sun's Java Compatible™ logo to promote and distribute Internet
Explorer 4.0. The lawsuit took an unexpected turn when Microsoft appealed against the
injunction. The core of Microsoft’s argument was that it had not infringed Sun's
copyright but instead breached its contract with Sun. This meant in effect that the hard
measure, the preliminary injunction, should be revoked.xxviii Microsoft's appeal was
granted in the summer of 1999 and was confirmed in January 2000.

Meanwhile, Sun filed a second lawsuit in which it accused Microsoft of unfair
competition. This case was decided in Sun's favour in January 2000. The preliminary
injunction was, therefore, reinstated and acerbated. Where the first injunction prohibited
use of the logo for incompatible Java products, the second injunction prescribed that the
products be changed.xxix (For the most relevant parts from the latter court order, see box
2.) Thus, although ultimately Sun’s interests in cross-platform compatibility were
protected, its strategies of copyright and trademark licensing could not prevent Microsoft
from using Java in damaging ways.
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Quotes from the US court order regarding Sun vs. Microsoft on 'unfair competition'
(United States District Court For The Northern District Of California, January 24, 2000b)

• "(…) threatened fragmentation of the Java programming environment (…)" (p.5)
• "Microsoft's unparalleled market power and distribution channels (…) pose a significant risk

that an incompatible and unauthorised version of the Java Technology will become the de
facto standard." p.5

• "(…) Microsoft introduced strategic incompatibilities in its implementations of the Java
Technology (…)[and] excluded Sun's JNI [Java Native Interface] (…)" p.7

•  "software developers are naturally motivated to create software applications for the operating
system platform having the largest installed base (…)" p.8

• "Microsoft has falsely advertised that its implementation of the Java Technology is the
'official reference implementation' (…)" (p.9) and made other false and misleading statements
suggesting compliance to Sun's specs (e.g. Microsoft's white paper "Integrating Java and
COM". (p.9-10)) Microsoft's representations are likely to confuse or mislead developers into
thinking that (1) Sun approves of Microsoft's extended Java programming technology, (2) the
such extended Java programming technology complies with Sun's specifications, and,
therefore, (3) is a compatible addition to the standard Java programming and runtime
environment."

• The preliminary injunction entailed that Microsoft should replace the Java incompatible 4. 0
version of Internet Explorer with a compatible one. However Microsoft's provisions for
installing Java compatible IE 5.0 is counterintuitive.

5.2 Real-Time Java: J consortium

In June 1998, the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) started a
series of workshops on real-time Java. Real-time embedded Java is used in highly
expanding markets (e.g. “the Barney doll which uses infrared to talk to the TV, cruise
missiles and telephone switches"; Gage, 1999). Sun participated together with many of its
competitors. The workshop resulted in a document with core-requirements for real-time
Java specifications. Many of those who had attended the workshop thought the Java
Community Process environment too restrictive for drawing up the real-time Java
specifications (e.g. Microsoft, HP, NewMonics) and founded the Real-Time Java
Working Group (RTJWG). They wanted to continue their efforts in a more neutral
environment, and approached the US National Committee for Information Technology
Standardisation (NCITS/ ANSI). ANSI, however, feared that the initiative would
fragment the market and refused in February 1999 (Jensen, 1999; Bowen, 1999). See
Figure 5. The working group subsequently formed the J consortium, an industry
consortium for developing embedded Java applications. Sun responded with the
establishment of a Real-Time Expert Group (RTEG) within the Java Community Process
that would be led by IBM (March 1999). This group departed from the same set of
requirements as the J Consortium did (Gonsalves, 1999).
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Figure 5: Standardisation strategies of the J Consortium.

In September 1999, the J consortium released its specifications for embedded Java. A 45-
day public review was held. Because the specifications were based on clean-room
versions of Java, the consortium had no copyright obligations to Sun and could distribute
the specifications royalty free (Gonsalves, 1999). In February 2000, the J Consortium
applied to become a JTC1 PAS submitterxxx. In other words, the RTJWG/ J Consortium
also chose JTC1 standardisation as a main compatibility strategy, like Sun did with its
Java™ technology. Again, first ANSI was approached and then the PAS procedure was
applied for. This is most probably typical for Java and the need for WORA, also where
Real-Time Java is concerned.

Sun tried to control Java real-time developments, firstly, to guarantee coherence between
Java™ and Real-Time Java, and, secondly, to prevent fragmentation of the Real-Time
platform. It proposed the Java Community Process as a development environment to the
predecessor of the J Consortium. But the latter did not accept the degree of influence,
which Sun would then have had over the specification process. In this case, Sun’s
attempts at co-ordination failed.

6. Impact of compatibility strategies

The externalities of cross-platform compatibility are of a specific kind. What Sun hoped
for were externalities such as

• for developers: WORA, reduced costs for development, support and distribution, and
time-savings;

• for organisations with different system platforms and browsers: reduced costs for
software development, procurement, maintenance and support;

• for third part media providers of browser programs and of service providers: WORA,
reduced of costs for development, support and distribution, and time-savings. (Sun,
1997a, p.24).

PAS procedure
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In particular compatibility strategies that were technically-oriented and focussed on
output control (see section 4.3) supported these aims. Strategies that primarily served to
orient market players and specify Java community membership also had negative
externalities. For example, the first version of the Java Community Process (JCP1) had a
company-based approach, which risked alienating independent software developers.
Likewise, Sun's restrictive licences and its definition of an in-group and an out-group (the
Java Specification Participation Agreement) may have deterred potential Java developers
from participating. This would have been an undesirable side-effect, since Sun heavily
depended on third parties to co-develop and implement Java.

Generalising from the case, compatibility strategies have a different impact on
technology and market development.xxxi I focus here on three kinds of strategies:
standardisation, closed source software approach (e.g. licensing combined with IPRs),
and the open source software approach.

Compatibility Strategies

Co-ordination of
Technology

Standardisation Closed Source Open Source

Conformance
Mechanism

pull push push / pull

Technical
Compatibility of
Products

uncertain

voluntary techn. base
diffuse outcome

high

controlled techn. base
controlled outcome

uncertain

controlled techn. base
diffuse outcome

Innofusion encouraged discouraged encouraged

Table 3: Compatibility strategies and the co-ordination of technology innofusion.

Technology development. I argued in section 2 that compatibility during the phase of
technology and standards diffusion is what counts. Innovation that takes place during this
phase was referred to as technology innofusion. Open source software strongly
encourages technology innofusion. Whether compatibility is maintained among the
resulting software products, however, will strongly depend on the community of
developers and on their adherence to the principles of use laid down in the open source
license. Sharing the same source code encourages coherence (i.e. controlled technical
base; push towards compatibility). But an additional market pull is needed to maintain
compatibility among developed software products (i.e. compatibility is uncertain; diffuse
outcome). Likewise, the outcome of standardisation strategies is uncertain. Adherence to
the technical specifications is voluntary, their translation to implementations is not
prescribed, and conformance depends solely on market pull mechanisms. Standardisation,
too, encourages innofusion. In contrast, the closed source software approach imposes
compatibility on other players (compatibility push). It forces developers of
complementary systems and competitive clean-room versions to comply with the
proprietary specifications. Compatibility is controlled and innofusion is limited. See
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Table 3. Closed source strategies are likely to be more effective in achieving technical
compatibility among software products.

Market development. One of the main criteria to assess the competitiveness of markets is
whether these are inclusive and open to new entrants or exclusive. Openness may refer in
our context to the process of developing basic specifications and to successive software
development . See Table 4. Standardisation and open source strategies address wider
audiences and are more inclusive than closed source strategies. Standardisation
procedures formally provide consumers access to standardisation, but consumers are
generally not involved in developing specifications or implementing them. The benefit of
standardisation foremost lies in its ability to co-ordinate market orientations (i.e. to focus
the orientation of consumers and producers in advance). The benefit of the open source
approach is the lack of barriers to participation and the interactivity in software
development.

Compatibility Strategies

Stages in Market
Development

Standardisation Closed Source Open Source

Process of
Specification
Development

open

(producers &
consumers)

proprietary/ closed

(in-company/ closed
community)

open

(professionals &
hobbyists)

Public addressed by
Software Development

professional users professional market professional users &
hobbyists

Table 4: Compatibility strategies and co-ordination in the market.

7. Conclusions

Companies mainly initiate standardisation for two reasons: to achieve technical
compatibility and to focus the orientation of other market players. Companies use
standardisation as means to co-ordinate technology diffusion. It is therefore foremost an
ex ante market mechanism. Where it serves the purpose of focusing the orientation of
other market players, ISO/IEC JTC1 is a favoured standards forum because JTC1
standards are known to be stable and are referred to by governments. The announcement
of taking one's specifications to JTC1 often suffices to focus the attention of other market
players.

In respect to compatibility processes and outcomes, there is little difference between
formal standardisation and multi-party consortium standardisation. Their procedures are
similar, the same parties participate and the same sort of problems occur (e.g.
rubberstamp de facto standards or not). Moreover, often co-operation agreements exist
between them. This makes it possible to fast-track consortium standards in formal
standards bodies.
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Compatibility Strategies

Co-ordination Input Control Output Control

Market
orientation

• Consortium Standardisation

• JTC1 Standardisation
• Proprietary-controlled Multi-

partly Technology Developm.

Technical
compatibility

• Open Source Code • IPR

• Licensing

• Certification: test suites & logo

Table 5: Examples of compatibility strategies according to the type of co-ordination and
control concerned.

Diversity. Standardisation is one of the means to achieve technical compatibility. Other
compatibility strategies are, for example, proprietary multi-party software development
and open source software development. See Table 5. The former can attain a high level of
openness, and the process of developing proprietary specifications sometimes resembles
standards processes. Companies often apply several strategies simultaneously or in
combination. Some strategies focus on input control, while others focus on output
control. The weakness of the standardisation strategy lies in not being able to enforce
compliance to standards (i.e. little output control). In respect to standards maintenance
and certification (i.e. the technology diffusion phase), proprietary control mechanisms
may therefore sometimes have their advantages. However, even tightly controlled
compatibility strategies (e.g. licensing and certification combined with IPRs) cannot
prevent incompatible developments from occurring (e.g. Microsoft's use of Java).

Impact. In comparison to a closed and an open source approach, the benefit of
standardisation is that it focuses the market orientation of producers as well as
consumers. But its actual contribution to compatibility in the market remains uncertain.
Further research is needed on this issue. More insight is also needed in compatibility
effects of the open source approach. Although this approach is very effective in
addressing a wide audience - the developer-base for technology innofusion - the
proprietary, closed source approach appears to be more effective in achieving
compatibility.

Compatibility-oriented proprietary product development deserves more attention from
standardisation policy developers than hitherto. Proprietary measures have disadvantages,
but they are forceful in co-ordinating the market. In particular in respect standards
maintenance and certification, it may be hazardous to dismantle proprietary solutions
during PAS and fast-track procedures - or so this case study suggests. By applying an
elaborate control system, Sun has largely succeeded in preventing fragmentation of the
Java market.
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Abbreviations

ANSI American National Standards Institute
API Application Programming Interface
DIS Draft International Standard
ECMA ECMA, An International Industry Association for Standardising

Information and Communication Systems
IE Internet Explorer (Microsoft browser)
IPR Intellectual Property Right
IS International Standard
JCP Java Community Process (Sun-driven)
JNI Java Native Interfaces
JSPA Java Specification Participation Agreement
JTC1 ISO/IEC Joint Technical Committee 1
JVM Java Virtual Machine
NCITS US National Committee for Information Technology Standardisation
NIST US National Institute of Standards and Technology
PAS Publicly Available Specification
RTEG Real-Time Expert Group (formed under JCP)
RTJWG Real-Time Java Working Group, initiated J Consortium
SDK Java Software Development Kit
SG Secretary-General
specs specifications
TC Technical Committee
TC41 ECMA Technical Committee 41 on Platform-Independent Computing

Environments
TG Task Group
TLDA Technology License and Distribution Agreement
WORA 'Write Once Run Anywhere', maxim of Sun Microsystems
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Notes

                                                
 i The first version of this paper was contributed to the 5th Helsinki Workshop on Standardization and
Networks,13-14 August 2000. I gratefully acknowledge the workshop participants and my colleagues Wim
Vree and Jan-Pascal van Best for their comments. This research received financial support from the
European Commission, DITSE/ Delft University of Technology, and Verdonck Holding BV. They need not
agree with and are in no way responsible for the views expressed in this paper..
ii The ISO defines compatibility as the "suitability of products, processes or services for use together under
specific conditions to fulfil relevant requirements without causing unacceptable interactions." (ISO/IEC,
19991) ICT practitioners usually use the term 'interoperability'. I use these terms interchangeably and in a
way that includes e.g. upward and downward compatibility.
iii "Generally, in advanced networks, middleware consists of services and other resources located between
both the applications and the underlying (…) infrastructure, although no consensus currently exists
(…)."(ISOC, 2000)
ivThe data used for this research stems from formal interviews and informal conversations with experts and
participants to the ECMA Technical Committee 41 (TC41) meetings, observations made during these
meetings, analysis of the TC41 email exchange, and a study of the relevant documents, press releases, web-
based articles and comments on Sun's activities on JTC1 and ECMA (e.g. discussion on mailing lists).
Expert interviews were held with Jan van den Beld (Secretary General of ECMA), Willem Wakker (ACE
Consulting), and Roger Martin (Sun standardisation strategy manager), whom I very much thank for the
interviews. They may not agree with my interpretations of the events.
v The term 'standardisation' refers here to activities that are exclusively set up to lead to standards and that
take place in formal standards bodies and standards consortia (i.e. multi-party industry standards fora).
vi Some well-known examples are UNIX, TCP/IP, SMTP, DNS and C. Open source software generally
comes with an undemanding general public license. For example, the operating system Linux currently
allows one to download Linux, and use, change and distribute adaptations without charge. These
adaptations to the source code should, in turn, be made available in source code (see www.Linux.org).
vii Some say the time to market is set too short because the current set of APIs contains many bugs. (source:
Nigel Brookes, 'Has Sun gone off on one?', contribution to the discussion 'JavaLobby Pro-Sun or Pro-
Java?, 26 January, 2000)
viii Although Java ported to PCs also generates much data - and thus requires more 'Java' servers. But
currently, server-side Java dominates (e.g. servlets and Java server pages)
ix At present, the source code of the Java™ 2 platform, Standards Edition is available.
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x Private communication with a company member, ECMA meeting, January 1999. Implied was, that more
restrictive licenses are used to check the market activities of immediate competitors. (I could also imagine
that earlier licensees get more favourable conditions because they are needed to expand the user base, TE).
xi The advantages mentioned were: open source code, it attracts more developers (higher quality, rapid
innovation), participants determine their own priorities, self-organising mechanisms that balance
proprietary and community concerns, and reaping the fruits of each others work.
xii The SDK source code, for example, has been made available under the SCSL program.
xiii This trajectory is covered by the Internal Deployment license (distribution of developed products within
the company, and testing them before launching) and the Commercial Use license (which is for selling
products).
xiv For example, Sun owns the copyright of the developed specifications; Sun or the Specification Lead
own/license the Reference Implementation and Compatibility Test Suites (an annual maintenance fee is
asked); and Sun retains control over the trademark.
xv In one very critical review, the comparison is drawn between Sun's JCP and the standardisation context
of NCITS - and commented on by Sun. (source: RT-Java mailing list, Subject: Corrected Comparison of
NCITS vs. Java Community Process, 7 January 1999. It is a comment from Doug Johnson (Sun) on Barry
Hedquist's comparison.)
xvi A 'clean-room' version of Java is one that is based on Sun's Java specification but is developed without
looking at Sun's source code, i.e. a manner of reverse engineering by which Sun's IPRs on Java are
circumvented.
xvii The scope of this JCP version is also wider than the previous one. A specification may cover the Java
language, the VM, Platform Edition Specifications, Profiles and APIs. Apart from the reference
implementation and the compatibility test suites, a more elaborate technology compatibility kit is to
accompany the developed specification.
xviii The other committee members are partly nominated by Sun (10 ratified seats), and partly by community
members (5 elected seats). All Java Community Process Members can participate in the ballot for these 15
seats. The seats have a 3-year term. See Sun, 2000, appendix A.
xixShankland (2000) believes the change is due to "the influence of Pat Sueltz, leader of Sun's software
efforts and the former leader of IBM's use of Java. Sueltz has seen what Java looks like from outside Sun
and assembled a panel to address community control of Java."
xx Other PAS submitters were at the time industry consortia such as ATM Forum and the Object
Management Group.
xxi According to an interviewee, an anti- Java™ lobby supported by Microsoft complicated matters.
Microsoft wanted its own Java functionality's enabled.
xxii A-liaison membership is for organisations, which contribute actively in many JTC1 standards committees.
xxiii JTC1 SC22 is the standards subcommittee for Programming Languages, their Environments, and
System Software Interfaces.
xxiv The chair of JTC1 SC22 would liase with ECMA TC 41 and be supported by the Java study group,
which allowed this group to indirectly influence the ECMA process. Relevant is further that in this period
(October 1999) a successor was sought for the chair of JTC1 SC22. According to an interviewee, there
were two candidates: one from Sun and one from Microsoft. Since both did not get the required 75% of the
votes, an acting chair was appointed. This was a Sun representative.
xxv Normative referencing refers to the situation that a standards committee wants to incorporate
specifications from sources outside ECMA into an emerging standard by way of reference. Normative
referencing contrasts to informative referencing, to which no restriction applies. According to ISO/IEC
JTC1 rules, with which ECMA wanted to comply because it wanted to invoke the Fast Track process later
on, the originator of the referenced specification must give its written consent or else no reference shall be
made (ISO/IEC JTC1, 1996).
xxvi Informal communication with ECMA TC 41 participants.
xxvii Concerned are the Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). For example, Microsoft's Internet
Explorer does not support Java Native Method Invocation (JNI). ((United States District Court For The
Northern District Of California, January 24, 2000b)
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xxviii The 'Technology License and Distribution Agreement' includes lighter measures in case of breach of
contract, namely measures which allow Microsoft to largely buy-off its conduct and stall any effects on the
sales of products.
xxix Microsoft was prohibited to conduct Java business - unless products such as SDKJ 2.0/3.0 and VJ++ 6.0
supported Sun's JNI and passed the compatibility tests; Microsoft' s products had to by default disable
Microsoft's keyword extensions in the compiler, and it had to include a dialog box that warns the user of
Microsoft's extensions that their use may lead to incompatibility with Sun's specs; Microsoft was not
allowed to falsely suggest compliance with Sun's Java specifications. (United States District Court For The
Northern District Of California, January 24, 2000b)
xxx To date, September 2000, the application is still pending.
xxxi A straightforward comparison of the impact of different compatibility strategies is complicated. It
would require one to disentangle strategies used simultaneously, in combination, and successively - an
effort that goes beyond the scope of my current research.
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Standard setting plays a critical role in network industries, covering almost all
information products and services. Typically, such standard setting is regarded as
procompetitive from an antitrust perspective. This must not always be the case,
however, especially when proprietary standards are involved, set by a market power
wielding firm. In the European media market, the ensuing trade-off is further
complicated, as the industry is experiencing rapid development of its established
technologies and strategic alliances in the wake of convergence and sectoral change.
The commotion stirred by the Commission's intervention in Premiere illustrates well
the regulatory hurdles to overcome in such volatile a market.

1. The antitrust issues of networks and standard setting

Before turning to the specific issues raised in the wake of the Premiere merger2 and the
application of competition law to the media industry, it is necessary to sort out the special
characteristic of innovation industries relating to network effects and standardisation.3

"Network effects" arise each time "the utility that a user derives from consumption of a good
increases with the number of other agents consuming the good", the classical example being
the telephone: owning one would be of little benefit if one could not use it to communicate
with someone else also in possession of a counterpart!4 Such network effects are thus
associated with enhanced consumer valuation of a particular product or service when
employed in a system. This is especially pertinent with all information-based products, as
information can easily be consumed by more than one person and, more importantly, the
information's total value to society increases when being shared by multiple consumers.
Given the large share information-based products hold in the economy, network effects may
be accounted for constituting "the driving force behind much of innovation and technological
change".5 These benefits notwithstanding, network economics raise their own intrinsic
competitive concerns, based on the presumption that such markets offer increasing returns
over a very large portion of the demand curve. This is - omitting natural monopoly situations -
contrary to the declining returns to scale posited by neo-classical economics. As a result (i),
antitrust has to reconsider the rationality and likeliness of firms' behaviour as encountered in
network industries.6 Because standard setting (everyone using the same system in a network)

                                                
1 Rotterdam Institute of Law and Economics, Erasmus University Rotterdam. The author would like to thank
Tom Hoehn and Christos Pitelis for useful comments provided. Mistakes remain the author's own.
2 Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere (Case IV/M 993), May 27, 1998, O.J., February 27, 1999, L 53, p. 1 (Premiere).
Appeal is currently pending at Taurus vs. Commission (Case T-121/98).
3 In general, see Balto, D.A., Standard setting in a network economy, Speech held at New York, February 17,
2000; Lemley, M.A., D. McGowan, Legal implications of network economic effects, Calif. L. Rev. 86, 1998, pp.
479-611; Rubinfeld, D.L., Antitrust enforcement in dynamic network industries, Antitrust Bull. 43, 1998, pp.
859-882.
4 Katz, M.L., C. Shapiro, Network externalities, competition and compatibility, AER 75, 1985, p. 424.
5 Balto, D.A., Standard setting in a network economy, Speech held at New York, February 17, 2000.
6 Lemley, M.A., D. McGowan, o.c., 1998, pp. 495-496.
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entails substantial first mover advantages, leading to returns higher than normal for the entity
whose system is chosen as standard for the whole network, strategies considered relatively
risky in "normal" industries (such as predation and penetration pricing) become rational in
network industries.7 Also (ii), externalities (in the sense of increasing consumer demand for
the product when it is purchased by other consumers), along with lock-in costs caused by
capital expenses and training costs for many high technology industries, may make market
power easier to accumulate and hold on to under network economics than is the case in other
industries.8 Finally (iii), when networks compete, the positive demand side externalities
associated with the network will make the market susceptible to "tipping", whereby
consumers are inclined towards adopting the "winner", once it has gained an initial edge.9

Tipping is neither inherently good or bad. Market characteristics may dictate that having a
singular standard is more efficient than competition among standards; then again, the fact that
a market is best served by a single standard does not imply this standard should be owned by
a single firm, nor that consumer expectations inevitably lead to adopting the "best" standard.

Thus antitrust must balance the potential procompetitive effects associated with networks
economics and the potential anticompetitive effects relating to competitor collaboration and
market power.

The antitrust assessment of network industries is further complicated by the nature of
standardisation. Indeed, industry interdependencies are reinforced, because compatibility
within the network and its components is crucial for the manufacturers of all products
involved, as can be illustrated by referring to computers and their supporting equipment and
software.10 Accordingly, standard setting plays a twofold central role in network industries11:
first (i), standards can aid in focusing consumers' expectations on the overall market reaction
to a network. Consequently, the choice in favour of a given network will be alleviated, for
transparent standards lessen fears of being stranded with an unpopular one. Second (ii),
interoperability (the capacity of products of one firm to communicate with the products of its
rivals) is similarly critical to the success of a network, as this depends on alliances with
producers of complementary goods. Interoperability is a core function in the media and
information industries, which is further enhanced by technical developments leading to
convergence. Given standardisation's importance in network industries and the fact that
standards are often proprietary, heightened antitrust vigilance appears warranted for
consumers to receive the full advantage of network industries. Facilitating efficiency-raising
interoperability is one thing; upholding competition between firms and trying to avoid abuse
of market power another.

On the one hand, network effects and standardisation constitute procompetitive effects such as
(i) economies of scope (the more users on a system, the more valuable it is) or (ii) economies
of scale (the more users of a given standard, the more complementary goods will be
developed and provided for that standard). Hence, standards can (iii) also increase price
competition, because standard technologies and products can be more readily compared and
contrasted by consumers. On the other hand, standard setting can have anticompetitive effects
if (i) innovation is hindered or an older standard entrenched when an improved technology

                                                
7 Besen, S., J. Farrell, Choosing how to compete: strategies and tactics in standardisation, J. Econ. Persp. 8,
1994, p. 117, at 123. <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< (paper 3!)
8 Katz, M.L., C. Shapiro, Systems competition and network effects, J. Econ. Persp. 8, 1994, p. 93, at 94.
9 Katz, M.L., C. Shapiro, o.c., 1994, pp. 105-106.
10 See Brown, J.E., Technology joint ventures to set standards or define interfaces, Antitrust L.J. 61, 1993, p.
921, at 932.
11 Balto, D.A., Standard setting in a network economy, Speech held at New York, February 17, 2000.
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has become available. Where network effects are strong, the issue evolves around the
capability of the market to choose the right standard, and, once it has done so, whether new
(improved) standards are able to supplant the existing (monopolistic) ones12. Often, an
incumbent's position (because of compatibility13) provides - by no means anticompetitive as
such - advantages in leaping towards the next generation standard, serving better
price/performance ratios, even if its own basis is inferior. New networks may overcome the
incumbent's position by (1) leapfrog innovation14; by (2) penetration pricing15; and (3)
promotional activities announcing the new technologies' goal to become the new standard.16

Additionally, however, switching costs imposed by changing standards often leads to mere
upgrades of existing platforms being far more successful in retailing terms. The social cost of
changing standards may well exceed the benefit of doing so, leading to consumer lock-in,
especially when fixed costs, learning effects, co-ordination effects and adaptive expectations
are important.17 A (ii) second competitive concern emerges from standard setting as providing
a forum for collusion, when a competitor (or a group of firms) attempt to select a standard
designed to preclude the use or acceptance of another firm's product.18

There are thus both benefits and costs associated with a single firm (or group of firms) setting
a single standard. Competition law can at best assist in guaranteeing the outcome to be the
result of a competitive process19. In order to conduct a sensible assessment, the antitrust
authorities will need to carefully distinguish between the characteristics relating to the
network market as such and those associated with the particular parties involved in the
proceedings, as the following discussion of the Premiere merger will highlight.

2. The case as decided: a structural monopolist on the German pay tv market

Together with its predecessor MSG20 and its sister case Deutsche Telekom/Beta Research21,
Premiere illustrates well DG Competition's tentative dealings with future markets and
dynamic efficiencies under the Merger Regulation22 (the MR). Part of a grand scheme
envisioned by the parties involved to restructure the German market for digital pay tv and its

                                                
12 Lemley, M.A., D. McGowan, o.c., 1998, pp. 495-500.
13 Katz, M.L., C. Shapiro, Product introduction with network externalities, Ind. Econ.40, 1992, p. 55.
14 See Balto, D., R. Pitofsky, Antitrust and high-technology industries: the new challenge, Antitrust Bull. 43,
1998, p. 583, at 590.
15 Farrell, J., Standardisation and intellectual property, Jurimetrics 30, 1989, p. 35, at 43.
16 Katz, M.L., C. Shapiro, o.c., 1994, pp. 103-104.
17 See Choi, J.P., Irreversible choice of uncertain technologies with network externalities, Rand J. Econ. 25,
1994, p. 382; Arthur, B., Competing technologies, increasing returns and lock-in by historical events, Econ. J.
99, 1989, p. 116; Farrell, J., G. Saloner, Standardization, compatibility and innovation, Rand J. Econ. 16, 1985,
p. 70.
18 Compare the Draft guidelines on the applicability of Article 81 to horizontal co-operation, O.J., 2000, C
118/14 (the draft EC horizontal guidelines); at ¶¶ 151-170.
19 See Pitofsky, R., Antitrust analysis in high-tech industries: a 19th century discipline addresses 21st century
problems, Speech held at Scottsdale, February 25, 1999; pointing out as the "most perplexing question" the
interaction of network efficiencies and maintained dominance.
20 MSG (Case IV/M 469), November 9, 1994, O.J., December 31, 1994, L 364, p. 1 (MSG).
21 Deutsche Telekom/Beta Research (Case IV/M 1027), May 27, 1998, O.J., February 27, 1999, L 53, p. 31
(Deutsche Telekom).
22 Council Regulation (EC) Nr. 1310/97 of June 30, 1997 amending Regulation Nr. 4064/89 on the control of
concentrations between undertakings, O.J., July 9, 1997, L 180, p. 1; corrigendum in O.J., February 13, 1998, L
40, p. 17. The consolidated text of the Regulation may be found at the Commission's website at
(http://europa.eu.int/en/comm/dg04/lawmerg/en/c406489.pdf). The previous text may be found as Council
Regulation (EEC) Nr. 4064/89 of 21 December 1989 on the control of concentrations between undertakings,
O.J., December 31, 1989, L 385, p. 1. A corrected text was published twice; O.J., 1990, L 73, p. 34; and O.J.,
1990, L 257, p. 14.
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accompanying services, this was temporarily curbed as the Commission issued three
successive prohibitions for dominating a market which had emerged yet only in its nucleus.
Refusing future markets a much differing role from potential competition, the Commission
acted agressively to keep competitive options open on the emerging digital television market
in face of already existing technology by prohibiting the restructuring of the Premiere joint
venture.

Graph 1: the joint venture before further amalgamation
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The proposed transaction would have merged Germany's two leading multimedia empires'
television activities under the heading of the already functioning analogue pay tv provider
called Premiere.23 Kirch's decision to pursue an amalgamation of digital pay tv operations
with its rival CLT-Ufa (in which the Bertelsmann media group holds a 40 percent stake) was
in part prompted by Kirch's unstable financial situation at the time, and the losses already
incurred after the unsuccessful launch of its own digital pay tv channel DF 1.24 Both parent
companies were to have equal shares in the joint venture as revised, with Kirch closing down
DF 1 and transferring DF 1's assets to Premiere, and Bertelsmann to acquire a 50 percent
interest in the BetaDigital and BetaResearch subsidiaries, respectively Kirch's digital
television services centre and holder of Kirch's licences for its encryption technology and the
d-box decoder. When it became obvious that the Commission intended to declare the
concentration incompatible with the Common Market because of the creation or strengthening

                                                
23 For a detailed description of the transaction, see Premiere, at ¶¶ 8-15.
24 See FT, May 29, 1998, p. 30 ("Kirch licks his wounds after Brussels blocks pay tv deal"), estimating DF 1's
start up-losses incurred by Kirch at 1.5 bn DM.
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of a dominant position for Premiere on the digital pay tv market25 and the market for technical
services for pay tv26, negotiations on commitments to salvage the merger broke off only hours
before the passing of the final deadline, when Bertelsmann refused to accept the Merger Task
Force's final demand to open up Premiere's pay tv programme packages to competing cable tv
operators on a free-to-choose basis from the individual programmes on offer - thereby
effectively unbundling Premiere's programmes.27 These "important concessions" were
deemed necessary to give private operators a realistic chance of establishing an alternative
programme and marketing platform28, if combined with the adjustments already agreed
upon.29 In the wake of Bertelsmann's refusal to wield, the whole operation was blocked.

3.  All quiet?

Question remains whether this was the optimal decision to be achieved. It (i) clearly was
when looking at the proceedings under considerations of regulatory independence: the
Commission found itself under immense political pressure from Germany to issue a positive
finding, but managed to carry on its assessment unscathed, then-Commissioner Van Miert
ultimately pulling off an unanimous vote in his favour.30 In doing so, the Commission once
again established itself as autonomous from the Member States when deciding on the MR.
From (ii) a social welfare perspective, evaluating the result is much less determinate. The
remainder will provide for some guidance. To start off with, the developments after the
prohibition - limited indicators as they are31 - show the Commission's decision to have at best
slowed the wide-scale introduction of digital pay tv through Premiere in Germany, while the
opening of the d-box technology happened anyway: after (1) Kirch lodged a complaint against
the Commission's decision at the CFI32 and (2) another prohibition sustained by the original
parties at the hands of the Bundeskartellamt (the BKA)33, Kirch decides to press on with
digital pay tv by itself. Once (3) Telekom is found willing to distribute the d-box34, Kirch (4)
opens up its media empire to attract the additional funds necessary for pressing on with the
digital pay tv venture by itself.35 Subsequently (5), digital tv is made more generally
accessible for other suppliers by opening up Kirch's d-box to their applications36, after which

                                                
25 Premiere, at ¶ 29.
26 Premiere, at ¶ 102.
27 FAZ, May 28, 1999, p. 17 ("Medienallianz Bertelsmann-Kirch findet nicht statt"); Pons, J.F., La politique
européenne de concurrence et l'audiovisuel: ententes, alliances et concentrations, Speech held at Paris, January
21, 1999; FT, May 28, 1998, p. 20 ("Brussels blocks German digital pay tv venture: deal with Kirch outlawed
after Bertelsmann rejects compromise").
28 Premiere, at ¶ 155.
29 Mainly, the parties had pledged to make the cable companies part of the marketing of digital pay tv, offered
them access to their own package deals, and would have opened up the decoder technique. See Premiere, at ¶¶
123-155.
30 See FAZ, May 28, 1998, p. 1 ("Für den Wettbewerb"), noting on the German political establishment's
intervention that [i]n Bonn (...) wird sich mancher fragen lassen müssen, ob das Bekenntnis zum Wettbewerb nur
dann gilt, wenn es die eigenen Freunde nicht trifft. See additional reporting on pp. 22-23; and FAZ, May 30,
1998, p. 3 ("Am Ende heben alle erleichtert die Hand für Van Miert").
31 Compare with the Commission's assertions at Premiere, at ¶¶ 69-76.
32 Taurus vs. Commission (Case T-121/98).
33 In their second attempt, the parties left out Kirch's own DF 1. More or less copying the European precedent,
the BKA equally barred the transaction, however (BKA, October 1, 1998, WuW/E DE-V 53, "Premiere").
34 FAZ, September 19, 1998, p. 19 ("Telekom vermarktet Kirchs Digital-Decoder").
35 FAZ, January 5, 1999, p. 17 ("Die Kirch-Gruppe bereitet ihre Öffnung für den Kapitalmarkt vor"); FAZ,
December 1, 1998, p. 21 ("Kirch teilt sein Imperium auf"); FAZ, October 7, 1998, p. 22 ("Kirch will sein
Unternehmen für fremde Gesellschafter öffnen").
36 FAZ, January 13, 1999, p. 19 ("Kirch öffnet das digitale Fernsehen für andere Anbieter"). Compare Premiere,
at ¶¶ 113-117.
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(6) Kirch moves to secure Canal + and Bertelsmann's shares in Premiere37, while merging its
DF 1 activities with the single remaining programming platform under the new Premiere38.
The (7) final development consisted of a fresh round of cross-investments, sealing a European
commercial television alliance and financial partnership lead by the Kirch Media subsidiary39.

4. Some points of dissent and convergence

Not even a full year after the Commission's intervention, a new and more globally integrated
monopolist has thus replaced the existing duopoly on the German market for (analogue and
digital) pay tv. Without yet drawing conclusions on the fallibility of the final decision as taken
by the Commission, it obviously would have gained in argumentative power had it been
placed in a wider context.40

4.1. Original focus of the Commission's case

The relevant product markets: pay tv and its services

The relevant product market is defined as comprising the market for "pay tv"41, based on (i)
the earlier MSG-distinction42 between pay tv and free-access tv (comprising commercial
advertising-financed tv, and public tv financed through fees and partly through advertising).
According to the Commission's previous decision, this separation is related to the differing
trade relationships (between the programme supplier and the advertising industry in free-
access tv; and between the programme supplier and the viewer as subscriber in pay tv) which
lead to distinct conditions of competition in these markets. Whereas (1) in the case of free-
access tv the audience share and the advertising rates are the key parameters; (2) the leading
factors in the case of pay tv are the shaping of programmes to meet the interests of the target
groups and the level of subscriber prices. Second (ii), Premiere cites a single additional study
by GfK-Fernsehforschung, finding that pay-tv subscribers devote on average 90 percent of
their daily viewing time to free tv and 10 percent to pay tv. Grounded on this information, the
Commission concludes that

[t]he fact that subscribers, despite comparatively little use, are prepared to pay
considerable sums for pay tv indicates that the latter is a clearly distinguishable
product with specific extra utility.

This is a bit meagre an explanation for slicing out one of the most complex subsets of the
multimedia market, as the next subsection will discuss in more detail.

                                                
37 Bertelsmann in the meantime appears to bow out of the digital pay tv, given the (i) years of delay because of
fights with Kirch; (ii) the vetoes by national and European competition authorities; and (iii) an internal split
reaching all the way into Bertelsmann's own boardroom. See FT, September 24, 1998, p. 30 ("Bertelsmann
signals it may quit Premiere"); and FT, May 29, 1998, p. 30 ("Kirch licks his wounds after Brussels blocks pay
tv deal").
38 FAZ, March 31, 1999, p. 25 ("Kirch: Bezahlfernsehen in drei Jahren in der Gewinnzone"); FAZ, March 23,
1999, p. 24 ("Die neue Allianz von Kirch und Fininvest ist für Partner offen"); FT, February 26, 1999, p. 24
("Kirch set to take control of Premiere").
39 FAZ, March 22, 1999, p. 17 ("Berlusconi und Waleed steigen bei Kirch ein" and "Allianz gegen Hollywood");
FT, March 20, 1999, p. 19 ("Kirch at the centre of new tv alliance: commercial television Berlusconi group and
prince Al Waleed to take 3.2 percent stakes in venture").
40 A full assessment from the Commission's point of view is provided for by Coates, K., L. McCallum,
Communications (telecoms, media, and internet), in: J. Faull, A. Nikpay, The EC law of competition, Oxford,
Oxford University Press, 1999, ¶¶ 11.308-11.347.
41 Premiere, at ¶ 18.
42 MSG, at ¶¶ 32-33.
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The relevant geographic market: the German-speaking regions

The original Premiere-decision confines the relevant geographic area for both product
markets identified to Germany or "at all events to the German-speaking region consisting of
Germany, Austria and the German-speaking parts of Belgium and Switzerland"43. While this
appears to be consistent with industry evidence as far as programming contents is concerned,
the decision completely neglects a rapidly growing internationalisation of the industry's
structures, necessary to produce these contents.44 The Commission appears to have
recognised the shortage of programme resources45, but refrains from drawing conclusions on
pooling production.

Effects of the Concentration

When discussing "promoting technical and economic progress"46, the Commission found the
parties claiming that only a teaming up of both Bertelsmann and Kirch would be capable of
supplying the attractive programmes necessary for the breakthrough of digital television. In
the Commission's own view, however, the parties, by establishing a digital infrastructure and
jointly offering an attractive programme, appear likely instead to indeed succeed in
successfully securing the general acceptance of digital television, but would then "wall off"
this future market of digital television. Other "potential providers" of digital pay tv and
multimedia services would be unable to develop freely and without restriction.

Two distinct foreclosure issues can be identified.

On the market for pay tv, Premiere's incentive to foreclose the market (as a downstream
monopolist regarding digital signal transmission47) appears high given the vertically
integrated structure of Bertelsmann and Kirch.48 Indeed, the Commission infers the proposed
concentration's creation or strengthening of a dominant position on the pay tv market in
Germany to stem from (i) Premiere having a near-monopoly as a pay tv supplier; (ii) it being
the only programme platform for digital pay tv; (iii) and having access to the most attractive
and most comprehensive programme resources; while (iv) public television suppliers did not
appear likely to control Premiere's scope for competitive action to any considerable extent. As
such, the Commission concedes, dominance will be established on a "lasting basis"49, as

                                                
43 Premiere, at ¶ 22.
44 All major European are strategically linked; see Larouche, P., EC competition law and the convergence of the
telecommunications and broadcasting sectors, Telecom. Pol. 22, 1998, p. 219, at 230-231; Harcourt, A., The
European Commission and regulation of the media industry, Cardozo Arts & Ent. L.J. 16, 1998, p. 425, at 425-
428; Motta, M., M. Polo, Concentration and public policies in the broadcasting industry: the future of television,
Econ. Pol. 25, 1997, p. 293 et seq.; and Patrick Rey's attached points of discussion at pp. 328-329.
45 Premiere, at ¶ 49.
46 Premiere, at ¶¶ 119-122.
47 Premiere, at ¶¶ 29-45.
48 Compare also Motta, M., M. Polo, o.c., 1997, pp. 312-313; and Cave, M., o.c., 1997, pp. 581-589, for
enhanced lucidity, the latter providing for a step-by-step overview of the supply chain and the foreclosure or
monopolisation possibilities related to (i) content; (ii) packaging of content into channels; (iii) bundling of
channels into packages; (iv) delivery; (v) conditional access; (vi) reception; and (vii) revenue collection. On
general theory, see Salop, S.C., D.T. Scheffman, Cost raising strategies, J. Ind. Econ. 36, 1997, pp. 19-34;
Bolton, P., M. Whinston, The foreclosure effects of vertical mergers, JITE 147, 1991, pp. 207-226; Hart, O., J.
Tirole, Vertical integration and market foreclosure, Brookings Pap. Econ. Act.: Microeconomics, 1990, p. 205 et
seq.; Ordover, J., G. Saloner, S. Salop, Equilibrium vertical foreclosure, AER 80, 1990, pp. 127-142; Salop,
S.C., D.T. Scheffman, Raising rival's cost, AER 73, 1983, pp. 267-271.
49 Premiere, at ¶¶ 47-76.
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1. no other firm will have the programme resources necessary to establish a programme
platform;

2. the transaction allows for the combination of Premiere's subscriber base with Kirch's
programme resources;

3. the parties involved control the decoder infrastructure;
4. German cable operators do not appear able to offer an alternative programme platform;
5. Premiere can dictate the conditions for market entry for other suppliers, it being the sole

programme platform;
6. the parties' assertions on DF 1 being a failing company are rejected.

Furthermore, no serious competitive threat is to be expected from private free tv, as this is
being equally dominated by the parties.50 The evidence shows, however, that dominance on
this market may be short-lived due to the technological environment51, while the market is
always likely to be developed by very few players in the first place, given the huge investment
costs and the inherent structural barriers to entry due to the role of encryption standards and
economies of scale in subscription management. Moreover, it may even be in the best interest
of consumers to be served by one standard only, rather than multiple standards which can be
inefficient.52 Where the network effects would have created barriers to entry, Premiere could
have been made subject to regulatory intervention53, while keeping intact the efficiencies
content.

The foreclosure argument relates equally well to the second area as identified, namely the
market in technical services for pay tv. The Commission held that Bertelsmann and Kirch
would use their control over Premiere and the d-box technology to disadvantage potential
competitors in the pay tv market.54 The Commission's line of argumentation is again rather
one-sided. First (i), the foreclosure argument can be countered by referring to the group's own
profit interest as linked to marketing its key broadcasting rights; as well as to those related to
Telekom being the main cable network provider under the proposed amalgamation.55 Second
(ii), the joint development of pay tv infrastructure aspired by Bertelsmann and Kirch might be
seen as more favourable when compared to the emergence of a singular vertically integrated
German pay tv provider - direction in which recent evolutions now seem to be heading. Given
the Commission's leverage when negotiating the undertakings required to clear the joint
venture, on the one hand, might have made it favourable to agree upon the measure of

                                                
50 Premiere, at ¶¶ 77-98.
51 As also argued by the parties: Premiere, at ¶ 46 (a "very strong position on the market for pay tv over the next
five years").
52 Compare in particular Hoehn, T., C. Koboldt, M. Parr, Competition policy in dynamic markets: the case of
convergence, mimeo, 1997; see also Levy, D.A.L., The regulation of digital conditional access systems. A case
study in European policy making, Telecom. Pol. 21, 1997, p. 661, at 675, calling into question the future of the
whole European digital television development as a result of the regulatory and technological fragmentation of
the market.
53 Directive 95/47/EC on the use of standards for the transmission of television signals requires Member States to
take the necessary measures to ensure that the operators of conditional access services offer ingress to all
broadcasters, on a "fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory basis". For an overview of the sector-specific
regulation in force with regards to media, as well as its implications and relation with competition law, compare
Camesasca, P.D., Mayday or Heyday? Dynamic Competition Meets Media Ownership Rules after Premiere,
E.C.L.R. 21, 2000, p. 76, at 82-89.
54 Premiere, at ¶¶ 102-117. As a result of the parallel concentration of Telekom and BetaResearch, Telekom will
secure a monopoly in the operation of conditional access for cable; see Deutsche Telekom, at ¶ 25; and Premiere,
at ¶ 102.
55 See Williams, M., Sky wars: the OFT review of pay tv, E.C.L.R. 18, 1997, p. 214, at 222-223; and compare
Premiere, at ¶ 46. On the role of Telekom, see Deutsche Telekom.
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commitments already accepted by the parties, as they would have secured a great deal of
market accessibility without taking away the amalgamation's economic rationale. Re-entry of
Bertelsmann into digital pay tv, on the other hand, does not seem imminent, given its new
management's sceptical stance towards the whole venture.56 Finally (iii), a clear distinction
between structural features of the digital pay tv market (such as cost and demand conditions
and network externalities) and behavioural features (relating to the market power of the
parties directly involved) would appear highly desirable57. In so doing, the Commission could
have made it easier to demarcate between competitive problems resulting from the parties
involved and those that would arise anyhow, regardless of who would develop the market. As
it stands, the decision makes it difficult to take into account the interaction between current
and future products markets, thereby failing to live up to de Havilland's58 "significantly
impeding competition"-standard59, and, in so doing, barring a profound analysis of the
amalgamation's synergistic content given its competitive surrounding.

4.2. Re-focusing the case

In se, the case centers around the interdependencies standardisation on the media market
entails, an insight somewhat dispersed throughout the original decision, given the narrow
market as defined. A more profound product market definition could have done a better job in
highlighting the interaction between technology-driven changes on the supply side, and the
incentives for adoption of new technologies, products and services on the demand side.

One of the characteristics of this highly dynamic market, driven by rapid and radical changes
in technology, can be subsumed under the heading of convergence.60 As defined by the
OECD61, convergence is

a process under which, due to underlying technological changes, economies of scope
increase to the point where two or more products or services which were previously
produced by separate firms are produced within the same firm.

This set of specific technological developments occurring within the media industry embraces
an interplay of (i) digitalisation and increasing processing power, combined with a general
decline in the price of computing (allowing data - of audio-visual, text or voice
communicative content - to be captured, stored and manipulated in a common binary format
in a cost efficient manner); (ii) an increasing network capacity (increasing bandwidth and
improvements in switching technologies allows for the handling increased digital data flows
such as a combined audio-video content of high quality); (iii) the development of conditional
access technologies (providing the opportunity to use relatively low cost point-to-multipoint

                                                
56 See FT, May 29, 1998, p. 30 ("Kirch licks his wounds after Brussels blocks pay tv deal").
57 For a thorough step-by-step review of the generic aspects and related bottlenecks of the pay tv supply chain, as
well as the digital tv supply chain, see Nolan, D., Bottlenecks in pay television. Impact on market development
in Europe, Telecom. Pol. 21, 1997, p. 597, at 599-607.
58 Aérospatiale-Alenia/de Havilland (Case IV/M 053), October 2, 1991, O.J., December 5, 1991, L 334, p. 42; 4
C.M.L.R., 1992, M2 (de Havilland).
59 See Camesasca, P.D., European merger control: getting the efficiencies right, Oxford, Hart, 2000, at III, I.
60 See on convergence in general: OECD, Regulation and competition issues in broadcasting in the light of
convergence, April 28, 1999, DAFFE/CLP (99) 1; the Commission's Green Paper on convergence of the
telecommunication, media and information technology sectors, COM (97) 623 (this paper and the subsequent
developments may be retrieved at http://www.ispo.cec.be/convergencegp); the symposium papers contained in
Telecom. Pol. 21, 1997, pp. 575-691; Hoehn, T., C. Koboldt, M. Parr, Competition policy in dynamic markets:
the case of convergence, mimeo, 1997; OECD, Policy implications of data network developments in the OECD
area, Paris, 1980, p. 77 et seq.
61 OECD, o.c., 1999, p. 41.
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networks for the individual delivery of information based products by granting access
conditional upon payment); and (iv) the liberalisation of telecommunication (allowing new
firms to enter previously protected markets).

These developments lead to (i) an increased homogeneity of the inputs used for producing and
distributing both information-based products and communication services. As a result (ii),
established ways of distribution for these products within the traditionally defined media lose
importance as new ways of delivery open up. Hence, convergence may open up the potential
for the emergence of a new, dominant multi-purpose delivery network.

5. The competitive issues: bottlenecks and standards

When viewed from this perspective, market power issues would rather arise through the
increased significance of bottlenecks and standards, in particular if ownership thereof entails
control of access to a whole value chain of information-based products and services. Thereto,
the Commission seems to have implicitly realised the significance of the parties' strong
presence in all stages of the supply chain and Kirch's d-box technology, given the mode of the
commitments demanded62; the market as defined, however, leaves too limited a scope for
earnestly dealing with the issue, the Commission merely noting63 that

[a]s digitalisation continues to spread, there could admittedly, with the passage of
time, be a certain convergence between pay tv and free tv, particularly if, at some
future stage, free tv channels too should largely be supplied in digital bouquets by
pay tv operators. However, this possible future development is not enough now to
justify the acceptance of a common market for pay tv and free tv.

Focusing on the standards-issue would have revealed a particular incumbency advantage. As
although convergence does open up the potential for the establishment of new products and
services, this potential will only be realised if there is sufficient consumer demand64, given the
amount of investments necessarily borne by the industry for developing and introducing the
technology required.65 Encouraging consumers (and consequently producers) to switch to new
forms of mass consumption in the information age obliges the promotion of a range of sunk
costs to be made by consumers in order to be able to access the new products and services,
such as acquiring specialised equipment and learning specific skills. It will be easier for
existing suppliers to "subsidise" such user investments, if their own expended assets can be
recovered through increased future revenues. For this, a (i) good supplier reputation
(encouraging positive expectations about quality and future supply); the (ii) ability to
integrate already existing technology (reducing the amount of investment needed to deal with
the new standard); and the (iii) realisation of economies of scope (spreading the investment
                                                
62 Compare Premiere, at ¶¶ 137-139.
63 See Premiere, at ¶ 18. Standardisation is only being dealt with when assessing dominance in the market for
technical services for pay tv; see Premiere, at ¶ 102 et seq. Incumbency value is brushed upon at ¶ 108.
64 Kirch requiring 7 million digital customers by the year 2005 to amortise the investments made, as compared to
the 700.000 d-boxes already in use (FAZ, January 13, 1999, p. 19, "Kirch öffnet das digitale Fernsehen für
andere Anbieter"; and FAZ, May 28, 1998, p. 22, "An Leo Kirchs Programmen kommt kaum ein Sender vorbei,
erst recht nicht seine eigenen"). Combined DF 1 and Premiere customers number 2 million so far, with expected
numbers rising to 3,5 million by the year 2001, all of which would be digitally linked. Given new external
investments, profits could be feasible from then onwards (FAZ, March 31, 1999, p. 25, "Kirch: Bezahlfernsehen
in drei Jahren in der Gewinnzone"). See also Premiere, at ¶¶ 30 and 119-120.
65 Various newspaper articles quote Kirch as having already invested more than 1 billion DM, prognosticating at
least 3 billion more to follow (see FAZ, October 7, 1998, p. 22, "Kirch will sein Unternehmen für fremde
Gesellschafter öffnen"; and FAZ, May 28, 1998, p. 22, "An Leo Kirchs Programmen kommt kaum ein Sender
vorbei, erst recht nicht seine eigenen").
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across several products); are extremely helpful.66 And indeed, Bertelsmann and Kirch's plans
were well-forged in this regard: (i) both having secured a prominent place among Germany's
multimedia establishment67, with Kirch having attracted Nokia (and later Philips) to construct
the d-box68, and Premiere and DF 1 well-installed as digital pay tv programme platforms69,
(ii) the parties' technology is devised to be adaptable to existing analogous equipment70, while
(iii) by itself leading to a host of diverse applications.71

Broadly speaking, the demand for broadcasting thus comes from both viewers and advertisers,
as part of a wider, differentiated, media market.72 Between some forms of broadcasting, there
is a substantial degree of competition and substitution, for example between watching
television, and computing or surfing the web. Between others, such as reading books and
magazines or playing video console games, and personal computer usage, this is much less
so.73 The overall picture is that of a large number of markets for related, but differentiated,
products and services.74 The antitrust focus should subsequently move to determining the
horizontal and vertical aspects of these inter-related markets, in order to assess the
concentrations' impact on the general conditions of competition and sustained scope for
market entry.

6.  Aftermath and conclusion

In Premiere, the Commission shunned away from activating the MR's potential, expecting the
duration of dominance to be overwhelmingly secured given the parties' all round
establishment in the supply chain75, while reasoning that for digitalisation and convergence to
take hold, "this possible future development is not enough now".76 In face of evidence
concluding that "in each of the individual sectors of broadcasting, telecommunications and the
internet, there are clear steps towards the development of a common broadband, interactive
communication system"77, and one official's78 assertion that the "radical developments" taking
place due to convergence "imply a complete transformation of the core of the economy
comparable only to the industrial revolution of the nineteenth century", and that "similar shifts

                                                
66 Cave, M., Regulating digital television in a convergent world, Telecom. Pol. 21, 1997, p. 575, at 576-578;
Hoehn, T., C. Koboldt, M. Parr, Competition policy in dynamic markets: the case of convergence, mimeo, 1997.
Precise econometric work is limited; see, however, Tavakoli, M., M. Cave, Modelling television viewing
patterns, J. Adv. 25, 1996, pp. 971-986.
67 Premiere, at ¶¶ 6-7.
68 FAZ, January 13, 1999, p. 19 ("Kirch öffnet das digitale Fernsehen für andere Anbieter").
69 Premiere, at ¶¶ 31-33.
70 Id.; at ¶¶ 56-61. Compare also BKA, October 1, 1998, WuW/E DE-V 53, "Premiere"; at pp. 58-59.
71 FAZ, January 13, 1999, p. 19 ("Kirch öffnet das digitale Fernsehen für andere Anbieter"); listing applications
in electronic programming, games, internet-related software, interactive marketing and market research.
72 See Analysys and Squire, Sanders & Dempsey, LLP, Adapting the EU telecommunications regulatory
framework to the developing multimedia environment, Study carried out on behalf of the European Commission,
January 1998, pp. 158-162.
73 See European Commission, Green Paper on the convergence of the telecommunications, media and
information technology sectors, and the implications for regulation, December 3, 1997, COM (97) 623, pp. 13-
14, citing various studies on the U.S. and European markets.
74 OECD, o.c., 1999, pp. 49 and 51-57.
75 Premiere; at ¶ 122.
76 Premiere; at ¶ 18.
77 OECD, o.c., 1999, p. 44. See also Pepper, R., Broadcasting policies in a multi-channel marketplace, in: C.M.
Firestone (Ed.), Television for the 21st century: the next wave, Washington, DC, The Aspen Institute
Communications and Society Program, 1993, p. 120 (concluding that developments are "heading for an era of
digital television").
78 Ungerer, H., Competition in the information society - multimedia, Speech held at Brussels, November 19,
1996b.
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of global economic and market conditions will occur but much more rapidly and dramatically,
within a time frame of as little as ten years", one may indeed conclude that the Commission
rigidly confined itself - MSG-style - to "keeping the markets open". If embedded in an
economically well-argued foundation, however, it was shown in this article that former
Commissioner Van Miert79 was making a sound policy recommendation when stating that the
Commission assumes

a positive attitude towards new vertical and horizontal partnerships and ventures, as
long as we can be convinced of the real synergies and benefits which should form the
underlying logic for these moves. If, on the other hand, it looks more like a defensive
strategy to sew up markets and shut out competitors, then the competition rules must
be used without hesitation to block the agreement.

In the meantime, Premiere is now fully owned by Kirch, a Bertelsmann toehold of 5 percent
notwithstanding.

Graph 2: the joint venture after restructuring
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79 Van Miert, K., Impact of digital technologies on the telecommunications and television sector, Speech held at
Rome, June 12, 1997. See also McCallum, L., EC competition law and digital pay television, C.P.N., 1999, Nr.
1, pp. 4-16.
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Brought again before the BKA, the acquisition was cleared in a most interesting manner.80

The agency argued that although a monopoly on the market for pay tv would be established,
this situation actually leads to an improvement of the competitive surroundings on the overall
tv market in Germany ("Verbesserung der Wettbewerbsbedingungen"). Four arguments
mainly shaped the BKA's new assessment: first (i), the cross-participation between Germany's
two leading private pay tv operators would be terminated, giving new impetus to
Bertelsmann's incentives to develop its own pay tv channel (freed from the bounds of
Premiere), and to strengthen its existing channels such as RTL; second (ii), the elimination of
Canal + and Bertelsmann's participation serves to eliminate the concentrative development on
the market for pay tv; which (iii) would lower the barriers to new entry. Mainly (iv), however,
a (temporary) monopoly situation was acceptable, as

die Verschlechterung der Wettbewerbsbedingungen durch die Zusammenlegung von
Premiere und DF 1 sei hinzunehmen, weil der Bestand der duopolistischen
Marktstruktur ohnehin nicht gesichert sei.81

Arguing that a monopoly on a new market with a new technology is not uncommon ("nicht
ungewöhnlich"), the BKA felt confident it could monitor the development against any
abuse82, while expecting new entry (or re-entry by Canal + and Bertelsmann) on the market
for pay tv, eventually in combination with marketing individual movie rights on the internet.

In light of these developments, it is now up to the market to decide. On the one hand, by
insisting upon undertakings guaranteeing far-reaching competitor access conditions, the
European Commission has foregone chances to monitor the top German multimedia players'
market behaviour. On the other hand, the BKA's decision allows one of those players to hold
a monopoly position, expecting, however, the market to ensure its temporary nature
(eventually aided thereto by regulatory intervention) while further opening up to pan-
European cross-investments. It follows that the application of competition law to the media
domain must continue to be seen in the general context of the evolutions of markets and
therefore policies in this area. It should thus constitute a combination of (i) creating a
competitive framework and the promotion of pro-competitive market structures on the one
hand, and (ii) ensuring competitive behaviour of the economic players on the other hand.
These two dimensions of competition policy "far beyond their traditional role"83 ought to
remain dominant in the multimedia sector.

                                                
80 Clearance issued April 13, 1999; case not published. See also FAZ, April 15, 1999, p.24 ("Kartellamt: Kirchs
Monopol stärkt Wettbewerb im Fernsehmarkt"); and FAZ, April 13, 1999, p. 17.
81 Thereby implying that one market player is all that is feasible in the German market for pay tv as defined by
the Commission, as DF 1 could not be sustained without Premiere's customer platform as already established.
82 Statement of Dieter Wolf, cited in FAZ, April 15, 1999, p.24 ("Kartellamt: Kirchs Monopol stärkt Wettbewerb
im Fernsehmarkt").
83 Ungerer, H., Competition in the information society - multimedia, Speech held at Brussels, November 19,
1996b; and still recognised as a top priority in Ungerer, H., The regulatory challenges in the emerging
competition in the EU, Speech held at Budapest, July 5, 1999. The parallels to the Commission's policy in the
telecommunications sector are unmistakable; compare Ungerer, H., Ensuring efficient access to bottleneck
network facilities. The case of telecommunications in the European Union, Speech held at New York, October
22, 1998.
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1. Introduction

A company providing transportation service, say from Hamburg to Helsinki, would have to

resort to a chain of sub-services like train transportation, shipping by ferry boat, and truck

service. Alternatively, an airplane might be substituted for ferry boat or for an integrated train,

boat and truck service. In production of a system good, sub-services are typically controlled

by different agents. Especially in road transportation, there may be a large number of

suppliers. Moreover, the properties of the integrated service are often shaped by a dominant

sub-service, i.e. the sub-service, which organizes the integrated service. For instance, if the

integrated service is organized by ship owners, its characteristic features differ from those of

the integrated services organized by truck companies due to specific human capital,

asymmetric information, historical lock-in effects and excess inertia. As a consequence,

services tend to lack compatibility if organized by suppliers of different “nature“. This case

may especially arise in the case of international transportation.1

The above market scenario provides the background for the following analysis. We show that

the asset ownership and the nature of set-up costs determine whether one can expect a

plurality of service arrangements with the potential risk of incompatibility, or whether a single

service supplier will emerge as the factor market will not provide an exchange equilibrium.

We analyze the effects of set-up costs on the supply of system goods in the case where two

(multiple) components (inputs) are needed for the output of services and where the

components are supplied by heterogeneous  owners.

Cost of providing transportation services and the means of preventing entry into deregulated

markets using network design have been actively studied over the recent years.2  Our paper

does not only provide a different explanation for barriers to entry in the market for

transportation services. It goes further by pointing to the potential desirability of such

                                                          
1 For a recent discussion of compatibility problems in transportation markets, see Holler et al.
(1997).
2See Matutes and Regibeau (1996). Berechman (1999) provides a review.
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barriers. It is often argued that if production of the system good is arranged only by one type

of owners, for instance by owners of ferryboats, the compatibility of the system goods will be

assured, but not otherwise. It therefore seems relevant to study whether introduction of set-up

costs for components of the system good will guarantee that only one type of component

owners (ultimately) produces the system good. This paper shows that in the case of strictly

one-sided set-up cost, a homogeneous supply of service indeed will arise. The policy

implications of this result with respect to standardization, harmonization and compatibility is

striking: if there is a regulating authority which can discriminate components by introducing

set-up costs, use of these costs appears as a welfare-enhancing policy stance.

We work out a formal model where the resources of the economy are fixed and controlled by

two different types of agents, the holders of rights. Control rights may arise from ownership.

Alternatively, the production of components may require special human capital, which is

unevenly distributed and fixed in supply. Different types of agents take up the task of

acquiring and combining components in order to establish more complex integrated systems.

Both components are necessary inputs in production of such systems. There are non-trivial

set-up costs related with combining the components in the production of the system good. We

analyze both the case where the set-up costs are asymmetric and one-sided and the case where

they are two-sided. It turns out that the latter case implies a larger potential for

incompatibilities.

One might argue that customers prefer a choice between systems that are organized by

different types of component owners. This seems likely if costs of incompatibility are small,

adapters are cheap and preferences for variety are dominating. In general this does not,

however, apply to, say, cargo transport systems. The high degree of standardization in the

supply of pleasure tours also indicates that travel agencies do not rate high their consumers'

preferences for variety (although there are tour organizers who are keen in advertising the

nonconformity of their supply). In the following sections we will assume that the preferences
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for compatibility dominate the preferences for variety.3 Therefore, the preferences of the

clients do not enter the model analysis below.

The formal model is restricted to system goods with two components only. From what

follows it is, however, easy to see that the analysis can be extended to more than two

components. In order to gain illustrative power for the analysis, the underlying model refers to

organization of transportation systems. The components of these systems are typically owned

by different types of owners - e.g., road and railroad transportation. Systems of different

owners of the same type are competitively organized, as it is typical in the airline industry, for

example. The agents can then be considered as price-takers. The outputs of the transportation

systems are services which are system goods arising from a combination of at least two

components.

Contrary to the standard mix and match model of Matutes and Regibeau (1988, 1992), we

assume that the system components are not complementary but substitutes. Often quoted

examples of complementary components are (a) cameras and lenses, (b) stereo sets consisting

of loudspeakers, receivers, CD players and tape decks, (c) video systems which include TV

sets, (d) VCRs and video cameras, and (e) computer systems involving software and hardware

components. Mix and match implies that it is possible for consumers to assemble their own

system like a Sanyo tape deck combined with a Pioneer receiver and Kenwood speakers. In

the case of unrestricted substitution of components, the industry is fully compatible.

Alternatively, it is well known that a VHS video recorder cannot Beta format cassettes, i.e.,

there is no component compatibility.

                                                          

3See Farell and Saloner (1986) for the modeling of the trade-off between standardization and

variety.
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An example of substitution of components within a mix and match framework that allows for

the substitution of components on the same level under compatibility would be a substitution

of a HP Desk Jet 500 by a HP LaserJet 6P printer. Instead, the following analysis considers

the substitution of components at different levels. Examples of this category include traffic

systems that allow for substitution. An example would be substitution of air traffic by traffic

on roads, rails, and ferryboats.

Mix and match substitution of components on the same level is typically assumed to increase

the willingness to pay by consumers as the possibility of substituting one component against

another results in a greater variety of available systems. In general, the possibility of

substitution of components at different levels will also influence the consumers’ willingness

to pay. In this paper, we abstain from the effects on the willingness to pay and assume that the

output of services produced by a composite system is of equal quality for all consumers. The

implication is that the price of the service is taken to be parametric. This does not, however,

necessarily imply that different systems are compatible.

The assumption of equal quality can easily be modified to take into account different output

prices. Abstracting from the demand side has the advantage that we can focus on the key

mechanisms of the production side. We assume that the components are controlled (owned)

by different agents. We are interested in finding out whether these differences have an impact

on the way the production in a multi-component system is organized. More specifically, we

ask whether the systems are organized by homogeneous or heterogeneous sets of suppliers,

and how the organization of production could be influenced by policy measures. The

underlying hypothesis is that compatibility is assured if one type of owner organizes the

production of the system goods while compatibility is unlikely if two types of owners bring

their products to the market. If incompatibility prevails in the latter case, it is likely to be

accompanied by a welfare loss.
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In section 2, we develop a model of a system that allows for substitution of components of

different levels under positive set-up costs. In section 3, markets for components are analyzed

and the equilibrium price is derived under the assumption that only one component is affected

by set-up costs. Necessary conditions for the functioning of the component markets are

discussed in section 4. Section 5 contains a model with two-sided set-up costs. Based on the

results of the models with one-sided and two-sided set-up costs, policy implications are

discussed in section 6.

2. The basic model

The model4 assumes a competitive market for a system good that has two components, r and

s. The analysis can easily be extended to the case of more than two components. The

components r and s can be interpreted as two different software components that are

necessary to run a computer, or as a software and hardware, or as a combination of trucks and

ferryboats, or as labor and capital.5 We assume that r and s are controlled by agents of types R

and S, respectively. It is assumed that there are many agents of each type - just as there are

many stores which offer Microsoft software or many companies which offer road transport.

Price-taking then applies if market information is perfect and the supplied system goods are

homogeneous. Each type is represented by a representative agent i (= R, S) in the markets for

components.

The agents may sell and buy components and produce the system good xi by combining r and

s. To keep the analysis simple, we assume that production is described by a standard Cobb-

Douglas technology. Introducing the possibility of set-up costs, production technology is

modeled in terms of the Stone-Geary type production function

                                                          
4 The formal structure of the following model is closely related to an article by Desai (1989)
and a manuscript by Desai and Holler (1999). For a discussion of Desai´s paper, see Duffy
and Outram (1993).
5See Desai and Holler (1997) for an elaboration of the labor-capital interpretation.
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(1) ( ) ( )x r r s s i R S and andi i i= − − = > > + ≤* * , , , , .
α β α β α β0 0 1

Here xi is the amount of output  produced by agent i of a given type. Variables ri and si stand

for the corresponding quantities of components of r and s, respectively; both are perfectly

divisible. We use r* and s* to represent the minimum requirement such that r > r* and s >s*

for xi > 0. The minimum requirements are subject to the fixed costs qr* + ws* for their dual.

These costs are set-up costs. They represent input consumption, which is necessary for a

positive output, e.g. the cost to adapt the two components to each other, without contributing

to the produced quantity itself. The parameters α and β are production elasticities. Note that if

r* > 0 or s* > 0 and α+β = 1  then the production function of the system service (1) is

characterized by increasing returns to scale, see section 4 below.

If the system good xi is a service, for example a transportation service, it is possible that

identical qualities and quantities can be achieved by alternative combinations of the

components. This is implied by function (1). Throughout this paper we assume that the

quality of the services is given and xi represents the quantity of services such that in

equilibrium each unit of xR and xS  are paid identical prices. This does not change the fact

that the services xR  and xS  are incompatible with respect to other goods and therefore

represent different systems. However, it is assumed that this kind of incompatibility does not

discriminate between xR  and xS . Thus, if costs of adapters arise because of the

incompatibility of xR  and xS  then these costs should be equal for both systems.

The assumption that the services xR  and xS  are distinguishable and incompatible would

justify introduction of different production functions for R and S. However, restricting the

analysis to a single production function, indexed by i = R, S, allows one to exploit the

symmetry of the model for the two cases of one-sided set-up costs r* > 0 and s* = 0 and r* =

0  and  s* > 0.
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In the initial stage, the agents are assumed to control a given quantity, say r° if i = R and s° if

i = S. Thus, the components exist before the services. If we limit our analysis to two

representative agents and r° is the total initial endowment owned by R, then it holds

r r rR S° = + . Correspondingly, if s° is total initial supply of s, then s s sR S° = +  holds. We

assume r° > 2r* and s° > 2s* so that, in principle, both R and S could simultaneously produce

a positive output. If both R and S produce, the demands for components are constrained by

(1a) qr qr wsR R° = +

(1b) ws ws qrS S° = + ,

where q is the (competitive) price of component R and w is the (competitive) price of

component S.

Equations (1), (1a) and (1b) now imply:

(a) Output x cannot be employed as input in production. However, it can be exchanged with

components if these were idle otherwise, i.e. x can be sold and idle components can be

purchased.

(b) There is no capital market that allows the financing of today’s production against the

tomorrow’s output.

Further assumptions are:

(c) Resources r and s are not associated with any outside options as inputs in alternative

production possibilities. This assumption is appropriate if r and s are highly specific with

respect to the production of x and if their value is thus significantly lower in an alternative

employment.

(d) Resources r and s can neither be consumed nor transferred as inputs to future production.
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(e) If i (= R,S) does not organize production it will (can) sell its resources to j (= R,S different

from i).

(f) Resources r, s, and x are traded in perfect markets. In what follows, p, the price of x, has

been chosen as numéraire.

Assumptions (c), (d) and (e) are stylized properties of markets of transportation services.

Assumptions (a) to (f) imply that we have to examine potentially two types of transactions.

The first is characterized by the exchange of components r and s on a competitive market. If

this market remains inactive because neither R nor S can gain control of sufficient inputs to

assure a positive output at equilibrium prices, then the second type of transactions becomes

relevant: the trade of components against outputs. In the following section, we discuss the

equilibrium of the transactions of the first type. If such an equilibrium exists then x is

produced by alternative systems organized by both R and S and there is a potential for an

incompatibility of the services represented by x. If the equilibrium does not exist, x is

produced by one type of agents only and there is no risk of incompatibility.

3. The component market with one-sided set-up costs

In this section, we analyze the exchange of  components r and s if r* > 0 and s* = 0. For ex-

ample, r could stand for ferryboats and s for trucks, i.e. x represents a combined transportation

system. The set-up costs for truck transportation is negligible while the set-up cost for

ferryboats is strictly positive. One might argue that the supply of ferry boats cannot satisfy the

condition of perfect competition and thus the suggested price equilibrium may not arise.

However, if the market for ferryboat transportation services is contestable, then the price

mechanism can be considered to be an adequate proxy. Of course, the divisibility of ferryboat

and truck inputs is incomplete and the substitution is limited - but both exist, for instance, to a

substantial degree in the transportation business between Finland and Germany or between

Finland and the UK. It also includes the railroad alternative for most goods though this
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alternative is only of negligible importance for the transportation of cargo from and to

Finland.

In order to analyze the market of components, we first derive the demand functions for ri and

si. Obviously, the maximization of profits amounts to maximizing the output xi in accordance

with (1) constrained by (1a) and (1b), respectively.

The first-order conditions for the demand of R are given by

(2) ( )( )α γα βr r s qR R− − =−
*

1
0

 (3) ( ) ( )r r s wR R− − =−*
α ββ γ1 0

 (4) qr qr wsR R°− − = 0.

Dividing (2) by (3) and substituting in (4) gives the R's demand for component r

(5) ( )r r rR

∧
=

+
°+1

α β
α β * .

If we plug r R

∧
into (4), we get R's demand for component s

(6) ( )s
q

w
r rR

∧
=

+
°−

β
α β

*

S's demand for rS  and sS  is derived analogously from (1) and (1b). We obtain

(7) ( )r
ws qr

q
S

∧
= °+

+
α β

α β
*

(8)
( )
( )s
ws qr

w
S

∧
=

°−
+

β
α β

*
.
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In general, the input demands depend on the relative prices, the technology parameters, the

initial endowments and the set-up costs. Interesting enough, the relationships are linear in the

initial endowments and the set-up costs. However, there is an important exception when it

comes to consider the effect of prices. A comparison of (5), (6), (7) and (8) shows that

Lemma 1. Under positive but asymmetric set-up costs, the demand for resource subject to

set-up cost (i.e. r) by its controller (i.e. R) is independent of prices.

 Thus, if S cannot acquire enough of r, i.e., if r r rR°− <
∧

* , there is no way that R can be

"bribed" by prices to sell more so that output of S becomes positive and non-traded s sR°−
∧

becomes employed. We also obtain

Lemma 2. If both components are traded against each other and an equilibrium of the

component market exists, the price ratio is given by

(9)
( )

q

w

s

r r
= °

°−
α

β 2 *
.

Proof. This result can be established by invoking Walras´ Law, i.e. inserting (5) and (7) into

r r rS R+ = ° .[]

Note that the ratio of equilibrium prices q/w is determined by the given stocks r° and s°, and

by the set-up costs requirement r*. Not surprisingly, it does not depend on the scale elasticity

α+β and therefore holds independently of the specification of the returns to scale in (1).

Equation (9) holds under demand functions (5) and (7) and demand functions (6) and (8).

This, however, presupposes that both agents R and S produce positive outputs. Agent S's

output, xS , will be positive if sS > 0  and if hired r rS > * . According to (7) and (8), both

conditions are satisfied simultaneously if
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(10)
r

r

*
.

°
<

+
β

α β2

The analysis has thus established the following:

Proposition 1. With one-sided set-up cost, there will be two (types of) producers in the

equilibrium provided only that the set-up cost does not exhaust too much of the existing

resource i.e. that the condition (10) holds.

Stated verbally, if inequality (10) holds, prices q and w guarantee that S can buy more than the

minimum requirement r* of component r* by selling some of its endowments s° of the second

component.

The left-hand side of (10) implies that a sufficiently low set-up cost r* relative to the initial

endowment opens up the trade (component against component) where both R and S can

acquire the required resources.  The right-hand side of (10) is increasing in β and decreasing

in α. Thus, the severity of the constraint depends upon the relative magnitudes of α and β. It

is immediate that the constraint gets less restrictive if the ratio β/α increases.

Note that constraint (10) is independent of prices and hence not subject to bargaining

inasmuch as the parameter values are exogenously given. For r* > 0, it is possible to think

that for low values of β/α, the agents of type S may find (10) not to be satisfied. Then S may

end up with a zero output abstaining from organizing production because S cannot obtain the

component r in exchange against the resource s.

We have assumed above that the minimum requirement (i.e. the set-up cost) for truck

transportation is negligible while the same does not hold for ferryboats. Accordingly, if we

identify the ferryboat agents with agent R and the truck agents with agent S and apply the

result obtained in this section, the model would predict that the ferryboat agents organize the
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joint road-water transportation system while the truck agents accommodate this system by

merely delivering their inputs. In this case, truck agents will not buy components r and

therefore have to be paid out of the proceeds of the product x R , the transportation services

managed by R.

To summarize, if condition (10) is violated, the services xi will be supplied by one type of

agent only and compatibility prevails. Otherwise, a compatibility problem is likely to exist.

Since it was assumed that suppliers of one type have identical production functions they will

produce homogeneous service systems. In the equilibrium, each of supplier of one type

combines the same amount of component r with the same amount of components s. This

assures homogeneity of services in case condition (10) is not satisfied. There is an important

corollary, the main result of the paper,

Corollary 1.  Entry deterrence has the social benefit of reducing the risk of incompatibility.

Sufficiently high set-up cost r* relative to the existing stock of resource r*, eliminates

production of two types of producers and hence the risk of incompatibility .

Needless to say that the analysis of the case r* > 0 and s* = 0 carries over to the case s* > 0

and r* = 0 and corresponding results can be derived. As explained in the introduction, such a

case of one-sided set-up cost is not an unrealistic one.

4. On the existence of equilibria

If r* > 0 , s* = 0 and production function (1) apply,  total costs are expressed by the function

(11) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )C qr q w xi i= + + + +* ./ / /α α β β α β α β1
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If α + β = 1 and r* > 0 this function implies decreasing average costs and constant marginal

costs. If α+β < 1 and r* > 0 the corresponding average costs will be U-shaped. Thus, if we

impose α+β = 1, if r* > 0 and s* = 0, then there are severe problems of existence of

equilibria. In this case, production function (1) implies increasing returns to scale. If factors

are paid according to their marginal products, by Euler's law, we then get

(12) ( )ws qr x s r°+ ° > ° °, ,

where x( ) symbolizes production function (1) and w and q are assumed to be identical to the

values of the marginal products of components r and s, correspondingly. Inequality (12) holds

because

(13) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ws x s r and q r r x s r° = − ° ° − = ° °1 α α, " * , .

Since q(r"-r*) < qr°, if  r* > 0, (12) follows. If we compare this result to the implications of

the standard Cobb-Douglas production function, which guarantees an equilibrium in the case

of α+β = 1 and perfect competition, we may conclude that the introduction of set-up costs

destabilizes the exchange market for components. This result seems to be consistent with the

case that condition (10) is violated and exchanges of components do not prevail. However, if

condition (10) is satisfied and α+β = 1, then the equilibrium existence problem renders

condition (10) vacuous if r* > 0 and s* = 0. Thus, we cannot conclude that the exchange

market is active and both types of component owners organize the production of x. In short,

condition (10) is inconsistent with α+β = 1, r* > 0, and s* = 0.

No such problem exists if α+β < 1, r* > 0, and s* = 0. The corresponding average total costs

will be U-shaped. Thus, there might be a problem of divisibility if condition (10) is satisfied

which prevents suppliers to produce at the minimum of average costs and competition to

achieve zero profits in the case of market clearing. Positive profits may accrue to the system

suppliers depending on the demand for output xi.
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5. The component market with two-sided set-up costs

It seems to be an empirical question or a matter of technology or regulation policy whether r*

> 0 or s* > 0 is more relevant, depending on the case under analysis. One might well argue

that often r* > 0 and s* > 0 are even more relevant, especially if agents are likely to bargain

over the sharing of set-up costs or if a regulator applies a fair share rule with respect to fees

which enter the market constraints in the form of set-up costs. In the case of r* > 0 and s* > 0

we obtain the following demand functions:
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If we select two representatives of each type of potential supplier such that r r rR S° = +  and

s s sR S° = +  hold, then the demand functions (15), (16), (17) and (18) imply the following

condition for the equilibrium prices, q and w, of the components r and s exchanged in the

competitive market:
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The above demand function indicate that demand of both components by all agents depends

on the prices. If we plug equation (20) into the demand functions it follows that the exchange

market of components is active if the initial endowments of the components, s° and r° are
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larger than the sum of the set-up costs. This conclusion is, contrary to the cases of one-sided

set-up costs, intuitively straightforward and corresponds to the equilibrium price equation

(20). (Note that for the basic model we assumed r° > 2r* and s° > 2s* such that two

representative agents R and S could simultaneously achieve a positive output.) As a

consequence two type of producers supply the output, i.e. the transportation service.

According to our assumptions, this implies a larger potential for incompatibilities than in

those cases where only one type of supplier is in the product market.

6. Policy implications and conclusions

If customers prefer a choice between systems that are organized by different types of

component owners, the policymaker should either keep set-up costs to a minimum or perhaps

even provide subsidies for set-up costs if necessary, in order to ensure that both types of

owners organize the system good. Alternatively, the policymaker should balance the set-up

costs such that the conditions for system variety as derived in section 5 would apply.

However, throughout this paper we have assumed that the preferences for compatibility

dominate the preferences for variety. The results derived hint at policy measures that support

to organize systems by a homogeneous set of suppliers even when the owners of the

components are heterogeneous. In the above analyses, set-up costs serve as policy

instruments. They are a proxy for instruments, which have the potential to discriminate

between the various components of systems through specific charges, constraints, regulations,

etc.

The above model is not general enough to convey much more than hints about how such

discriminatory instruments work. However, it is interesting to note that one-sided set-up costs

on component j may exclude the owners of the other components from supplying the system

good x, and thus select the owners of j to be the producers of x. This, we maintain, is far from

obvious and justifies the above analysis.
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The paper has shows that set-up costs may give rise to multiplicity and potential welfare

losses arising from the risk of incompatibility. The policy implication of this model is a strong

one: it appears desirable to regulate the transportation systems by creating asymmetric one-

sided set-up costs which regulate entry and control of the variety of producers and products.

In other words, it may be optimal to subsidize against one type of set-up cost while taxing the

entry of another type of component to the market. Intuitively, entry deterrence has the social

advantage of reducing the risk of incompatibility. From a more general perspective, a trade-

off appears to arise between the reduction of variety and the social losses in terms of

incompatibility.
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Cost signalling with R&D expenditures for compatibility♠

Mikko Mustonen*

5th Helsinki Workshop on Standardization and Networks

Suppliers invest strategically in developing future compatibility
and buyers value products by their expected levels of future
compatibility. One supplier has an information disadvantage of
having uncertainty over competitor’s unit cost and tries to infer it
from the other supplier’s observed level of compatibility R&D
investment.  We show that the duopoly game satisfies Mailath’s
(1987) requirements for a unique separating signalling
equilibrium and that the resulting level of R&D investment is
higher than that under full information. Incomplete information
leads to a reduced level of welfare in numerical examples. The
described behaviour helps to explain the open announcement of
R&D activities in IT-industry.
JELCodes: L15, D82, L13
Keywords: compatibility, signalling, duopoly

1 Introduction

R&D investment expenditures, when published, may influence buyer expectations
and market behaviour. Investments in future compatibility decrease potential
switching costs and buyers are willing to pay a higher price for the product. When
competition is imperfect suppliers can then use public commitment to R&D
investments as a strategic tool to gain market-share and profit. This aspect of R&D
investment is studied in Mustonen (1999).

In the presence of incomplete cost information an another incentive for R&D
investment commitment and publication arises. The more competitive a supplier (say
1) is, that is, the lower his unit production cost, the higher is his optimal level of R&D
investment in future compatibility. The competing supplier 2, being uncertain of the
true level of that unit cost, may try to infer it with the help of published R&D
investment information. Supplier 2’s beliefs on the unit cost level have an impact on
supplier 1’s profit: belief of lower unit cost results in higher profit for supplier 1. In a
separating signalling equilibrium supplier 1 takes this effect into account when setting
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2000 FPPE Research Seminars on Microeconomics for helpful comments. The usual disclaimer
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his optimal profit-maximising R&D investment level and supplier 2 updates his
beliefs. The resulting R&D investment level is higher than with complete information
and supplier has an additional explicit motive to publish the R&D investment
expenditure information.

In this paper we concentrate on asymmetric incomplete information to keep the
analysis tractable. One of the two suppliers is uncertain about competitor’s costs, the
other has complete cost information. However, symmetric uncertainty is in many
cases a more realistic assumption, but analysing such a set-up is quite complicated 1

and adds little to the qualitative analysis. As our main interest is in products in IT-
industry it is worth noting that due to rapid product development and the fact that
products are assembled from numerous components, suppliers may well have
asymmetric cost information.

Products can have compatibility between each other (horizontal) or within one
supplier’s product generations (vertical)2. Conventional analysis of compatibility
usually concentrates on the horizontal but the latter, vertical compatibility may be an
important factor for buyers3. An example of vertical compatibility can be found in
core information systems of large organisations (‘mainframes’). Buyers of system
components consider the expected support to their present application software base.
They also value the product for its future compatibility and have to take into account
the possibility of non-compatibility.

Buyers’ expectations of future compatibility are formed on the markets. Traditional
signals of this aspect of quality might include the price of the product, advertising and
warranties (Tirole 1988, p.106-115). Let us assume here that the level of research and
development a supplier undertakes is viewed informative of a product’s future vertical
compatibility. Rational buyers base their assessment on suppliers’ perceived business
decisions. Casual empirism suggests that suppliers openly publicise, even promote the
general levels and growth rates of their R&D budgets. As far as hardware and
supporting software (middleware) are concerned, it is known that a major part of the
development effort is directed towards maintaining compatibility of interfaces with
other components while taking advantage of some new innovations in electronics or
underlying algorithms.

 Traditionally, R&D investment is modelled to reduce the unit costs of production.
This paper, however, departs from this traditional mechanism in that it does not
analyse innovation from the perspective of cost-reducing instruments but rather
focuses on the product development and signalling role of R&D4. According to
Rosenkranz (1995), who analysed simultaneous R&D investments in process (cost-
reducing) and product innovations, R&D activity is in practice split roughly 60/40
between them.

                                                
1 see Mailath (1989)
2 In computer markets, for example, on hardware, middleware (support software) or application level.
3 See Perrot (1993) for a survey of ‘horizontal’ compatibility analysis.
4 R&D investment in multiple roles suggests that buyers face a signal extraction problem i.e. seeing the
R&D budget, they have to assess how it is divided between, for example, product development like
compatibility enhancement and unit cost reduction.
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In the industrial organization literature the notion of using R&D investment as a
signal has been analysed from different aspects. Parallel to our analysis, Aoki and
Reitman (1992) analysed signalling by R&D investment to influence competitor
beliefs. In their model the signals are simultaneous discrete invest/not invest decisions
on cost-reducing R&D investments. In a separating equilibrium firms underinvest in
R&D and prefer to keep their R&D outcomes secret. Examples of signalling with
R&D investment to buyers are Salonen (1989) and Padmanabhan, Rajiv and
Srinivasan (1997). Salonen studied a signalling model of a monopoly that can
influence the beliefs of buyers on product quality by undertaking and publishing an
R&D investment. Padmanabhan et al. analysed optimal R&D investments to increase
product quality in a two-period model. In their model the monopolist has better
knowledge than buyers on demand potential due to network externalities. He tries to
influence buyer beliefs by optimally setting R&D investments in each period and
making them public. R&D investment may also act as a signal to investors: in the
model of Bhattacharya and Ritter (1983) firms communicate R&D investment
information to potential investors in order to receive better terms of financing.
However, the cost of such signalling is that it is also revealed to competitors and
decreases the firm’s informational advantage.

We develop a model where firms undertake R&D investments to enhance vertical
compatibility and buyers form expectations of future switching costs. The model of
the paper is in terms of a sequential duopoly game played in two stages. In the first
stage, suppliers commit to R&D investments enhancing vertical compatibility in
future. They are aware of the behaviour of product markets. R&D investment costs
become common knowledge at the end of first stage both to buyers and suppliers.
Buyers form expectations about future switching costs. The known R&D investment
costs are taken to be informative about future switching costs. The R&D investment
can then be used as a signal to influence the competitor’s beliefs. Mailath (1987)
shows that the necessary conditions for a unique separating signalling equilibrium are
(i) type monotonicity: the signal, R&D investment, has to be a monotonic function of
the supplier type, unit cost. (ii) belief monotonicity: change of the uninformed
supplier’s belief of competitor’s cost  has to have a monotonic impact on the informed
supplier’s profits. (iii) single crossing : the  informed supplier’s indifference curves
for each type in belief (unit cost), signal (R&D investment) space must cross only
once.   In the unique separating signalling equilibrium the supplier with complete
information commits to a level of R&D investment that persuades the supplier with
incomplete cost information to update his beliefs of competitor’s unit cost from the
expected level to the true one.

In the second stage, buyers act to maximise their expected surplus and suppliers
produce outputs maximising profits having updated their cost information based on
the published R&D investment budgets.  The switching cost expectations of buyers
are realized in the future. The equilibrium of the game satisfies the condition of
subgame perfection for suppliers and represents a rational expectation’s equilibrium
for the buyers and a separating signalling equilibrium for the suppliers. The second
stage game is in terms of a Cournot–game where suppliers commit to output levels.
This is motivated by our prime focus in system and hardware products that exhibit
component subcontracting, to which suppliers must commit.
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The model is an extension of the analysis of product lock-in and switching costs
related to compatibility. Contrary to the conventional approach5, we assume that
rational buyers accept the prospect of a lock-in because their system environment has
other components with longer life spans. Theoretically, we extend the Brander-
Spencer framework of strategic R&D investment (1983) by modelling the effect of
R&D directly on the supplier output game6. We posit a mechanism, based on some
empirical support7, for buyers to form expectations on compatibility. Introduction of
cost uncertainty creates an additional signalling effect on R&D decisions. The
existence of the unique separating signalling equilibrium is proved by fulfilling the
conditions  by Mailath (1987). The form of the unique strategy function, mapping the
optimal R&D investment level for each unit cost type of the supplier with complete
information, is derived using a differential equation resulting from supplier profit
maximisation. Comparison of the separating equilibrium to pooling equilibria shows
that with reasonable assumptions about the beliefs of the uninformed supplier the
separating equilibrium behaviour is optimal to the informed supplier.

 Our model can also be described as a two-audience signalling model. Bhattacharya
and Ritter (1983) and Gertner, Gibbons and Scharfstein (1988) developed models
where the firm’s signal was read by both investors and competitors. Here the
audiences are buyers and competitors. The model compares also to signal-jamming
analysis of Riordan (1985), where oligopolists try to infer present demand from
observed prices and quantities in previous period. In Riordan’s model firms have an
incentive, beyond direct profit maximisation, to influence beliefs of uninformed
competitors when setting optimal quantities.

The optimal R&D investment level to product compatibility is higher in the presence
of incomplete cost information. When setting the optimal investment the supplier with
information advantage maximises profits taking into account besides the direct effect
also the signalling effect the investment has on competitor’s beliefs. As the supplier
with information advantage finds it profitable to influence competitor’s beliefs, the
signal has to be costly to be credible. In numerical analysis the resulting level of
profits for each type is lower than under complete information, as can be expected.

 The informed supplier has an incentive to invest more to credibly signal
competitiveness. This contrasts with the conclusions of Aoki and Reitman (1992) that
firms invest less in cost-reducing R&D when there is incomplete information on
costs. Furthermore, in our model suppliers are motivated to make their investment
commitments public to influence demand and to change, via the signalling effect,
competitor’s beliefs, but in Aoki-Reitman model the suppliers prefer secrecy if it is
available.

With incomplete information, welfare, measured as total surplus: the sum of industry
profits and consumer surplus, is lower for each type compared to complete
information scenario in numerical examples. Welfare in the Cournot-equilibrium with
complete information is less than social optimum as imperfect competition results in
R&D under-investment compared to welfare optimum (Mustonen 1999). Numerical

                                                
5 See Shapiro and Varian (1999), chapters 5 and 6.
6 In the Brander-Spencer model, firms commit strategically to R&D investments to reduce their own
unit costs.
7 See Mustonen (1999) drawing on Greenstein (1993) and Lichtenberg(1988)
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analysis with reasonable parameter values and uniform distribution of types shows
that R&D investment levels increase well beyond social optimum when uncertainty
and resulting optimal signalling behaviour is introduced. Due to suboptimal over-
investment welfare is reduced. This would suggest that there is room for policy
action, either by taxing the excessive R&D investments or creating mechanisms to
credibly exchange cost information.

The structure of paper is the following: in chapter 2 we first develop the demand for
the products with vertical compatibility properties. This leads to the profit functions
of the suppliers. In chapter 3 the market equilibrium quantities and R&D investments
in the presence of incomplete information are solved and characterised. Chapter 4
presents results from numerical analysis of the separating signalling equilibrium.
Discussion in chapter 5 concludes.

2 The model

2.1 Market demand

We analyse future compatibility and cost signalling in a partial equilibrium industry
setting with two suppliers and numerous identical buyers. The two goods are perfect
substitutes so that the willingness to pay among the different buyers is equal ex ante.
Since there are differences in expected net switching costs between current and future
vintages of products, the market prices, of course, will be different. The equivalence
of hedonic prices describes the market equilibrium. Although buyers are indifferent
between products ex ante, after commitment to a product they face high costs ex post
if they switch to a competing product. Products are not substitutable ex post.

Suppose a supplier decides on a R&D investment level x, incurring quadratic costs,
2

2 xB v= . This investment is used to develop better compatibility between current
and following generations of his own product (for example in computers, how much
of the present application software base will function in a future environment). Let
market valuation from this investment cost be ( ) 0', >sBs .

Let the switching cost (software conversion, education etc) to a non-compatible
system environment (from the same or another supplier) be 10 << L 8.  Buyers take
this into account when valuing the product. They see R&D investment in
compatibility as correcting this expected future cost. Subtracting the compatibility
benefit from the maximum switching cost gives the buyer’s expected net future
cost eD :

( )BsLDe −=                                                                                                            (1)

All buyers form these expectations prior to purchase since the levels of committed
R&D budgets are public. Following Katz and Shapiro (1985) we can now formulate

                                                
8 L could be larger than 1 (which in this model corresponds to market size), but this requires treatment
of parameter restrictions and adds little to the analysis.
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the industry demand in the presence of expected externalities. We assume that buyers
have a willingness to pay for the homogeneous products

eDr −                                                                                                                           (2)

 where r is evenly distributed between [ ]1,0 . Each buyer has same the expectation of
maximum switching cost L  and the same valuation of supplier i’s R&D investment
cost to reduce switching cost, ( )iBs . Buyers thus maximise their surplus

pDr e −−                                                                                                                    (3)

The hedonic price (price + expected costs) must be equal for all products ( ji ≠ ) that
enter the market. Let this common value be φ .

e
jj

e
ii DpDp +=+=φ                                                                                                  (4)

 For a given value of φ , only those buyers whose φ≥r  buy the products. Each buyer
buys one unit of the product and r  is evenly distributed, so the total quantity sold is

eDpQ −−=−= 11 φ                                                                                                  (5)

We assume, as Katz and Shapiro did, a fulfilled expectations equilibrium: these
expectations are realised in the future.

Consider a duopoly (suppliers 1,2) producing homogeneous (besides expected future
compatibility) products for this market. Then from (1) and (5) and noting that

21 qqQ += , for supplier 1 (supplier 2 is symmetric):

( )( )1211 1 BsLqqp −−−−=                                                                                        (6)

In this model we assume that the effect of R&D investment on compatibility is linear
and that buyers’ value it rationally:

 ( ) 0,
2

11
1

1 >== ssxB
v

sBs                                                                                         (7)

2.2 Supplier profits

Suppliers have constant unit costs: Supplier 2’s cost 2c  is common knowledge but

there is uncertainty over supplier 1’s cost 1c . Supplier 1 knows his own cost but

supplier 2 knows only that it is between [ ]HL cc ,  with expected value of 1c . We
assume that R&D is completely directed to compatibility enhancement. The profits of
suppliers are then:
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Supplier 2 has beliefs of supplier 1’s marginal cost conditional on observed R&D
investment 1x , which supplier 2, like buyers, can infer from published research and
development costs in (7). Note that in this model we abstract from buyers’ uncertainty
over the true level of realised compatibility and concentrate on supplier relations.

3 Solving the model

Following Brander and Spencer (1983), we solve the game backwards, first the output
stage and then the strategic R&D investment stage. The technical treatment draws on
Collie and Hviid (1993) who analysed a game of cost signalling with export subsidies.

3.1 Bayesian-Nash equilibrium

Suppliers are competing in the output and R&D investment stages. We assume a
symmetric R&D setup: suppliers have identical R&D cost structures vvv == 21 .
Suppliers’ profit functions, conditional on R&D investments are given in (8) and (9)
Profit maximising first order conditions for the output phase are:

( ) 021 1121
1

1 =−−−−−=
∂
∂

csxLqq
q

π
                                                                       (10)

{ } ( ) 02|1 222112
2

2 =−−−−−=
∂
∂

csxLqxqE
q

π
                                                         (11)

The equilibrium quantities can be solved by first analysing supplier 2’s expectation of
output of supplier 1. Let supplier 2’s expectation of 1’s marginal cost conditional on
R&D investment be ( )11

~ xc . Replacing 1c  by expectation ( )11
~ xc  and solving from

(10), (11) yields

{ } ( ) ( ) ( )
3

2~21
| 21211

112

sxLsxLcxc
xqE

−+−−+−=                                                  (12)

Suppliers engage in Cournot-competition in the production stage. The pair of
production quantities solving best-response functions (10), (11) simultaneously
represents the Bayesian-Nash equilibrium of the production stage:
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( ) ( ) ( )
6

424~22 21211*
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sxLsxLcxc
q

−−−+−+=                                                         (14)

We can see in (13), (14) that both suppliers optimal outputs are affected by supplier
2’s beliefs on supplier 1’s marginal cost. Subsequently the levels of supplier’s outputs
affect supplier 1’s profits. This is why supplier 1 in R&D phase tries to influence
supplier 2’s beliefs by signalling in setting the R&D investment level.

In the R&D stage suppliers compete knowing the structure of output phase and make
decisions maximising profits with respect to R&D investments. Supplier 2 has only an
expectation of supplier 1’s marginal cost and maximises expected profit:

( )2122 ,ccxx =                                                                                                     (15)

Supplier 1 knows that supplier 2 sets R&D investment based on prior expectations
and can consider it as constant when setting his own R&D investment.

Let us denote

( ) 22111 22)(~312
~

xscxccLA −+−−−=                                                                      (16)

( ) 221 22412 xsccLA −+−−=                                                                                  (17)

2211 223)1(2 xscccLA −+−−−=                                                                            (18)

Supplier 1’s output, sales marginal and profit can then be expressed as functions of
the R&D investment in the first, R&D, stage:

6
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3.2 R&D investment with complete information

For comparison it is interesting to analyse the game if there exists complete
information on costs. This represents a different game than the one described earlier
as full information allows both suppliers to set their optimal R&D investment levels
knowing unit costs. Knowing the structure of the production stage of the game,
suppliers play a Cournot-game which results in a Nash-equilibrium of a simultaneous
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solution to best-responses in R&D investment levels. Using (20) and noting that with
no uncertainty 11

~ cc =  the best-response function for supplier 1 is:

( ) 04224)1(28
36

1
11221

1

1 =−+−+−−=
∂
∂

vxsxxccLs
x

π
                                          (22)

Best-response function for supplier 2 is similar in structure and solving them
simultaneously yields9:
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=                            (23)

The optimal R&D investments for both suppliers respond in symmetric fashion to
changes in unit costs: They increase R&D investment if own costs decrease or the
competitor’s costs increase.

3.3 R&D investment as a signal under cost uncertainty

3.3.1 Existence of a unique separating equilibrium

Mailath (1987) showed that if supplier 1’s profit function (21) satisfies incentive
compatibility conditions on belief monotonicity (24), type monotonicity (25) and
single crossing (26), there exists a unique separating signalling equilibrium.  A further
requirement is that there is a one-to-one strategy function from the type to the strategy
variable. Individual rationality condition is that the supplier profit is at least 0. In our
model all these conditions are satisfied. It is worth noting that applying Mailath’s
approach allows an arbitrary density on cost distribution.
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Belief monotonicity requires that the impact of an update in uninformed supplier’s
unit cost belief is monotonic in the informed supplier’s payoff. In our model a
decrease in the cost belief, regarding the informed supplier more competitive, always
increases the informed supplier’s profits. This creates the motive to influence
competitor’s beliefs.
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The type monotonicity condition states that the signal has to change monotonically
with the signalling agent’s type. Here the informed supplier’s optimal R&D
investment is always higher the lower is his unit cost. The logic and credibility of the
R&D investment as a signal of competitiveness is based on this condition.
                                                
9 We assume that 2129 sv >
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Single crossing means that the indifference curves of types may cross only once in
signal, belief space to ensure incentive compatibility so that imitating an another type
is not profitable for any type. The condition requires that the change in the slope of
the indifference curve must be monotonic in the true type for any positive level of the
signal variable. As can be seen in (25) our model satisfies that requirement.

This signalling game with a continuum of types differs from games with discrete
types pioneered by Spence (1974). When there is a continuum of possible types and
the above conditions are met, the informed agent’s deviations from his prescribed
actions cannot be detected by the uninformed agent. So the informed agent’s actions
are bound by the information structure.

3.3.2 The strategy function

When supplier 2 has incomplete information about supplier 1’s unit cost, he sets his
optimal R&D investment, 2x , based on the expected value of unit cost, 1c . Supplier 1
knows this when setting his optimal R&D investment level. So disregarding the
signalling effect, supplier 1 is in a position to exploit a Stackelberg leader position in
relation to supplier 2 and sets the optimal R&D investment by maximising profits in
(20) taking 2x  as given, yielding10:
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This represents also the profit-maximising R&D investment in a pooling equilibrium
with the belief assumption of 111 )(~ cxc =  regardless of supplier 1’s observed R&D
investment. Note that when information is incomplete suppliers engage in a different
game in the R&D stage than with complete information. Lacking information,
supplier 2 cannot adjust his optimal R&D investment to the true cost type of supplier
1. As is well known, the equilibrium value of the decision variable for the Stackelberg
leader is higher than the corresponding value in  Cournot-competition.

We determine the signalling equilibrium by defining a strategy function for supplier 1
that he will use to determine the optimal R&D investment when observing his true
cost type:

( )111 cxsig σ=                                                                                                               (28)

                                                
10 we assume that 0, >AA
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In the unique separating signalling equilibrium, supplier 2’s beliefs about supplier 1’s
marginal cost are updated in output stage based on observed R&D investment:

( ) ( )sigxxc 1
1

111
~ −= σ                                                                                                         (29)

Supplier 1 sets optimal R&D investment by maximising profit taking into account the
effect the R&D investment has on supplier 2’s beliefs of supplier 1’s competitiveness:
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The first term represents the direct effect the R&D investment has on profits. It affects
demand as buyers assess the impact on future compatibility, changes market position
in the Cournot-competition in production stage and it has a cost. The second term
describes the signalling effect: the R&D investment influences beliefs which have an
impact on profits by belief monotonicity in (24). In equilibrium supplier 2 assesses

supplier 1’s unit cost correctly: 11
~ cc =  and AA =~

.  As the derivative of an inverse
single-variable function is the inverse of the original, in equilibrium condition (30)
can be expressed
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The optimal strategy function for supplier 1 satisfies this differential equation. The
initial value condition follows from the fact that supplier 1 has no incentive to
influence competitor’s beliefs when marginal cost happens to be the highest
possible, Hc . In R&D stage supplier 2’s belief is 11

~ cc =  and supplier 1, when having
the highest cost type, acts always according to (27)11:

)()( 111 HH ccxc ==σ                                                                                                   (32)

The acquired strategy function could be interpreted as having a counterpart in reality:
the result of the supplier’s business strategy process. Meticulous analysis and
simulation of the competitive situation for each cost type before knowing own and
competitor’s costs taking into account the information asymmetry should result in a
business strategy guideline yielding similar values to R&D investment as (31) when
learning own cost type.

3.3.3 Comparison to pooling equilibria

Besides the described unique separating equilibrium, the game has also pooling and
semi-pooling equilibria. Pooling behaviour means that the informed supplier 1 sets the
R&D investment to some value regardless of the true cost type and that the
uninformed supplier 2 doesn’t update his prior belief on competitor’s cost type. By
                                                
11 See appendix for proof of (32)
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our assumptions the informed supplier 1 always knows his own cost type when setting
the R&D investment. For the unique separating signalling equilibrium to break, we
require that there is a pooling equilibrium that will result in a higher expected profit
for both suppliers than the separating one. As can be seen from the profit-maximising
condition in (30), assuming that supplier 2 sticks to the belief 11

~ cc =  cannot result in
higher expected profit on a constant level of R&D investment. Extreme, maybe
unrealistic assumptions of off-the-equilibrium beliefs like: Hcc =1

~  if any other level
of R&D investment than some specific one is observed, may result in the break of the
separating equilibrium. In this model we do not analyse them any deeper, as it doesn’t
seem to give credence to any specific set of R&D investment and belief update other
than the ones already covered.

3.4 Characterisation of the optimal R&D investment strategy

To characterise the strategy function σ  it is simpler to express the optimal signalling
behaviour between the ‘competitiveness‘ measure A  and the R&D investment 1x :

( ) ( )Acx µσ == 111                                                                                                    (33)

Then

dA

d

dc

d µσ
4

1

1 −=                                                                                                            (33)

and we can transform (31)  to

( )µ
µµ

289816

4

svsA

sA

dA

d

−−
+=                                                                                        (34)

By assuming a linear format to strategy function, ZAx =1 , we can graphically analyse
the impact of signalling to optimal level of R&D. Solving (34) yields two solutions to
Z, namely 0,0 21 <> ZZ . Only the positive solution maximises12 profit. The value of

maximising solution 1Z  is greater than corresponding term with no signalling effect in

(27). With linear solution, the initial condition requires that 0=HA , corresponding to

highest type of unit cost, Hc . The competitiveness term includes other parameters too,
so this would be a special case. The qualitative effect of the signalling to the R&D
investment can be seen in figure 1.

Proposition: The optimal R&D investment for compatibility under cost uncertainty is
larger than both the optimal investment under cost uncertainty without signalling
behaviour and the optimal investment with complete information. The difference is
more significant for low cost types.

                                                
12 See appendix
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Figure 1: Effect of incomplete cost information on the optimal level of R&D
investment

4 Properties of the signalling equilibrium – numerical
examples

The differential equation in (31) cannot be solved analytically. However the modified
version in (34) where the optimal R&D investment is a function of the
‘competitiveness’ measure can be solved as a homogeneous differential equation.  In
this paper we concentrate illustrating the consequences of the information asymmetry
by numerical examples with fixed values for model parameters13. As a simplifying
assumption the distribution of cost types is symmetric so the prior expected value of
the unit cost is the average of the limits of the distribution.

4.1 Optimal R&D investment

Numerical analysis of the optimal strategy function confirms the results of the
characterisation in chapter 3.4: Optimal R&D investment for the informed supplier in
the presence of cost information asymmetry is significantly larger than with complete
information. As can be seen in figure 2, for the lowest cost type the optimal
investment by strategy function is more than twice as large as the full information
Cournot-solution. Note that the optimal investments in figure are equilibrium values
of different games: the difference stems from the informed supplier’s first-mover
advantage and from the signalling effect.

                                                
13 parameter values for the examples are 25.0,15.0,2.0,28.0,3.0,1.0 1 ====== HL cccsvL
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Figure 2. Numerical example: Optimal R&D investment for each supplier cost type

4.2 The level of profits

Profits calculated with the same parameter values as in chapter 4.1 are illustrated in
figure 3. As can be seen, the level of profit is lower for almost every type when there
is cost uncertainty and resulting separating signalling behaviour. This is expected, as
the credibility of the signal to the uninformed supplier requires that it is costly for the
supplier that is signalling.

Figure 3: Numerical example: Profits for each supplier cost type
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4.3 Welfare

Welfare, measured as the total profits of suppliers and buyers’ surplus, is calculated
for each supplier cost type in figure 4, again with the same parameter values. The
higher R&D investment level resulting from behaviour under cost uncertainty is
excessive from a social point of view. In Mustonen (1999) we show that with
complete information the optimal level of compatibility R&D investment in Cournot-
competition falls short of the social optimum. Increasing R&D investment from that
level increases welfare. In the numerical example, in the presence of cost uncertainty
the information advantage and signalling effect drive the R&D investment level past
the social optimum and welfare is reduced compared to full information.

Figure 4: Numerical example: Welfare for each supplier cost type

5 Discussion

Seeking explanations to the suppliers’ eager publication of their R&D investment
budgets, especially in IT-industry, we have developed a partial equilibrium model
where suppliers have multiple motives to make their R&D investments public. First,
buyers assess the products now available by their future compatibility. To form an
expectation they regard the level of R&D investment the supplier has committed to as
an indication of the level of the future vertical compatibility. To maximise profits the
supplier finds it necessary to publish the information. Second, in the presence of
uncertainty over one supplier’s competitiveness, both the informed and the
uninformed supplier may find it profitable to engage in a signalling game where the
R&D investment acts as a credible and therefore costly signal of the informed
supplier’s competitiveness. The uninformed supplier, observing the signal, updates his
prior belief and corrects his behaviour in the production stage. Again, optimal
behaviour necessitates the publication of the signal, the committed level of R&D
investment.
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In our model we assume an asymmetric set-up: one supplier has complete information
on costs, the other is uncertain over competitor’s unit cost. When maximising profits
the informed supplier takes into account the direct effect and the signalling effect of
the R&D investment.  Extending this analysis to a symmetric cost uncertainty would
require that a third component is introduced in each supplier’s profit maximisation.
The R&D investments are strategic substitutes. This means that when the uncertainty
is symmetric the committed R&D investments have an impact on the complete
information game in the production stage (Mailath 1988). Analysis of such a scenario
is quite complicated and not attempted in this paper. Interpreting the results of Collie
and Hviid (1993) from an another context would suggest that in the symmetric
separating signalling equilibrium the optimal R&D investments are higher than with
complete information but lower than in the asymmetric case of our model.

The results described are naturally sensitive to the underlying assumptions of the
model. We have assumed that suppliers engage in a Cournot-competition with
quantities in the production stage. This implies then the type monotonicity: the more
competitive the supplier is, the larger is his optimal R&D investment. Introducing
differentiated Bertrand-competition with prices would reverse this logic and a smaller
investment would be indicative of better competitiveness. The effect of signalling
behaviour would then be reversed also. However, we think the choices made in the
model assumption are relevant for the industry of our interest.

The presence of incomplete information has also implications for technology policy.
As shown in Mustonen (1999) the R&D investment levels under Cournot-competition
with complete information fall short of social optimum. The market failure can be
corrected by allowing suppliers to co-operate in the R&D stage when setting the R&D
investment levels or by government R&D subsidies. Numerical analysis suggests that
incomplete cost information results in excessive R&D investments from the social
point of view.  The corrective policy would then be either be a tax on R&D or
committing to credible exchange of cost information. In fact, as shown by Shapiro
(1986), the suppliers would voluntarily exchange cost information if it would be
regarded as credible, for example verified by an outside authority. However, from the
buyers’ point of view, a high level of R&D investment for compatibility leads to low
switching costs and perceived ‘high level of standardization’ in the marketplace. If
this is considered to be a policy goal too, it may affect optimal policy.
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Appendix

Initial condition

The sequential structure of the suppliers’ game leads to the following reasoning on the
initial condition of the strategy function.

a) Suppose a strategy function A
1σ  so that

)()( 1111 H
A

H
A ccxxc =<=σ

In equilibrium the uninformed supplier 2 infers H
AA cxc =)(~

11  but the optimum for

supplier 1 is )( 11 Hccx =  when both true cost and belief of the cost are the

highest, Hccc == 11
~ . Deviation to increase the R&D investment to )( 11 Hccx =  is

profitable.

b) Suppose an another strategy function B
1σ  so that

)()( 1111 H
B

H
B ccxxc =>=σ

In equilibrium the uninformed supplier 2 infers H
BB cxc =)(~
11  but if he observes

)( 11 Hccx = , the belief cannot be further upwards updated. This means that the

deviation to decrease the R&D investment to )( 11 Hccx =  decreases the informed
supplier’s costs and doesn’t change the competitor’s behaviour. It is profitable and
cannot be punished. So the optimal behaviour is the one that remains:  always to set
the R&D investment to level )( 11 Hccx =  when the true type is Hc .

Characteristic equation of the differential equation

Solving (34) with linear solution leads to a quadratic equation

( ) 0120898 22 =−−− sZZsv                                                                                     (A1)

( )
)89(16

893240020
2
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sv

svss
Z

−
−+±

=                                                                             (A2)

Since we assume that term ( )289 sv −  is positive, clearly
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Based on Mailath (1987), second order condition for maximisation  (31) can be
expressed
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taking partial derivatives of (24),(25) we can see that for (A3) to hold
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 by (33). This is true with a linear solution only when
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Abstract

This paper investigates whether new network technologies can diffuse even when no player has

strategic power. If the application of technologies is associated with sunk investments into assets

that are subject to depreciation the new superior technologies might carry through. However,

there are several market failures involved. Users might get stuck with the inferior technology

even if any of them prefers a switch to the new one. Second, the diffusion of new technologies is

always too slow. Third, while a switch in markets with lower investments is more desirable it

might be less likely to take place. In those cases, apart from subsidies, an increase of the

“sunkness” of the investments might be an appropriate measure to support the diffusion of the

new technologies.
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1. Introduction

The way how network effects can impede the diffusion of new technologies is a very simple one.

Although inferior as such, an established technology may exhibits more benefits than a new

technology because the it possesses a larger network of users. So, no one is willing to switch to

the new technology unless sufficiently many agents have already done so, implying that any user

stays with the old one.

If transition costs are not too high this phenomenon might cause market failure. Sponsorship

from the supply side might be able to heal the problem.1 But this requires ownership of the net-

work or the presence of dominating firms with long-term above the marginal cost pricing, other-

wise no firm would be willing to sacrifice profits in early stages for sponsoring a new technol-

ogy. However, only when firms have to make investments where sufficiently much sunk costs

are involved, they can hope to keep a dominating position.2 Otherwise market entry will squeeze

out any rent making sponsorship an unprofitable deal.

Another way out of an inferior network can be found on the demand side. If there are dominating

users whose switch to the new technology cause other users to follow we can hope that superior

technologies carry through. However, even with those players involved, the diffusion of a new

technology is uncertain and can be too slow or too fast.3

In many network markets we do neither find dominating firms on the supply side nor on the de-

mand side. Also, in face of all the other disadvantages associated with those market structures,

we assume that it is in many cases not desirable to establish conditions that support their evolu-

tion or continuation.4

Therefore, this paper concentrates on network markets that are characterized by many players on

both sides of the market. In fact, neither player in this paper has strategic power, and we ap-

proximate the demand side with continuum of users agents. The supply side is considered only in

so far as we assume that both technologies are offered with marginal costs. Can new network

technologies still carry through?

The obvious way to model the issue at stake is with a simple coordination game. Players decide

simultaneously whether to adopt the old technology or the new one. Whether the game resembles

                                                

1 See e.g. Katz and Shapiro (1986) and Liebowitz and Margolis (1994) on this issue.
2 Unless government protects those firms in whatever way.
3 See e.g. Moretto (2000) for a recent paper on this issue, a seminal paper is Farrell and Saloner (1986).
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a pure coordination game or rather a Battle of Sexes, it always possesses two Nash equilibria, so

coordination problems are inherently involved. However, this modeling disregards the fact that

we do not deal with a one shot situation – why should a player not wait what happens and make

his choice afterwards?

In contrast to this approach, Farrell and Saloner (1985) analyze the problem with a sequential

game. Users, one after another, have the opportunity to switch from an established technology to

a superior one. If any user prefers a switch to the new technology when any other user also

switches, they find that any user will do so. A switch of the entire population is the only sub-

game perfect equilibrium because the player in the last period will switch if his predecessors

have switched and so the player in the period before the last one switches which is anticipated by

his predecessors etc. Although a very interesting and appealing approach it does not explain why

users should be concerned with a sequential game. Usually, users can switch (and switch back) at

any time they prefer to do so.

The model in this paper incorporates both issues. Since users apply a network good they always

observe how many users apply each technology and any user can switch at any time he wants.

We also include switching costs into the analyses. More precisely, we assume that the applica-

tion of a technology is associated with an investment that involves sunk costs to some amount.

Certainly, this assumption is most reasonable as there is no transaction (the investment) without

transaction costs. Other sources for sunk costs are adverse selection and moral hazard.5 Besides,

we assume that assets need to be replaced after some time. That is, any asset has a limited life,

and users have to make new investments from time to time.

There are a lot of markets that fit well our model. One might think of typical consumer home

entertainment technologies such as DVD vs. VCR-cassettes, Mini Disc vs. CD, or TV format

16:9 vs. the established one. But the model may also well be applied to production technologies

where network effects might be caused by availability of service, expertise and staff.

                                                                                                                                                            

4 Nonetheless, many of those markets exists and exhibit interesting phenomena. In fact, most papers that deal with
network effects concentrate on strategic interactions among oligopoly players (see e.g. Belleflamme 1998 and
Matutes and Regibeau 1996 for an overview).
5 Both phenomena can prevail if the market for used assets involves some quality uncertainty. See Akerlof (1970)
for the phenomenon of adverse selection. Moral hazard is involved here if users treat their asset worse than efficient
(unnoticeable by a potential buyer) because they sell it in some time anyways.
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2. The Model

2.1 Basic Set-up

Let’s analyze a population of agents. For simplicity, assume that agents constitute a continuum

of a size N. Presently, all of them apply the same technology, namely tech0. Now, at date 0, a

new, superior technology (tech1) has evolved. We are interested in the question whether the new

technology will be adopted and, if so, how much time its diffusion takes.

The benefits that an agent receives at a date t depend on two variables. The first one is the tech-

nology he applies and the second one is the number of users of that technology. We denote this

by ai
t(x1

t), i.e. the benefits of an agent at the date t using tech i, ai
t, depend only on x1

t where this

is the number of users of tech1 at date t; the remaining agents (1-x1
t) use tech0. We assume that

ai
t(0) ≥ 0, i = (0,1), saying that both technologies have a non-negative “stand-alone value”.

There are also costs coming with the application of a technology. Ii denotes the investment that is

required for the application of technology i. We can say that a user of each technology has to

acquire an asset that enables him to apply that technology. Ii also captures transaction costs that

are associated with the investment, such as costs of assessing, ordering and installing the new

asset and getting rid of the old one. For simplicity, we assume that these costs, together with a

discount on used assets, ensure that the entire investment is sunk.6

Figure 1

                                                

6 The assumption that there are sunk costs involved is crucial for the analyses. However, that the entire investment is
sunk is only a simplification, the results of the model hold true even for partially sunk investments. Note, since there
are also costs of selling or otherwise getting rid of the old asset it may still have some positive market value any-
ways.
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After some time has passed, assets need to be replaced, i.e. another Ii is due. To keep it simple

we assume that an asset of tech i has a life of Ti and T ���0 = T1. So each agent, irrespective of

the technology he applies, has to make a new investment at least once a time period with a length

of T. We also assume that the dates at which agents need to replace their assets are equally dis-

tributed among the agents.7 We can now further simplify notation with normalizing N to T.

See Figure 1 for illustration. The abscissas in Figure 1 measure the time. The vertical axes meas-

ures the number of agents that have to renew their investments. As the curve in  Figure 1a is

horizontal, at each date the same “number” of agents (density of 1) need to renew their invest-

ment. We can call that agent(s) whose asset’s life is (would be) over at date t agent t. In Figure

1a, also subsequent periods are shown; at the date 3T three periods with each a length of T (say

three rounds) have passed, and each agent has made three new investments. In Figure 1b, the

abscissa shows one round. The curve is the distribution function of the curve in Figure 1a and it

depicts the “number” of agents who have already renewed their investment once. Since N=T the

curve increases by a rate of 1.

Costs and benefits are discounted according to an interest rate r.

We assume that the evolving tech1 is superior to tech0. That is, we suppose that, with any given

number of users, the net benefits exhibited by technology 1 are greater than those of the old one.

However, when possessing the entire population as users, the net benefits of tech0 exceed those

of tech1.8 Assets of both technologies are supplied competitively, so we abstract from strategic

interaction between suppliers of the assets pertaining to both technologies.9

We assume the time and the number of agents to be continuous variables.10 One can think of the

continuous time as being the limit of a sequence of very short periods where at the beginning of

each period all agents decide simultaneously about the technology they adopt.11 Continuous time

is certainly the most reasonable assumption as it should any agent be allowed to buy both kinds

of assets at any time. A continuum of agents just approximates a large population of agent such

that actions of one single agent do not noticeably affect the payoffs of other agents.

                                                

7 This might be due to some time which that technology is in use, combined with some stochastic component with
respect to the life of assets.
8 Other assumptions pertaining costs and benefits are not made. So in relevant variables, as e.g. the stand-alone
benefits, tech0 may well exhibit more benefits than the tech1.
9 This is an important assumption also ruling out measures of suppliers such as sponsoring of a technology. Indeed,
often new technologies are supplied by a very few or even a single firm. Whatsoever, in many cases they are not
(e.g., DVD, TV, CD-players). Moreover, even firms facing only a few competitors can have an incentive to behave
as in strong competition (e.g. in Bertrand competition). See also Blankart und Knieps (1993).
10 In order to keep an illustrative language, we sometimes keep the terminology for discrete variables.
11 See also Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) on this issue.
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2.2 Equilibria

At each date t agents decide in a simultaneous game which technology to apply. At t=0, the new

technology (tech1) has become available. So, agents have to decide whether to stick with the old

tech0 or to invest into the new tech1. More precisely, they decide whether to switch now or later

or never.12 However, all agents face a different situation. The date where they have to replace

their asset anyway, differs among them. While (the marginal) agent i needs to replace its asset

anyway at date i, agent 0 has to do so now.

2.2.1 Existence of Eternal Stay, Immediate Simultaneous Switch and Sequential Adoption

Let us dedicate this section to check whether and when three patterns are possible to result: that

the population stays with the established technology forever, that the entire population switches

immediately to the new technology and that all agents adopt the new technology one after an-

other.

Eternal Stay

Agent 0 contemplates his decision. If he expects that any other agent never switches to tech1 he

will stay with tech0 if

(1a) ∫∫ −− +−<+−
T

rt
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0

00

0
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Computations, replacing and rearranging yields
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=
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1
:

condition (1b) becomes

                                                

12 The decisions “later” and “never” are conditional choices, i.e. conditional on observations regarding the former
choices of the other agents. Our benefit functions suggest an information structure according to the concept of
“closed loop” (i.e. each agent knows the present state at each date). So, actions depend on the history of the game.
We first identify open loop equilibria and deal with closed loop strategies afterwards. (Thanks to the participants of
the EURAS Conference on Standardization 2000 for comments on this issue, see, e.g., Fudenberg and Tirole 1991
on the concept of closed and open loop equilibria.)
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(1c) 1010 )0()( CCaTa −>−

 which, with I0 = I1, turns into

(1d) )0()( 10 aTa >

Condition (1) says that agent 0’s first round’s net benefits with solely using tech1 must be

smaller than the net benefits with tech0 together with everyone in the population. We consider

only the first round because after T periods agent 0 has again the opportunity to switch to tech1

without additional costs. If condition (1) holds for the first round the likewise conditions will

also do so for any subsequent rounds.

Since any other agent is even (relatively) worse off with adopting tech1 in period 0, neither agent

switches in period 0. Afterwards, the next agent’s investment becomes due. Since he faces ex-

actly the situation that agent 0 has faced in period 0, he also refrains from the adoption of tech1

and stays with tech0. The same then is true for again the next agent etc. So, if condition (1) is

satisfied, it is a Nash-equilibrium (NEold) that neither agent ever switches to the new technology.

The right side of condition (1b) gives the difference of the (average) costs of capital of the tech-

nologies per time-unit; Ci denotes the average cost of capital of technology i.13 Given our above

assumptions that agents favor the old technology to the new one if everyone in the population

adopts the old one, conditions (1c) and (1d) show that an eternal stay with the old technology is

always an equilibrium.14

Immediate Simultaneous Switch

Now, let agents expect that any other agent switches in period 0 to tech1, i.e. immediately after it

has been introduced. Since he has to make an investment anyways and tech1 is superior to tech0,

agent 0 switches to tech1 in period 0. To establish this rapid diffusion as a NE any agent

switches and expects that any other agent switches. Agent i switches at date 0 rather than at date

i if
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13 These are the “equivalent annuity” (in a continuous formulation) of Ii with respect to a time period with a length
of T. This “translation” allows us to compare costs and benefits at any date.
14 Note that these results also hold when the distribution of agents is less even, i.e. if the number of agents that have
to renew their investment differs among the periods. Even if all agents’ investment were due in period 0 an eternal
stay would constitute a NE.
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We consider again only the first round because from period T on, costs and benefits of both al-

ternatives are equal. The first term indicates the additional costs of capital of agent i for switch-

ing a period with a length of i earlier. This term also includes the effects on any subsequent

rounds. That is, when agent i invests i time-units earlier in the first round, he will have to replace

his assets i time-units earlier also in any following rounds. With switching at t=0 instead of t=i,

agent i throws away his working asset, i.e. he sacrifices the value of possessing an asset that

would work for another period of i time-units. We can call this the switching (opportunity-) costs

of agent i.

The second term of the left side in condition (2) gives the (present) value of the benefits with

tech1 for the first round. Since the agent expects that everyone adopts tech1 in period 0, the

benefits stay constant throughout the entire round. On the right side of (2), the alternative bene-

fits are given. Clearly, if everyone else adopts the new technology immediately, the best alterna-

tive of agent i is to follow at period i.15

Let us consider agent T’s choice.16 Applied on him, condition (2) becomes condition (3), i.e. he

switches to tech1 in period 0 if
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which, according to Definition (1), becomes
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Agent T switches if the value of the first round benefits with the new technology with a full net-

work minus an additional investment exceeds the value of the first round stand-alone benefits of

the old one. In condition (3b), the factor before the brackets accumulates and discounts agent T’s

                                                

15 To follow at any period between 0 and i can never be optimal as costs of capital and benefits are constant, so ei-
ther the benefits are higher (switch at period 0) or lower (switch at period i) than the costs.
16 We exclude the possibility of waiting for the new technology through sacrificing benefits of a period. That is,
although he knew that tech1 evolves right afterwards, agent T just invested into technology 0. So, we implicitly
assume that net benefits in a period are large such that it never pays off to wait. We could also assume that it had
been sufficiently uncertain when the new technology evolves.
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additional benefits; his additional costs are an entire investment, i.e. I1. This condition is equiva-

lent to (3c) which says that the additional benefits per period, i.e. tech1’s maximum benefits mi-

nus the stand alone benefits of tech0, have to exceed the average costs of capital Ci.

It is equally costly for any agent at any time to make an investment one time-unit earlier, so Ci

also represents the marginal costs of capital. Thus, condition (3) applies to any agent, and so we

can state: if condition (3) holds an immediate switch of the entire population is a Nash equilib-

rium (NErap).17

Sequential Adoption

Let us now see whether an equilibrium where the whole population adopts the new technology

little by little, i.e. sequentially, exists (NEseq). Let agents now expect that any agent switches only

when that one’s investment is due, i.e. agent i switches at t=i from tech0 to tech1. So no agent

incurs additional costs of capital since he has to replace his asset at date i anyway. In order to

establish this pattern as an equilibrium, any agent may not benefit from making his investment

earlier or later.

With sequential adoption, the net benefits Ui
seq of agent i are
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From date 0 to date i agent i receives benefits according to a0(T-t). At i, he switches to tech1.

From then until t=T he gets a1(t). From period T on he gets constant benefits, the value of that

stream is given by the last but one term in (4). I1e
-ri, in condition (4), gives the present value of

the investment at t=i of the first round, and the last term sums up the values of the investments of

all subsequent rounds.

Agent i switches only (not earlier) in t=i iff δUi/δi ≥ 0,18 i.e. iff
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17 Note that also these results still hold with an uneven distribution of agents (i.e. the dates of asset renews) as well
as with any monotone shape of a0

t(x1
t) and a1

t(x1
t). Since agent i expects any other agent to switch to tech1 immedi-

ately, the genuine “position” of other agents does not matter for his choice at all.
18 If were δUi/δi < 0 agent i would be worse off than an agent located before him. Then, however, sequential adop-
tion can never be an equilibrium since then agent i could simply make his investment earlier. If δUi/δi > 0 agent i is
better off than any of his predecessors, and so he will invest only in period t, i.e. according to the sequential sched-
ule.
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Condition (5) has an intuitive interpretation. If agent i makes his investment one “time-unit” ear-

lier he obtains three effects. First, he imposes additional capital costs on himself since he has to

finance the assets of tech1 one time-unit longer.19 This effect on the first round is given by I1r.

When he makes his investment one period earlier he has to do that also in all future rounds; these

additional costs are included through the factor 1/(1-e-rT). Both kinds of additional capital costs

add up to C1 as it must be equally costly at each date to finance an asset for one unit of time

longer. This first effect is equal for any agent.

As a second effect shown in condition (5), he receives the benefits of the new technology instead

of those of the old one. These benefits are the greater the later the agent’s investment is due, i.e.

the larger i is.

If condition (5) is not satisfied agent i benefits from making his investment (at least) one time

unit earlier. In order to establish the sequential adoption pattern as an equilibrium (NEseq), the

condition has to hold for any agent. Since agent T’s incentives to make his investment earlier are

greater than those of any other agent, it is sufficient to check whether condition (5) holds for

agent T. So, the NEseq pattern can only be an equilibrium if

(6) )0()( 011 aTaC −≥

A comparison of (3c) und (6) shows that both conditions cannot hold simultaneously, i.e., only

either NErap or NEseq can be an equilibrium at the same time.20

See Figure 2 for illustration. The t-axes in the figure measures the time and the position of

agents, and the vertical axes measures the costs or the benefits of agent i at time t. The curves C1
0

and C1
1 give different levels  of the costs of making an investment into tech1 one time-unit ear-

lier. The curves a1(t) and a0(T-t) depict the benefits at t with sequential adoption; a0(T-t) repre-

sents the payoff with tech0 and a1(t) with tech1. For simplicity, the figure assumed that a0(0) =

a1(0) = 0.21

Let C1 equal C1
0. When the date z has been passed, tech1’s payoff becomes greater than that of

tech0. However, none of the agents switch because C1 is too large. When time w is reached, the

benefits of the new technology are larger than the capital costs. But since assets of the old tech-

nology still exhibit some benefits, neither of the next agents switches earlier to tech1. Only from

                                                

19 Remember that the assets’ net liquidation value is 0; otherwise C1 must be reduced by some amount according to
the resale’s net returns.
20 Except for the case where the conditions hold with equality.
21 We keep this simplification for the subsequent figures. As long as the stand-alone values are equal and large
enough to yield non negative profits to agents they can be ignored for our purposes.
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date j on, the large additional payoffs of tech1 cause agents to an “earlier” switch. Hence, with

C1 = C1
0, agents ∈ [j,T] do not follow the sequential adoption pattern. Only if C1 shifts beyond

a(T), e.g. to C1
1, any agent waits for his investment to become due, and NEseq can constitute an

equilibrium.

Figure 2

However, NErap cannot exist then. With C1
1 it pays even to be the only one staying with tech0 if

a switch required an earlier investment. With C1
0, however, the marginal costs of capital are

lower and any agent throws away his tech0’s asset rather than to be the only one using tech0.22

Condition (6) only insured that agents do not switch earlier than at t=i. But they might also have

incentives to switch later. With condition (6) being satisfied, agent 0’s best alternative to be the

first one is to be the last one switching. Agent 0 switches to tech1 at the beginning of the first

round rather than at the beginning of the next round if

                                                

22 Note again that these results remain entirely unchanged if the distribution of agents is less even and for any
monotone shape of a0

t(xt) and a1
t(xt). If condition (6) is satisfied neither agent i will switch earlier than at t=i, re-

gardless of how many agents have already switched.
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Spoken in actual words, agent 0’s compounded first round net benefits with tech1 have to exceed

those with tech0. See Figure 3 to get an intuition for this condition.

Figure 3

u0
seq depicts the present value of benefits of agent 0 in period t if he stays with tech0 but any

agent i switches at period i; u1
seq gives the benefits when he invests into tech1. For simplicity, the

figure assumed that C0 = C1 and, again, a0(0) = a1(0) = 0 implying u0
seq(t ≥ T) = 0 here.23

The areas under the curves represent the first round benefits with sequential adoption. Condition

(7) says that the area G has to exceed the area L. When agent 0 invests into tech1 he will incur

(relative) losses in the first part of the first round [0,z), in the later part (z,T] he will be better off

with tech1. Only when these later gains (area G) exceed the early losses (area L), agent 0 is

willing to switch to tech1 in period 0. If these gains are smaller than the early losses agent 0

rather adopts tech1 in the next round, i.e. right after T. Clearly, to wait until that date is the best

alternative for agent 0 to a switch in 0. Even later cannot be profitable since at T the entire

population already adopts tech1. Earlier, i.e. at some t ∈ (0,T], is worse than right after T since

sequential adoption requires C1 ≥ a1(T).

The later an agent’s investment is due, the more agents already apply the new technology when

his is due. Agent 0, therefore, has the strongest incentive to switch later. Thus, if condition (7)

                                                

23 Basically, the concept of this figure equals Figure 2, except that all values are present values here as opposed to
Figure 2 which shows costs and benefits at t. This is also the reason for that u1

seq decreases after T here.
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holds for agent 0 the (likewise) condition also holds for any other agent. And we can follow:

Sequential adoption by the entire population is an equilibrium (NEseq) if condition (6) and (7) are

satisfied.24

Summary of the Initial Results

Before we want to look at further equilibria let us see what results we have obtained yet. We can

now state that there are at least three possible NE in the game. In the first one, NEold, the entire

population stays with the established technology forever. The second Nash equilibrium, NErap, is

characterized by a rapid diffusion of tech1, i.e. an immediate switch of the entire population to

the challenging technology right after that one has been introduced. Also in the third equilibrium,

NEseq, the new technology eventually carries through; the diffusion, however, takes some time.

The relation between the marginal costs of capital and the difference of a1(T) and a0(0), as given

in condition (6), defines the threshold for the possible existence of NErap and NEseq. Only if we

have relatively low marginal costs of capital, i.e. condition (6) fails, NErap exist. If, instead,

agents face relatively large C1, i.e. condition (6) holds, NEseq might exist, however its existence

requires also condition (7) to be satisfied. See Figure 4 for a summary.

Figure 4
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2.2.2 Further Equilibria  with Relatively Large Costs of Capital (condition (6) holds)

We proceed with dividing the further analyses of equilibria into two sections according to two

cases of parameter constellations. In the next section (2.2.3), C1 is relatively small (condition (6)

fails, so NErap and NEold exist). In this section, condition (6) holds (either NEseq and NEold or

NEold alone exist).

Let us check if we can predict whether the population then stays with the established technology

or switches sequentially to the new one.

See Figure 5.25 We see that agent z benefits most from the sequential adoption, for he always

applies that technology which exhibits the most benefits. Agent b gains as much as agent 0 does;

                                                

24 Note, as opposed to all former conditions, whether condition (7) holds or not depends on the actual shape of
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the amount that agent 0 comparably loses in early times [0,z), represented by the area L, equals

exactly the amount that agent b loses from z to time b, represented by L´. Any agent after agent b

is worse off than agent 0. And agent T is the one who is comparably worst off among all agents

through a diffusion. He must always be worse off than agent 0, otherwise agent 0 rather switched

to tech1 later (i.e. condition (7) failed).

Figure 5

So it might well be the case that agent 0 favors the sequential switch while there are agents after

agent b who rather prefer an eternal stay.26 However, any of them will follow the adoption pat-

tern if all his predecessors have done so. If agent 0, being the first one who switches, prefers a

sequential switch, any agent i does so from date i on, since that one already gets positive network

benefits with the new technology (a1(x1
i = i)). So, also any agent i, i ∈ (b, T], will always switch

to tech1 at date i when all his predecessors have done so. And we can conclude from that: if

agent 0 prefers a sequential adoption to an eternal stay, then an eternal stay is not subgame per-

fect.27

We can also conclude that a sequential adoption is not subgame-perfect in the case where agent 0

prefers an eternal stay, even if most agents prefer sequential adoption. Agent 0’s successor faces

exactly the situation which agent 0 faced when agent 0 has refrained from adoption. And, thus,

                                                                                                                                                            

a0
t(xt) and a1

t(xt) as well as on the actual distribution of agents.
25 This figure is based on Figure 3 (see page 98).
26 We can say that the transition costs are too high for those agents. Agent T is always the one who bears the largest
amount of these costs.
27 This argumentation is similar to that in Farrell and Saloner (1985).
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he will prefer not to switch either, and so also that one’s successor will prefer not to switch and

so on.

Uniqueness

Furthermore, we can follow that these equilibria are the unique subgame perfect ones. Nothing

will induce any agent to switch earlier than at date i. Also nobody switches to tech1 when no-

body will follow.28 So, with relatively large costs of capital (condition (6) holds), given the pa-

rameters are known, we can well predict whether the emerging technology diffuses or not.

We can summarize now: given that NEold and NEseq exist, i.e. conditions (6) and (7) are satisfied,

the new technology diffuses if agent 0 prefers sequential adoption to an eternal stay, i.e. if
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The difference of the marginal capital costs (C1-C0) is constant from the beginning on. And from

period T onwards, in both paths, also the benefits stay constant as any agent adopts the same

technology. Since tech1 is superior to tech0 any agent is better off with NEseq from period T on.

In the first round, however, agent 0 might be worse off with NEseq than with NEold. If these

losses are not to be compensated by the gains of the subsequent rounds condition (8) does not

hold.

See Figure 6 for illustration.29 uo
old gives the present values of benefits at t with an eternal stay

with the established technology, and u1
seq the same with sequential adoption. If the area A is big-

ger than B + C agent 0 prefers sequential adoption, otherwise agent 0 favors an eternal stay with

the established technology, and the population sticks with the old technology.30

A comparison of conditions (6), (7) and (8) shows that both NEold and NEseq can actually result.

Whether agent 0 prefers NEseq or NEold cannot be said in general (since we did not specify the

network benefits functions). So, especially with a high interest rate, it might well be the case that

                                                

28 Thus, we can omit to explicitly consider closed loop equilibria here.
29 In the Figure, we again assume that I0 = I1 and ai(0) = 0.
30 See section 3 for whether this is socially desirable or not.
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agent 0 prefers to stay with the old technology even though condition (7) holds. However, also

the other way round may happen, i.e. agent 0 prefers sequential adoption while condition (7)

fails, implying an eternal stay with the old technology.

Figure 6

We can conclude this subsection with the following interim result: With relatively large marginal

costs of capital, there is always a unique subgame perfect equilibrium. Depending on the pa-

rameters (a0(t), a1(t), r, T, I1, I0), either sequential adoption occurs or the population stays with

the old technology for ever.

2.2.3 Further Equilibria with Low Marginal Costs of Capital (condition (6) fails)

Let us first rule out equilibria where the population, once all agents adopt the new technology,

switch back to the inferior old one. If that switch happens simultaneously, a path with a switch

back at some date after T can in fact constitute a NE (if an analogous condition to condition (6) is

satisfied.)31 However, any agent would be worse off by that. Therefore, we assume that agents do

not expect that other agents adopt an according strategy. So: once a superior technology has dif-

fused the population never switches back to the inferior one.

Let us now look at further equilibria (apart from NEold) that can coexist with NErap. One equilib-

rium (NEold) is characterized by sequential adoption of any agent ∈ [0,j) and simultaneous adop-

tion of all remaining agents at date j, where

Definition (2) )()(: 011 tTataCtj −−==

                                                

31 With sequential adoption, this can never be a NE since later gains do not exceed early losses even with r=0.
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In other words, the population starts with sequential adoption right after the challenging technol-

ogy has become available. As the network becomes larger and larger with the passage of time the

benefits of the new technology increases. At date j the benefits of that technology have become

so large such that it pays off for any remaining agent to throw away his old asset and switch to

the new technology. See Figure 7 for illustration.

Figure 7

Figure 7 resembles Figure 2;32 at date j, a1(t)-a0(T-t) intersects with C1. At that date, the benefits

of tech1 are so much greater than those of tech0 such that even the additional costs of capital

associated with a switch to tech1 get compensated.

No agent has an incentive to switch earlier within this path since the costs of making the invest-

ment earlier are greater than the additional benefits tech1 provided for.33 However, analogue to

the reasoning behind condition (7),34 no agent may also have an incentive to switch later. The

alternative for agent 0 to a switch at t = 0 here is a switch at t=j. Thus, the condition establishing

NE j-rap is

                                                

32 See page 97 for that figure. The marked areas in this figure are for later references.
33 That follows straightly from the definition of j (see Definition (2)).
34 See page 98 (existence of NEseq).
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On the left side of condition (9a) one finds the net benefits of agent 0 when keeping to the equi-

librium path, and on the right side his net benefits if deviating, i.e. if investing into tech0 at t=0

and switching at t=j to tech1. The last term on the right side gives the costs of investing T-j peri-

ods earlier than at the beginning of the second round. The benefits from t=j until t=T are omitted

in condition (9) since they are equal in both paths (i.e., a1(T)). The second term in condition (9b)

is greater than -I1.

Figure 8

Figure 8 gives an intuition for condition (9) for C1 = C0. If agent 0 deviates from NE j-rap, i.e. he

rather switches later at t=j, he receives additional benefits represented by the area L. Between z

and j he sacrifices benefits as during this period he gets stuck with the old technology although

the new one already exhibits more benefits. Deviation also lets agent 0 incur additional costs of
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capital represented by the area S. If L is larger than R + S, NE j-rap exists.35 Otherwise agent 0

rather adopts tech0 at t=0 and would switch to tech1 later. (If this is true for agent 0 it will also

be so for agent 0’s successor and thus also for that one’s successor etc., and the population stays

with tech0.)

The area S is what is different from the case without a collective switch within a round (see con-

dition (7) illustrated in Figure 3). The areas S and R in Figure 8 replace the area G in Figure 3.36

Following straightly from the definition of j, the area S+R is smaller than G. If this were not true,

it would not be favorable for the remaining agents i, for i ≥j, to make the switch earlier in t=j.

This also leads us to the following result: the smaller C1=C0 is the less likely is that NE j-rap ex-

ists. In order to see this the same reasoning can be applied: with a smaller C1=C0, t=j will be ear-

lier. That is, on his optimal deviation path, agent 0 will switch earlier to the new tech1. So, what

he is going to win through his switch in t=0 becomes smaller (what he is going to win must be-

come smaller, otherwise agents would not switch at j but later), however what he sacrifices (area

L) stays the same.

Further equilibria exist. In fact, when NErap exists, every path starting with sequential adoption at

t=0 and having a simultaneous switch at t = k, k ∈ [0,j], can constitute a Nash equilibrium. This

follows directly from the existence of NErap. Given that an analogous condition to condition (9)

is satisfied: if it is an equilibrium that all agents switch at once at t=0, it must also be an equilib-

rium that all “remaining” agents switch at once at any time in [0,j]. No agent i, i ≥ k, has an in-

centive to make his investment later since a1(T)-a0(0) > C1 and also not earlier because a1(x)-

a0(T-x) < C1, for x < j. And, with the analogous condition to condition (9) satisfied, also no agent

i, i ≤ k, has an incentive to postpone his switch.

Thus, we have a continuum of possible equilibria, characterized by starting with sequential

adoption of tech1 at t = 0 followed by a simultaneous switch to tech1 of all remaining agents at

t=k, where k ∈ [0,j].37

Further open loop equilibria do not exist.38 We might however also have NE where agents con-

dition their action choice at date t on the history of t. In face of an environment where the agents’

                                                

35 For the readers convenience these areas are also indicated in Figure 7
36 See page 98.
37 So this continuum also contains the extremes NErap and NEold.
38 One might think that a continuum of NE also exist with respect to the dates where such a path starts, i.e. each
NE k-rap could start at each t ∈ (0,∞), e.g. t=T/2. This is, however, not a NE since the agent right before agent T/2
would already switch to tech1. The same argument suggests that an equilibrium path can only either be entirely
constant throughout the time or starting with sequential adoption followed at some date by remaining constant for-
ever. It also follows from this, that at any t≥T either any agent adopts tech1 or any agent still adopt tech0.
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action set is non-trivial – implying some uncertainty regarding the states at t – any agent will find

it favorable to do so.

The static game at each t

In order to incorporate the closed loop concept which will help us to narrow the set of possible

equilibria we want to take a closer look at an agent’s decision at an arbitrarily date t.

Since a single agent does not possess strategic power, i.e. he cannot trigger a different path, his

best choice is to adopt the payoff maximizing technology any t. At t=0, for example, any agent

has the following options: he can either throw away his working asset and switch now at t=0 to

tech1 or he can stay with tech0. The payoff of the agents depends on the technology and on how

many other agents adopt the same technology. With the first option, agent i receives a1
0(x1) – C1

and with staying with tech0 he gets a0
0(x0), while the minimum with the one option is always

smaller than the maximum with the option. So, there are two static equilibria for t=0, i.e. either

the entire population switches to tech1 or the entire population stays with tech0.

From a dynamic point of view, however, agent i, i > 0, knows that he could follow to tech1 im-

mediately in case sufficiently much agents have switched. Thus, the maximum of relative losses

with staying with tech0 approach zero. Switching to tech1 in t=0, however, can cause positive

losses since the investment into tech1 is irreversible. Any agent i, i>0, faces at t=0 a game illus-

trated by the following game matrix (see Figure 9):

Figure 9

The row player gives agent i, and the column player summarizes all remaining agents except

agent 0. The payoffs within the matrix apply for both players. Sφ is the strategy “wait and fol-

low” and Sρ is switching to tech1 at t=0. In (Sρ,Sρ) any agent (i.e. both players) switches to tech1

right after it has been introduced, and agents receive a payoff Α. In (Sφ,Sρ) agent i still adopts

tech 0 at t=0; however since he can follow without a time lag, his payoff with this constellation

goes towards Α. With both players playing Sφ, agent i gets Β. Depending on agent i’s position
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and expectations for the future game, Β can be smaller or greater than Α.39 However, Β is cer-

tainly greater than Ω which is what he receives in (Sρ,Sφ). If he switches to tech1 at t=0 while any

other agent stays with tech0, he is certainly on a lower benefit level than with tech0. In addition

he has costs of C1. Even if the entire population switches right afterwards he would not have

done worse with Sφ. And the probability for this to happen is certainly smaller than 1. Thus Β >

Ω, and it follows that Sφ weakly dominates Sρ. Therefore, agents should not expect any other

agent i to switch at t=0, and so neither agent i switches at t=0. Since no agent has strategic

power, there is no other strategy available that is not dominated by Sφ.

This game can be considered to be played by any agent m > t at “any” t, unless j agents have

already invested into tech1.40 In that case, it is a dominant strategy for those j agents to stick with

tech1. Then, according to Definition (2), Ω becomes greater than Β and only (Sρ,Sρ) remains,

implying that the entire population adopts tech1. Thus we can follow that neither agent makes

his investment earlier than at t=i unless j agents have invested into tech1.

The contemplation of those agents whose investment has been due differs from that. E.g., in t=0,

agent 0, knowing the game that is played, infers that no other agent adopts tech1 in t=0. He is to

base his decision on his expectations about the future. We know now, that there are only two

reasonable expectations: a path according to NE j-rap or an eternal stay with tech0. If he expects a

path according to NE j-rap and if condition (9) holds he adopts tech1. If he expects that no agent

will follow he stays with tech0.

So, the incorporation of the closed loop information structure narrows the set of reasonable pos-

sible equilibria considerably. The story behind this is that: no agent whose asset is still working

would ever take the risk of switching to the new technology before that one actually makes him

better off. Each agent is free to go at any time he prefers to get the new asset. So why taking the

risk of getting stuck with the new technology too early? Agent i, on the other hand, does not pos-

sess that option. He is to make his decision now. That’s what provides the new technology with a

chance to become adopted even though the first adopters are worse off with it at the beginning.

Uniqueness

In analogue to the former subsections we get only one (reasonable) subgame perfect equilibrium.

If agent 0 prefers NE j-rap to NEold and if condition (9) holds (NE j-rap exists) any agent i, i<j,

adopts a strategy including a stay with tech0 in any t<i followed by a switch to tech1 at t=i and

                                                

39 Early agents tended to prefer an rather early simultaneous switch and later agents a rather late one.
40 See Definition (2) on p. 102 for the definition of j.
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any agent i, i≥j, adopts a strategy characterized by staying with tech0 until t=j and then a switch

to tech1. If condition (9) fails or agent 0 prefers an eternal stay to NE j-rap, then the entire popu-

lation stays with tech0 forever.

Agent 0 prefers a path according to NE j-rap over an eternal stay iff:
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Condition (10) is derived analogously to condition (8).41 A comparison of these conditions re-

veals immediately that condition (10) is more likely to be satisfied. See Figure 10 for that.

Figure 10

Figure 10 is based on Figure 6.42 The areas A and B of Figure 6 have turned into the areas A’

and B’, respectively. If the area B’+C > A’, agent 0 prefers NE j-rap to NEold. B’ is always greater

                                                

41 That is the analogue condition for subgame perfection of NEseq (see p. 101)
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than B and A’ is never greater than A, implying that agent 0 rather prefers NE j-rap over NEold

than he would NEseq over NEold. We can also see in Figure 10 that agent 0’s preferences for

NE j-rap increase when C1 decreases. This is not surprising since t=j shifts towards t=0, so the

population goes with the full network earlier.

We can now conclude this section: Also with relatively low marginal costs of capital, there is

always a unique reasonable Nash equilibrium. Depending on the parameters (a0(t), a1(t), r, T, I1,

I0), either a path starting with sequential adoption followed by a simultaneous switch by the rest

of the population at t=j<T or the population stays with the old technology forever.

2.2.4 Summary of Reasonable Nash Equilibria

Section 2.2 shows that within the framework of our model, we can well predict whether and, if

so, how fast the new superior technology carries through. Both the “speed” and “whether or not”

depend on various parameters. Figure 11 gives an overview of the partition of reasonable equi-

libria.

Figure 11
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Necessary and sufficient for NEseq to result is that the marginal costs of capital are high enough

(condition (6) holds), that agent 0 prefers to adopt the new technology as the first one rather than

being the last adopter (condition (7) holds), and that agent 0 prefers this equilibrium path over an

eternal stay with the old technology ((8) holds). With NE j-rap, the population starts with sequen-

tial adoption right after the new technology has been introduced. And at date j<T all remaining

agents switch to the new technology simultaneously. We obtain this path if the marginal costs of

capital are low (condition (6) fails), and agent 0 rather prefers to switch at immediately than at

t=j (condition (9) holds), and agent 0 prefers NE j-rap to NEold (condition (10) holds). Otherwise,

the population stays with the old technology forever. This happens when either both NE j-rap and

NEseq do not happen to be equilibria or when agent 0 prefers an eternal stay to the other path in

consideration.

                                                                                                                                                            

42 See page 102.
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3. Results and Implications

Since we do not specify the ai
t(xt) functions our welfare analyses is limited.43 Moreover, even if

there were a good reason for a specification a detailed welfare analyses based on them is little

fruitful. In the very most cases, external effects are involved in the diffusion of technologies.

Usually, not only present users benefit from it but often also other populations and next genera-

tions of users because the adoption of new technologies causes even superior ones to evolve as

well as side technologies. So, we will only give some tendencies in this section, assuming that a

diffusion of tech1 does at least not have a negative external effect on the rest of the society.

Coordinated Collective Action

Given the population is situated on a path according to NEseq or NE j-rap, there is a date p at

which a collective switch of the remaining agents would make the entire population better off.

Certainly, agents who have already switched benefit from that. In order to make also the re-

maining agents better off, p is defined with

Definition (3) )()(: 011 tTaTaCtp −−==

Definition (3) says that the date p is where the new technology with a full network minus the

additional costs of capital exhibits as much benefits as the old technology. Clearly, at that point it

would become worthwhile for all remaining agents to switch simultaneously.

See Figure 12 for illustration. Figure 12 is based on Figure 7, only the curve a1(T)-a0(T-t) is

added. The date p is situated where that curve intersects with C1. The date p must be reached

before the date j because at t=j it pays off even for a single agent to switch over to tech1. If C1

and/or a0(T) are small enough the date p is at t=0, i.e. a simultaneous switch of the entire popula-

tion right after the introduction of the new technology were a Pareto-improvement. Otherwise at

least later agents prefer a rather slow adoption until the date p has reached.

As a result, given parameters suggest NEseq or NE j-rap, there is always a Pareto improvement

possible through a simultaneous switch at a date before T or j, respectively. So, in our frame-

work, i.e. there is a large population of users and competitive and immediate supply, the adop-

tion of new technologies is always too slow. So, given a technology diffusion is on its way, pol-

                                                

43 We think that the benefits of a specification are pretty low. The result that network effects can cause market fail-
ure is a basic one anyways.
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icy makers could always make anyone better off through enabling a coordinative switch.44 In

fact, policy makers (or powerful standard setting organizations) may enact a law or some other

rule that fixes the new technology as the standard.

Figure 12

Nobody wants to be the first one

The existence conditions (7) and (9) can cause an extreme market failure. Suppose here C1 is

low, implying condition (9) is relevant and we either obtain NEold or NE j-rap. Further suppose

that condition (10) is satisfied, i.e. agent 0 prefers NE j-rap to NEold.

Consider Figure 13.45 L is bigger than R+S, implying that agent 0 rather switches at t=j than at

t=0. Thus the population stays with tech0. L>R+S also implies that any agent would benefit

more from the diffusion of the new technology than agent 0. To see this, drive an analogy to

                                                

44 This would also produce cases where early agents anticipate a later collective switch and start to adopt the new
technology although they would not otherwise. To my knowledge, we cannot exclude that late agents would be
better off with an eternal stay than with a switch to the new technology even though that switch includes a simulta-
neous one at t=p instead of at t=j.
45 This figure builds up on Figure 8, remember that C1 = C0 in the figures.
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Figure 546. If the area L equals the area G in that figure, agent b becomes agent T, and any agent

interior agent benefits more from a switch than agent 0 and agent T. If the area L is bigger than

G, agent T benefits more than agent 0 (otherwise agent 0 would switch). This relation also holds

with small marginal costs of capital.

Thus, if condition (9) fails but agent 0 prefers NE j-rap to NEold, the population gets stuck with the

old technology although any agent prefers to switch to the new one, because nobody wants to be

the first one.47

Figure 13

The effects of Investments and Sunk Costs

Let us start our analyses with I≡I0=I1. As long as capital costs stay beyond the threshold defined

in condition (6), variations of I do not have any impact on the diffusion of the new technology. If

(7) and (8) hold together with (6), the new technology becomes adopted whatever I is (and vice

versa) and it always takes a period of T.48 However, if I becomes low such that condition (6)

                                                

46 See page 100.
47 So we get an effect similar to that one called “Penguin Effect” by Farrell and Saloner (1986).47 The term comes
from this: the first one of a group of penguins that jumps into the water faces the largest risk to become food of a
predator. So all of them hesitate to jump into the water although at some point they must in order to find food for
themselves.
48 We assume of course that the adoption of the technologies still exhibit positive net benefits.
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does not hold any more, its size becomes crucial for both the diffusion as such and the “speed” of

the diffusion of the new technology.

A decrease of I makes t=j earlier, implying two effects. On the one hand, this makes condition

(10) more likely to hold, so the diffusion of tech1 becomes more desirable for agent 0 as well as

for the entire population. The reason for that lies in the “speed” of diffusion of the new technol-

ogy, implying a shorter period of partial incompatibility for the agents, lowering the transition

costs. This can be well seen in Figure 1049, where the area A becomes smaller and area B’ larger

when C1 decreases.

On the other hand, a decreasing I can make a diffusion less likely to happen in the first place.

The smaller I the less likely is condition (9) satisfied. The reason for that is given above: in order

to cause agent 0 to adopt the new technology (although it presently exhibits much lower benefits)

he must be better off with that than doing it as the last one. Only if a switch in t=0 enables future

benefits that he would not get otherwise he is willing to incur the initial losses. These (compara-

ble) benefits are the additional costs of capital he would otherwise have to pay (illustrated by the

area S in Figure 8). So, when these become lower his future benefits that are enabled through his

switch in t=0 become smaller. Thus, the existence of NE j-rap is less likely when I becomes

smaller. In fact, for each setting of the other parameters, when I reduces beyond some certain

level, NE j-rap does not exist at all, implying that the population gets stuck with the inferior tech-

nology.50 So we have a severe market failure here: In markets where the diffusion of new tech-

nologies are particularly desirable they are less likely to happen in the first place.

This gives at least an argument to lawmakers for hesitating to implement laws that reduce quality

uncertainty in order to prevent adverse selection and moral hazard, such as laws like mandatory

warranty and mandatory disclosure of information. Those laws tend to increase the assets’ resale

values implying a decrease of I1 thus C1, shifting the date j back towards t=0.51 The absent of

those laws does not decrease the desirability of the new technology as such. However, while the

absent of those laws makes a diffusion more likely to happen it also increases the transition costs

(as the date j is later).

                                                

49 See page 108.
50 Only when I approaches zero we might get an immediate simultaneous adoption since there is no risk for an agent
to switch, so he can also switch back to the old technology without incurring any cost. This is, however, a irrelevant
case since I also contains transaction costs such as those for buying and perhaps shipping and installing the new
asset.
51 However, one may not disregard the fact that assets’ resale value in those relevant stages are pretty low anyways
(because the benefits of the new technology are already greater than those of the old one, and the new technology is
on the way to diffuse entirely).
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Another possibility to face this kind market failure is a subsidy of the new technology, i.e. low-

ering (only) I1. A subsidy certainly favors the diffusion of the new technology. There is, how-

ever, an effect that counteracts the subsidy since a reduction of I1 also promotes the alternative of

agent 0 to invest later. In condition (9b) this effect in incorporated through the factor of I1. This

factor is smaller than 1 indicating that not each unit of the subsidy increases agent 0’s compara-

tive value of adopting tech1 at t=0.52
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See Figure 14 for a graphical illustration of that issue.

Figure 14

                                                

52 This effect is even increased since j shifts back (since a1
j(j) > a0

j(T-j)).
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For our convenience we ignored the interest rate in Figure 14.53 If agent 0 switches at t=0 the

subsidy provides him immediate additional benefits represented by the area between C1 and

C1
S.54 However, while the area L stays the same, the sum of S+R reduces.55

It is a well known argument that it is particularly important to support an emerging technology at

the beginning of its diffusion because the bandwagon effect will do the rest. Our result suggests

that the subsidy can become even more powerful if it is only maintained for the first part of the

first round. If the subsidy applies only from e.g. 0 till z each unit of it increases agent 0’s will-

ingness to switch in t=0 by one unit. If the subsidy, however, applies until t=T agent 0’s willing-

ness to switch in t=0 increases by an amount less than one unit.

The role or the interest rate

The effects of variations of the interest rate r are also not trivial. As long as parameter constella-

tions suggest NEseq (conditions (6), (7) and (8) hold) variations of r in both directions have none

effect on the diffusion of the challenging technology at all. However, at some point, an increas-

ing r will either condition (7) or (8) cause to fail. That is, if the interest rate becomes too high,

future benefits cannot compensate agent 0’s early losses, implying a certain stay with tech0.

As long as (6) keeps being satisfied a decreasing r only increases the likelihood for the new

technology to carry through. A decreasing r might however also make (6) fail. In this case con-

dition (9) applies instead of (7). This gives rise to consider also the effect that decreasing mar-

ginal costs of capital also might impede the diffusion to happen at all. The net effect is not clear

unless the at(xt) functions are defined. With a decreasing r we might even get a faster diffusion

first and a failing diffusion with further reduction of r.

The main result of this subsection is rather that there is no clear effect of r. So, the common as-

sumption that a low interest rate supports the evolution of new technologies is not necessarily

true for those that are subject to network effects. Also, it need not be true that more capital inten-

sive technologies are supported by a low interest rates.

4. Conclusion

The first result that we could show is that superior network technologies do have a chance to

become adopted even without any dominant players and even when switching costs are present.

In fact, the presence of switching costs make the diffusion possible in the first place. Only if

                                                

53 Figure 14 is based on Figure 7.
54 If the subsidy only applies for the first period the relevant area spans between 0 and T.
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agents are to make investments from time to time they must form expectation about the future

diffusion of the technologies. Without that, it were a dominant strategy for any agent to wait and

always adopt that technology which presently exhibits the most benefits. This might give a good

explanation for why DVD carries through against VCR while people get stuck with the

QWERTY keyboards.56

However, several sources for market failure are involved. One clear cut implication of the model

is that new technologies’ diffusion is always too slow. With providing agents with the opportu-

nity to coordinate their switches at the right time, a Pareto improvement could always be

achieved. Another kind of market failure prevails when agents benefit from being a late adopter

rather than an early one. If this is the case, no agent wants to be the first one to switch and the

population gets stuck with the established technology. This might even happen when any agent

prefers a switch to the new technology.

A related source for market failure lies in the effects of the costs of capital. While lower costs of

capital make a diffusion of the new technology more desirable it can become more unlikely to

happen in the first place. Lower costs of capital decrease the transition costs. But at the same

time they enhance early agents’ incentive to switch later rather than at the beginning. There is no

point in sacrificing benefits at the beginning if later gains from that, i.e. saving costs of capital,

are low. If the costs of capital are lower than some threshold this effect is so strong making the

population left with the old technology.

One way out of this dilemma can be subsidies, and the model gives insight into the problem of

their timing. It shows that the most powerful subsidies are only granted at the very early stages

of the technologies diffusion. A longer period of subsidy granting would even decrease their

power.

                                                                                                                                                            

55 The area S becomes lower, and what S gains on its left side is smaller than what R loses on its right side (since the
left side of S must in equilibrium be equal to the right side of R).
56 The investments (learning to write on the keyboard) is not subject to depreciation.
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1. Introduction

A phenomenon that has grown dramatically in recent years is that of technological

collaboration between firms in a variety of industries. The number of agreements is

increasing fast, they become more international and the range of industrial sectors is

extending. Partners depend on each other’s complementary assets to develop new

products and services. This collaboration maybe institutionalised in research

programmes, like the European Unions’ ESPRIT, or industry-led by the means of

strategic alliances and other forms of interfirm collaboration. The phenomenon of

interfirm collaboration is especially interesting to economists, since it was not

predicted to occur by the existing theories of industrial organisation (Coombs,

Richards et al. 1996).

The focus of my research is innovation, i.e. the development of new products and

services, through interfirm collaboration, which is not government-led through

research programmes. The firms under consideration work in the ICT industry and

produce Internet-related products and services. These products include both Internet-

applications, like browsers and software, and products related to Internet

infrastructures, like network switches. The reason for choosing this line of products

is that the industry activities in this field are relatively new and under-investigated.

Furthermore, a wide range of industries is involved in the development of these

products, which may lead to the emergence of a new segment of the ICT industry:

the ‘Internet-industry’.

The main purpose of the paper is to investigate which collaborative strategies

firms in the Internet industry pursue to develop new products and services. Some

hypotheses are formulated on the strategic network positioning of firms. Two

different strategies will be elaborated: a learning-based collaboration strategy and an

information brokerage strategy. The hypotheses and the related strategies are tested

with some empirical evidence from a database that is being developed now. It

consists of almost 300 alliances on product development in the Internet industry.

The industry is defined as all firms that are involved in producing Internet

applications or Internet infrastructures. Special attention is given to Microsoft
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Corporation and some competitors in the same fields of activities. Microsoft has

been challenged for its dominant market position. This paper offers a different way

of looking at the Microsoft case, namely it sees Microsoft as a strategic player in a

much broader defined industry than based on the software and browser market. In

terms of strategic alliances, other large corporations are active as well and some

relative new-comers in the Internet industry may be strategically better positioned in

the overall network of companies, possibly with fewer alliances.

In preparation of a conceptual framework for analysing collaborative

agreements for product development, this paper puts forth a framework combining

evolutionary economics (Coombs, Richards et al. 1996; Lundvall 1988; Lundvall

1992) and concepts from social network analysis (Freeman 1979; Granovetter 1973;

Granovetter 1985; Portes 1998). Accumulation of resources and the dynamics of

technological processes are at the heart of the analysis. The framework used here

follows the same line of reasoning as Hagedoorn and Schakenraad in their analysis

of a large database of strategic alliances (Hagedoorn and Schakenraad 1992).

Section two gives a short overview of the literature on collaboration and

innovation, from both economic as sociological perspectives. This theoretical

framework provides the background of the conceptual framework presented in

section three and the empirical analysis in section four. In the last section,

conclusions are drawn on the analysis and some issues for future research on

antitrust and innovation policy are indicated.

2. Interfirm collaboration in economic and sociological traditions

This section is subdivided in three parts. First, an overview will be given of

collaboration in neo-classical economics and business literature. Second,

evolutionary theories of innovation and collaboration will be discussed and third,

sociological concepts of networking and learning will be treated.

2.1 Neo-classical economics and business literature

In neo-classical economics and business literature, collaboration between firms is

almost exclusively dealt with in terms of antitrust policies. Concepts of inter-
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organisational relationships have been introduced to explain the rapid growth of

strategic alliances in the 1970s and the 1980s (Hagedoorn 1990; Mowery 1988). The

theoretical discussions on US anti-trust intended to provide thorough theoretical

frameworks that could inform strategists and policy-makers in their decision-making

(Grossman and Shapiro 1986; Katz and Ordover 1990). The notion that co-operation

may stimulate in stead of dampen competition and that it may be essential for

innovation in increasingly global markets has hardly been addressed in this tradition.

Innovation is seen as a serial and linear process, from research to development,

design, production, and then finally to marketing, sales and service (Jorde and Teece

1990). In this view, innovation is internal to the firm and therefore, the relation

between innovation and collaboration hardly exists. Conclusions in this tradition are

that R&D collaboration, especially in horizontally related markets, might pose anti-

competitive risks (Shapiro and Willig 1990). In today’s economy, where linkages

and feedback mechanisms, both within the firm, between firms and links between

firms and universities are common practice, the serial model does not hold, with the

exception of some special cases. Based on the cumulative nature of the process of

innovation, other authors argued that even in horizontally related markets the anti-

competitive risks imposed by R&D collaboration are quite low (Jorde and Teece

1990). Recently, literature on strategic alliances combines strategic management

with network analysis (Afuah and Utterback 1997; Gulati 1999; Gulati, Nohria et al.

2000; Kogut, Shan et al. 1992).

2.2 Evolutionary economics

Networks of actors and collaboration in the innovation process have received a great

deal of attention in the innovation literature in the 1980s and 1990s. Work from

various social science perspectives has focused both on collaborative alliances

between institutions, and on networks. These perspectives differ in their approach in

terms of formality of agreements and the actors concerned. Literature in

evolutionary economics on technological change, focused mainly on collaborative

agreements between institutions, which was not necessarily treated in terms of

networks (Coombs, Richards et al. 1996).
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The national systems of innovation approach as put forth by Freeman and Lundvall

(Freeman 1987; Freeman 1988; Lundvall 1988; Lundvall 1992) stresses interaction

of institutes that leads to the development of new products and services. The range

of possible actors is broad, including universities, research institutes, ministries and

other governmental bodies and commercial firms. Emphasis is on creating a natural

innovative environment, resulting in spontaneous collaboration and knowledge

spillovers. The main conclusions of these studies are that governments should direct

their policies to stimulate interaction. With the discussion on formal inter-firm

agreements, strategic technology alliances, one is moving from unplanned spillovers

to targeted returns of collaboration (Chesnais 1996). This calls for an adaptation of

the innovation systems approach. It is not government policy stimulating

collaboration for technology development; firms themselves initiate these

agreements. The reasons for collaboration may be numerous. Evolutionary

economics stress escalating R&D costs, the risks of radical technological, the

growing competitiveness within an increasingly globalised economy, and the

importance of complementary assets and synergies, also between different scientific

and technological fields (Coombs, Richards et al. 1996).

2.3 Sociological approaches

Sociological approaches to innovation deal with network and linkages, but more on

the actor level than on the level of the firm. Where institutions are considered, they

deal with the effect of organisational culture on behaviour, with hierarchical

structures and with power relationships. The emphasis is on the linkages and

interaction between individuals, within and between organisations (Coombs,

Richards et al. 1996). A few concepts with the sociological tradition are of special

interest, since they can be linked easily with economic approaches. Social capital

and embeddedness emphasise the notion the actors are not atomic, but part of a

social environment. The concepts of weak ties, betweenness and structural holes

explain that actors can learn more from actors outside their social environment.

These concepts will be discussed briefly.
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The concept of social capital is as old as the sociological tradition itself and it refers

to positive consequences for the individual of involvement and participation in

groups (Portes 1998). The first thorough analysis of social capital came from

Bourdieu. His definition of the concepts is “the aggregate of the actual or potential

resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less

institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance or recognition” (Bourdieu

1986, p. 249, as cited in Portes 1998). Fountain gives an example of the way

economists rephrase the original definition. She formulates it as the “stock that is

created when a group of organizations develop the ability to work together for

mutual productive gain” (Fountain 1998, p. 85). A notion that is closely related to

social capital is embeddedness, made famous by Granovetter who applied the

concept to organisation of economic life (Granovetter 1985). His notes that neo-

classical economics is under-socialised in that it assumes actors to behave

completely independent of each other, or in economists’ terms “atomistic”. Other

actors or society in general are the context of economic action; collaboration and

interaction is anti-competitive and therefore not feasible. On the other hand,

sociologists use an over-socialised model for the behaviour of individuals. No

individual can act without interference of other individuals or without having an

impact on other individuals’ behaviour. Ad extremum this comes down to the

statement that everything relates to everything. He concludes that “actors do not

behave or decide as atoms outside a social context, nor do they adhere slavishly to a

script written for them by the particular intersection of social categories that they

happen to occupy. Their attempts at purposive action are instead embedded in

concrete, ongoing systems of social relations” (Granovetter 1985). Similarly, firms

do not behave or decide independently of other firms, nor do the act in the exact

same way as their main competitors. Firms, just like individual actors are embedded

in a system or network of interfirm relations.

In an earlier article, Granovetter explains collaboration in terms of learning

in his famous article on the strength of weak ties (Granovetter 1973). The argument

is that one can learn more from people of a different network than of one’s own

network. Friends share similar interests and tacit knowledge, they tend to think alike.
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Therefore, new ideas are more likely to spring from more distant people with

dissimilar ideas and background. Burt elaborates this idea into a concept of

information brokers (Burt 1992). Individuals can position themselves between

networks to benefit from the information flows of both groups of individuals. This

opportunistic behaviour is a way to learn fast and generate new ideas. Networks of

this type are more prone to change, since entrance and exit is part of individual

behaviour as opposed to maintaining long-lasting relationships. Freeman discusses

different measures of power in networks of actors in his article on centrality

(Freeman 1979). His concept of  “betweenness” is similar to the structural holes and

weak ties arguments discussed above. A high degree of betweenness centrality

means that an actor is well connected to other actors, in the sense that many

information flows go through that individual. Betweenness is a useful indication of

the level of control of communication (Freeman 1979). In the following, a

conceptual framework is suggested, which applies these network concepts to

interfirm collaboration and innovation.

3. Networking and innovation: towards a conceptual framework

Based on the literature discussed above, a conceptual framework is defined for the

analysis of interfirm collaboration. The focus will be on the networking and

learning, so especially the sociological approaches will be used for the development

of two strategies and two hypotheses on interfirm collaboration. Evolutionary

economics remain important for the innovation part of the conceptual framework,

but will not be treated extensively here.

3.1 Network formation and network structure

Two types of opportunity drive the process of network formation. First, network

structure is a vehicle for inducing co-operation through the development of social

capital. Firms draw upon network structure as a system-level resource to facilitate

the governance of their relationships. These relationships need continuous

confirmation and investment; relationships need to be maintained. Second, however,

gaps in the pattern of information flows reflect potentially profitable opportunities
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for establishing connections between unlinked firms (Burt 1992). These

opportunities stimulate entrepreneurial action to broker different segments of the

industry (Walker, Kogut et al. 1997). These two types of learning and collaboration

seem complementary to notions developed in evolutionary economics. Lundvall

already suggested that knowledge creation and accumulation is not purely

individual, but requires interactions and networks (Lundvall 1992). An integration of

elements of social network analysis into evolutionary economics is therefore

suggested here.

Network structure has an impact on the way that social capital is being built

and maintained. Consider two examples of network structures, a closed and an open

network. A closed network is a dense network in which all firms are connected.

Information can flow quickly between firms, norms for collaboration are easily

established and information on deviant behaviour can be disseminated and

sanctioned. The network serves for reputation building of firms. The collective

norms and the information flows on behaviour of firm and interfirm relationships

together form what I refer to as social capital. In a closed network, firms may tend

toward the reproduction of existing interfirm relationships to maintain the value of

their inherited social capital (Walker, Kogut et al. 1997). In an open network, firms

are not extensively connected and have no social capital to rely on.

3.2 Networking strategies

I define two possible strategies on collaboration and learning. The first strategy

relies heavily on Granovetter’s weak ties (Granovetter 1973) Freeman’s betweennes

centrality (Freeman 1979) and Burt’s structural holes (Burt 1992). In short, the

strategy comes down to selecting partners, which offer access to company networks

to which a company has no direct link. This is referred to as searching for non-

redundant partners. The partners of company A have links to other companies in a

different network, to which company A is not directly linked. Company A get access

to another network through the alliance partners of a directly linked company.

Underlying the rationale of this strategy is the notion that learning takes place based

on dissimilar partnerships. Firms in the same field making similar products tend to
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collaborate, but new ideas come from partners in different fields making different

products. The companies of a different network enable a firm to learn from these

dissimilar knowledge bases. I will refer to this strategy as the ‘brokerage strategy’.

The following hypothesis follows from this particular strategy.

Hypothesis 1: Firms involved in developing a product that is new to the firm need to

establish alliances with new and dissimilar partners in different segments of the

industry.

Firms utilising this type of strategy show opportunistic behaviour and position

themselves strategically between two dissimilar networks of firms. These firms are

specialised on other products than the ones they produce in the particular alliance.

Empirically, a confirmation of hypothesis 1 would mean a high degree of

betweenness centrality and a high efficiency in terms of structural holes. Structural

holes can be detected for firms where they have a very low degree of structural

equivalence. In terms of strategic alliances, structural holes are the partners of

alliance partners, to which the company has no direct link (Walker, Kogut et al.

1997). The network will tend to be open rather than closed.

The second strategy is based on the notion of strong ties (Krackhardt 1992) or social

capital (Bourdieu 1986; Portes 1998) and a high level of embeddedness (Granovetter

1985). This strategy is aimed at strengthening existing links and building new, direct

partnerships. Translated to networking this means that the only strategic alliance

partners are the ones with a real commitment. Weak ties in the sense of indirect

partners are no source for learning or innovation. Maximising the number of direct

links broadens basic knowledge of relative old technologies and products. This basis

needs to be maintained as a source for (incremental) innovation. We will refer to this

strategy as the learning-based strategy. This strategy leads to the following

hypothesis.
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Hypothesis 2: Firms involved in development of products that are familiar to the

company tend to collaborate with previous and similar partners to tighten their

existing network and to strengthen their knowledge base.

Firms pursuing this strategy tend to establish a group of related and similar firms,

with which longer-term relationships will be maintained. These firms are highly

diversified and produce a wide range of related but different products. Empirically,

hypothesis 2 will be confirmed by multiple agreements with the same partners and

closed network of partners that frequently collaborate over a number of years. We

can measure social capital through means of the structural equivalence of firms. Two

firms are said to be structurally equivalent if they have identical ties to and from all

other firms in the network (Wasserman and Faust 1994). So far, our database does

not allow the use of sophisticated techniques for calculating structural equivalence

and structural holes. The analysis will concentrate on the number of partners, the

number of alliance partners with high collaborative activity and a measure of

betweenness. The empirical analysis and the preliminary results will be discussed

below.

4. Empirical analysis of interfirm collaboration

4.1 Research methods

There are a number of possible ways to investigate collaborative behaviour of firms

over time, three of which will be discussed here. The first research method uses a

panel of firms, that can be investigated on a wide range of research topics. The panel

consists of a pool of firms that are followed for a number of consecutive years. Panel

research allows for a longitudinal data analysis. This kind of research demands a

high level of commitment from the participating firms, since they have to fill out the

initial surveys and the follow-up surveys. There is a risk that the number of

participating firms is decreasing over time, which may endanger the research results.

In the Netherlands, the Economic Institute on Research of SMEs (EIM) uses this

research method for the investigation of a variety of issues related to the start-up of
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new companies (EIM 1997). Since panel research is both costly and time-

consuming, many research groups have to rely on different methods.

The second method is collecting data from international business magazines,

journals and online news servers on collaborative agreements between firms. This

literature-based research can give an extensive overview of formal interfirm

collaboration, with an emphasis on international co-operation and large companies.

A research group of MERIT at Maastricht University has built the CATI database,

which contains information on several thousands of world-wide co-operative

agreements and the companies involved. Research of this group focuses on the

empirical analysis of industry structures and global trends of interfirm collaboration

in a large number of technological fields (Hagedoorn 1990; Hagedoorn and

Schakenraad 1992). This kind of research resembles a longitudinal analysis when

the collaborative agreements are monitored over longer periods in time. However,

since only secondary data sources are used, insights in motivation behind

collaboration, informal agreements, collaboration between smaller firms, agreements

of companies within one country, termination of collaborative agreements and other

more specific information may not be gathered with this research method.

 Interviews can provide specific information on interfirm collaboration that a

database analysis cannot do. This third research method may be ideal for gathering

information, but it usually does not allow a comparison of high numbers of

agreements involving many firms. For some purposes, however, this method may be

preferable to database analysis, since the results tend to be more detailed. In future, I

will use both database analysis and interviews for my research on interfirm

collaboration. The focus in the remainder of the paper will be on the second research

method, database analysis, although in follow-up research a combination of database

analysis and interviews will be pursued.

4.2 Database research

Currently, we are building a database on collaborative agreements from international

journals and business reviews, together with a research group of ECIS at the

Technical University of Eindhoven. As a primary source of information, the
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database uses the ComputerSelect database containing announcements on

collaborative agreements of approximately 70 leading journals in computing,

engineering and communications. The sources are international, but there is a bias

towards USA and Canada. The database contains over 80,000 records on alliances of

which 14,000 classify as ‘Internet alliances’, as defined by ComputerSelect. These

strategic technology alliances are either related to Internet applications or Internet

network technology, like switches and routers. The pilot database contains

information on all co-operative agreements on product development over a one-year

period, which results in 289 agreements between 324 different companies. The

preliminary results of the database analysis will be presented in the following.

[Figure 1 about here]

4.3 Empirical results

The majority of firms in our trial database collaborate with one, two or three firms.

Only 31 out of the 324 companies have alliances with more than three partners.

Figure 1 shows the names of these companies and the number of partners. . The first

14 companies in this ranking are American, of which the four most active companies

in collaborating are Cisco, IBM, Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard (HP). These

companies had Internet alliances with more than 20 different companies over a one-

year period. The first non-American company is the French mobile phone vendor

Alcatel with seven different partners. The four other European companies in this

ranking are the two mobile phone vendors Ericsson (Sweden) and Nokia (Finland),

software company SAP and electronics manufacturer Siemens (both German).

Fujitsu-ICL is a Japanese-British computer hardware manufacturer, NEC is a

Japanese company specialised in computer microelectronics and NTT is a Japanese

telecom operator and mobile phone vendor (NTT DoCoMo).

The reasons for the American domination in figure 1 are twofold. First, most

of the world largest companies in the ICT industry are located in the USA. However,

the database has a bias towards American sources, so companies from the USA are

more likely to appear. The number of alliance partners does not inform us yet on the
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two strategies defined above. The companies with high alliance activity are

examined in more detail to find out what strategies they pursue.

To examine hypothesis 1, betweenness centrality has been calculated using the

social network tool Ucinet 5 (Borgatti, Everett et al. 1999). The input for this

programme is a binary table showing the ties between the 324 firms of the database,

a “0” indicating no tie and a “1” indicating a tie. However, the resulting matrix does

not represent the alliances. An alliance between three companies is shown as three

ties. If one company is involved in another alliance with one of these two partners,

there will still be only one tie between the two companies. Betweenness centrality is

calculated as follows.

Let bjk be the proportion of all shortest paths linking company j and

company k, which pass through company i. There may be more than one shortest

path connecting any two companies. The betweenness of company i is the sum of all

bjk where i, j and k are distinct and j < k. Betweenness is therefore a measure of the

number of times a company occurs on a shortest path (Borgatti, Everett et al. 1999).

Betweenness can be seen as a measure of potential control over communication in a

network of companies (Freeman 1979). In other words, this measure roughly

indicates how strategically companies are positioned. Regardless how many ties a

company has, it can be positioned in such a way that it connects two or more

networks of companies. Potentially it would mean that information from these

networks flow through this company.

The output of the betweenness calculation is presented in table 1, which

shows the companies with the highest values of betweenness centrality. The third

column is a different representation of figure 1, namely it shows the degree, i.e. the

number of ties. In brackets is the rank that the companies have regarding the number

of ties. Cisco is first, since it has more ties or partners, than IBM and Microsoft,

which take second and third place, and so forth.

[Table 1 about here]
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Most companies with many partners also rank high in table 1, albeit slightly

reshuffled compared to the ranking in figure 1. IBM is potentially better positioned

than Cisco and Microsoft, but these three companies remain the top-three. The other

companies with high alliance activity follow the three most active ones in almost the

same order as shown in figure 1. Alcatel, Intel, Nokia and 3Com are somewhat

higher in this ranking than would be expected from the number of alliance partners

they have. More surprising are the positions of Lernhout & Hauspie, a relatively

small company specialised in speech and language technology headquartered in

Belgium, and Philips Electronics, a large electronics company from the Netherlands.

With only three alliance partners, these two companies are among the 20 companies

with the highest betweenness centrality. Lernhout & Hauspie are involved in

alliances with Intel, Lotus Development and National Semiconductor, all purposed

to find new applications for speech recognition technology. Philips is involved in

partnerships with AOL and Microsoft for developing Web television and with IBM

for application of speech recognition to handheld personal assistants and mobile

phones. Lernhout & Hauspie and Philips seem to fit hypothesis 1. They are involved

into applications that are new to the firm, entering a new segment of the ICT

industry. These two companies are potentially well positioned in the network with

only a few alliances and they can be said to follow a brokerage strategy.

[Table 2 about here]

Since the database considers alliances of only one year, it is more difficult to test the

second hypothesis. The data do not allow an analysis of long-lasting partnerships,

which are presupposed in the learning-based strategy. To get an estimate of the way

social capital is being built, table 2 shows companies that have over ten alliance

partners. The second column lists the partners of these eleven companies that have

more than three partners themselves. A brief look at this table suggests that there are

number of companies in this industry that are preferred as an alliance partner.

Figure 2 shows the data of table 2 in a different way. Here, the frequent partners of
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the eleven most collaborative companies are ranked in order of appearance in

alliances.

[Figure 2 about here]

Six companies are preferred as partners by the other companies with many alliances.

Cisco is a partner of eight out of ten other collaborative companies, closely followed

by IBM that is a partner of seven out of ten other companies. Intel, Lucent,

Microsoft and Sun are partners of six other highly collaborative partners. The

ranking of companies is similar to the ranking shown in figure 1. This is not

surprising, since companies with a high number of partners are more likely to be an

alliance partner than companies with fewer partners. The interesting cases here are

Intel and Hewlett-Packard. Intel has only twelve partners in total, of which six

companies have more than ten partners and Hewlett-Packard has 24 partners in total,

four of which with the most active companies. Comparing the strategies of these two

companies, Hewlett-Packard is more involved in alliances with smaller players in

the industry than Intel is, which tends to be more in line with hypothesis 1 than with

hypothesis 2. This result is not sufficient to confirm or reject the latter hypothesis, so

same additional information is needed.

[Table 3 about here]

A second aspect of hypothesis 2 is diversification. Table 3 shows the four most

active companies in comparison to the other companies in the database, measuring

diversification of alliance activities. If the alliances involve two or more of these

four companies, they are counted as alliances of the companies with a higher

number of partners.1 This is done to prevent double counting. The alliance activities

are divided into two categories: network and network management, and information

                                                
1 Five alliances involve more than one of these four companies. These are alliance agreements
between: Cisco and Hewlett-Packard on network management software; Cisco and Microsoft on
network traffic technology; Cisco, Microsoft and Peoplesoft on Internet and web server software;
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goods and services. The first category includes all products and services that are

related to infrastructure development, like switches and routers. The second category

includes products and services that rely or make use the infrastructure, like web

browsers and Internet devices.

When the alliance activities of the four major players are compared to the

core businesses of these companies, Cisco seems the company that shows more

diversification than the other three companies.2 Cisco is specialised in network

technology, but more than half of the alliances is related to the production of

information goods and services. IBM, Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard have the

production of information goods and services as core businesses. The alliance

activities of these three companies are mainly in the core businesses, which makes

them more specialised than Cisco. Since the data do not show whether the alliances

represent long-lasting partnerships, it is difficult to confirm or reject hypothesis 2.

However, Cisco seems to rely more on a learning-based strategy than other

companies, since it is a preferred partner of many major players in the industry and

it seems to be more diversified than the other companies with many partners.

5. Conclusions

The main purpose of this exploratory paper was to develop and test some hypotheses

on the network positioning strategies of large companies in the Internet industry.

Two possible strategies rooted in social network analysis were discussed. The first

strategy was information brokerage. In short, the strategy comes down to selecting

partners, which offer access to company networks to which a firm has no direct link.

Underlying the rationale of this strategy is the notion that learning is based on

dissimilar partnerships. Firms in the same field making similar products tend to

collaborate, but new ideas come from partners in different fields making different

products. The companies that give access to different networks enable a firm to learn

from these dissimilar knowledge bases.

                                                                                                                                         

Microsoft, IBM, Intel, Compaq and Entrust on network security software; and Cisco, Microsoft,
Hewlett-Packard and Great Plains on application hosting or “outtasking”.
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The second strategy is based on the notion of strong ties or social capital. This

strategy is aimed at strengthening existing links and building new, direct

partnerships. Translated to networking this means that the preferred alliance partners

are the ones with a real commitment. Weak ties in the sense of indirect partners are

no source for learning or innovation. Maximising the number of direct links

broadens basic knowledge of relative old technologies and products. This basis

needs to be maintained as a source for incremental innovation.

The empirical analysis demonstrates that database research can inform on

collaborative strategies of individual companies and related trends in the industry.

The results are not very robust, especially since the database is still quite

preliminary. However, they do reveal some interesting notions. First, the analysis

indicates that firms with few alliances can position themselves strategically in the

company network. Second, alliance activity may shed light on the presupposed

domination of companies. Database analysis can serve as an additional tool to

evaluate innovation policy and antitrust cases.

The Microsoft case was an inducement for the analysis above. The empirical

results showed that Microsoft is indeed one of the main competitors in the Internet

industry. However, Cisco seems to be the real dominant player, both in terms of the

number of alliances as the scope of activities. The preliminary results indicate that

Cisco is more diversified and has a better network position than the other

competitors. Further research on interfirm collaboration will be needed to evaluate

strategies and network position of companies in the Internet industry. Alliance data

over a number of consecutive years will make the database more reliable and allows

for an analysis of industry trends. Furthermore, interesting cases can be selected for

a more detailed study.

                                                                                                                                         
2 A core business analysis goes beyond the scope of this paper. For an example of such an analysis,
see Porter’s work (Porter 1998).
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Figure 1 Alliance activity of companies: number of collaborating firms (1999)
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Table 1 Freeman’s Betweenness Centrality

COMPANY BETWEEN DEGREE
(RANK)

1. IBM 2859.257 29 (2)
2. Cisco 2559.532 34 (1)
3. Microsoft 2324.600 29 (3)
4. Sun Microsystems 2305.498 16 (6)
5. HP 1673.764 24 (4)
6. Intel 1086.745 12 (10)
7. 3Com 938.033 8 (14)
8. Motorola 874.443 14 (7)
9. Alcatel 855.854 7 (15)
10. AOL 797.000 13 (8)
11. Nokia 749.608 6 (18)
12. Philips 728.733 3 (>30)
13. Lucent 689.633  16 (5)
14. Oracle 673.875 9 (12)
15. Compaq 629.333 13 (9)
16. AT&T 607.117 11 (11)
17. Lernout & Hauspie 415.125 3 (>30)
18. Netscape 390.000 8 (13)
19. Nortel 390.000 7 (16)
20. Texas Instruments 390.000 5 (22)
21. Lotus 289.600 4 (29)
22. Novell 287.267 3 (>30)
23. NEC 281.000 5 (20)
24. Siebel 272.000 5 (21)
25. Nation. Semiconductor 261.000 3 (>30)
26. Qwest 261.000 6 (19)
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Table 2 Companies with many alliances (1999)

PARTNERS WITH HIGH ALLIANCE ACTIVITY
Cisco AT&T, HP, Intel, Lucent, Microsoft, Motorola, Qwest, SAP, Sun
IBM AT&T, Compaq, Intel, Lucent, Microsoft, Motorola, Nokia,

Nortel, Oracle, SAP, Siemens, Sun, 3Com
Microsoft AT&T, Cisco, Compaq, Fujitsu-ICL, HP, IBM, Intel, Nortel,

3Com
Hewlett-Packard Alcatel, Cisco, Intel, J.D. Edwards, Microsoft, NEC, Nokia,

Nortel, Oracle, Qwest, Sun
Lucent Techn. AT&T, Cisco, Fujitsu-ICL, IBM, Intel, Motorola, Netscape,

Siebel, Sun
Sun Microsyst. AOL, Cisco, HP, IBM, Lucent, Motorola, Netscape, Oracle,

Siemens
Motorola AT&T, Alcatel, Cisco, IBM, Lucent, Sun
AOL Cisco, Netscape, Sun
Compaq Alacatel, IBM, Intel, Microsoft, Oracle, Texas Instruments
Intel Cisco, Compaq, HP, IBM, Lucent, Microsoft, Nokia, Nortel
AT&T Cisco, IBM, Lucent, Microsoft, Motorola
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Figure 2 Preferred partners of major players (1999)
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Table 3 Types of collaborative agreements

NETWORK
& NETW.
MANAG.

INFO
GOODS &
SERVICES

TOTAL

Cisco 12 18 30
IBM 5 20 25
Microsoft 2 21 23
Hewlett-Packard 3 15 18
Rest of industry 38 155 193
TOTAL 60 229 289
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Australia, New Zealand, Israel, Germany and other countries. These

are multiple{unit auctions where the objects auctioned are not neces-

sarily identical. Under the assumption of complete information and

combinatorial bids (i.e. bids for sets of frequencies) such auctions have

been analyzed by Bernheim and Whinston (1986) and Bolle (2000).

Many extant frequency auctions, however, do not require combinato-

rial bids but independent on each frequency. It is shown that this

requirement can prevent pure strategy equilibria from existing (which

implies ineÆciency). Thus, we conclude that frequency auctions should

allow combinatorial bids. In order to improve the information of bid-

ders about their competitors, the American and German auctions were

multiple{round auctions which are shown to o�er an invitation to col-

lude. A Folk Theorem as in repeated games can be proven. Preferable

to multiple rounds is a Vickrey Auction. The paper concludes with

two alternative suggestions on the improvement of auction procedures.
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1 Introduction

In 1994, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) started spectrum

auctions, thereby abolishing its former lotteries and comparative hearings

(also known as beauty contests). The aim was to achieve a more eÆcient

allocation. Besides, it became possible to increase the federal income, what is

always (and especially was then) desirable. Since then lots of other countries

have adopted similar mechanisms to allocate spectra; for the revenues they

raised and for some other reasons (cf. Cramton, 1998) the auction{format

used is currently considered the state-of-the-art of auctioning spectra.

Spectrum auctions are multiple{unit auctions where the objects are not

necessarily identical. Similarly complex as the allocation of spectra are the

allocations of landing rights in air traÆc, of experiments in spacecraft, and

of transport capacity in networks. Each of these resembles the knapsack

problem|the question of how to put the most valuable load into the re-

stricted space of the \knapsack". Usually, in these cases the value of the

pieces (eg. the value of the frequencies for the bidders) put in is unknown

to the one who puts them in (eg. the FCC). Auctions, however, can be

a way to lead the applicants to reveal their true values, thus enabling the

auctioneer to solve the knapsack problem correctly (and, for that matter, to

allocate the objects eÆciently).

The stylized rules of the FCC auctions are the following (Cramton et. al.

1998, and FCC, 2000):

(1) Multiple individual licenses are sold simultaneously.

(2) The auction progresses through multiple, discrete rounds and it closes

when no (serious) bids are received on any license.

(3) After each round all new bids and the respective bidder's identities are

published.

(4) The objects are allocated to the highest bids and the pricing rule is

\pay-your-bid".

(5) There can only be bids on individual licenses (i.e. not on packages of
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them).

Additionally, the bidding eligibility depends on an upfront payment and on

the activity shown throughout the course of the auction. As these activity

rules are not to be discussed here, their explicit description is skipped.

In the remainder of the paper, several rules of the FCC auctions will be dis-

cussed, in particular the questions \simultaneous vs. sequential auctions?",

\single or multiple rounds?", \independent or combinatorial bids?", and

\pay-your-bid or Vickrey rule?". Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

In a single{round (also, sealed{bid) auction all the bids are collected till a

given date (but not published). Whoever has put in the highest bid by that

date wins the object(s). In multiple{round auctions the bids are unsealed

at the end of each round and provisional high bidders are published. The

auction progresses until no new bids are put in throughout a whole round

(according to the FCC design).

If a bidder can bid only on single licenses, independent of the outcome of

the auctioning of other licences, he places independent bids. But, if he can

bid on a package and he is required to pay the amount only if he gets all of

the licenses in this package (otherwise he gets none and pays nothing), he

places a combinatorial bid.

2 Simultaneous vs. Sequential Auctions

Since we agree with the FCC in respect to the question of auctioning the

licences simultaneously (instead of sequentially), we will shorten the dis-

cussion of this topic. Sequential auctions in their early stages can reveal

information about later sold objects' prices. This information e�ect reduces

the winner's curse and, as the bidders can bid more aggressively, it tends

to increase the sellers' expected revenues. Yet, the bidders do not want

their valuations to be revealed too early, therefore they have an incentive to

underbid (cf. Hausch, 1986).

Furthermore, substitutes' prices tend to decline when the auction progresses,
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as risk premiums decrease (cf. McAfee, 1993). Applying very much the same

reasoning to complements suggests increasing prices there, as the early buy-

ers are compensated for the risk of not completing their hoped{for pack-

age. Additionally, a predatory bidder might try to drive the early licenses'

prices above reasonable limits to harm budget{constrained rivals (Pitchik

and Schotter, 1988).

If the participants in a sequential auction do not agree on the complementary

character of the licenses, it gets even harder (or impossible) to acquire a de-

sired package. This actually is the main obstacle when conducting spectrum

auctions sequentially, as the values might well be super{additive.

All in all, there are lots of points that prevent bidders from revealing their

true valuations. Therefore, the less additive the individual license values are

and the more licenses are sold the better it is to auction them simultaneously.

3 Single{ vs. Multiple{Round Auctions

In multiple{round auctions, the bids of others provide bidders with com-

mon value information. Furthermore they can change among substitutes if

their prices di�er and they can look for the most pro�table aggregations of

licenses. Especially, if one aggregation gets una�ordable they can look for

another.

Unfortunately, the revelation of information (as a consequence of the multiple{

round structure of the auction) facilitates �nding a way bidders are always

eagerly looking for|the way around competition: collusion. Cramton and

Schwartz (2000) show that competitors indeed colluded in the FCC spec-

trum auctions. In the following, we want to explain the outstanding cause of

this phenomenon. In a multiple{round structure collusion is an equilibrium.

Multiple{round auctions seem to be very close to in�nitely repeated games

with discount factors arbitrarily close to 0. Hence, it is not surprising that, if

a pure strategy equilibrium exists, a Folk Theorem applies { independently

of whether an auction with either combinatorial or independent bids is used.

At �rst we will assume that bidders are completely informed.
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Before we proceed with spectrum auctions let us consider a rather general

example, the multiple{round Prisoners' Dilemma game (table 1).

Player 2

C D

Player 1 C (2,2) (0,3)

D (3,0) (1,1)

Table 1: The Prisoners' Dilemma game. The vectors describe the pay-o�s

of Player 1 and Player 2, respectively.

In the one{round game, the unique equilibrium is (D;D). In a game with

several rounds of announcing one's choice (and without restrictions on chang-

ing it, but with closing the game when no changes are observed), things are

di�erent. Again, both always choosing D is an equilibrium, but a very

unlikely one. Both bidders can signal that they are willing to cooperate.

Cheating is impossible if, for example, the following strategies are used.

(i) Start with bidding C.

(ii) If the other one had bid C in the last round, then bid C this round.

(iii) If the other had bid D in the k < m last rounds, then change your bid

(so that the stopping rule does not apply); if he had bid D in k � m

rounds, then also bid D this round.

m is a measure of a bidder's patience to \lure" the other bidder into coop-

eration. Both players using such a strategy (with an arbitrary m) results in

a cooperative equilibrium, i.e. (C;C).

>From the view of competitors in a market, competition usually is a kind

of Prisoners' Dilemma game. Thus, this simple example is characteristic for

the e�ect of introducing several rounds of bidding together with the above

termination rule.

Let us now assume that N = f1; : : : ; ng is the set of frequencies to be

sold. bi =
�
bi(F )

�
F�N

is a bid in the case of combinatorial strategies.

The auctioneer selects that combination of bids from the m bidders which
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maximizes her revenue. In order to facilitate the notation of the following

proposition, the minimum bid increment is assumed to be 0.

Proposition 1 (Folk Theorem) Let (b�i )i=1;:::;m be a pure strategy equi-

librium of a one{round spectrum auction with expected pro�ts ri for bidder i.

If there are Pareto-superior pure strategies f~big, i.e. strategies which imply

pro�ts ~ri > ri for all i, then the following trigger strategies are equilibrium

strategies:

(i) i starts with bids f~bi(F )g for all F � N

(ii) i repeats his bid if all j 6= i bid f~bj(F )g

(iii) otherwise he switches to fb�i (F )g and sticks to it.

(Without proof.)

Note that exactly the same theorem can be formulated for independent bids.

According to this Theorem, if there is an equilibrium in pure strategies,

anything better than that (from the view of the bidders) can be the outcome

of a multiple{round auction as well. The situation is rather complicated if

the one{round auction has no equilibrium in pure strategies. A trigger

strategy relying on a mixed strategy equilibrium is impossible if bids can be

revised. It seems very plausible, however, that in many cases the bidders

again would coordinate their bids instead of risking a bidding war1, which

might leave all of them with just a small pro�t or even with a loss.

4 Independent vs. Combinatorial Bids

Clearly, the more interdependent the licenses' values are the less appropriate

an independent bid auction is. Furthermore, there may be no equilibrium in
1Such cases may remind us of the Dollar auction (Shubik, 1971, and Leininger, 1989).

The Dollar auction is an oral auction for one dollar with the special rule that the winner

and the second highest bidder have to pay their bid to the auctioneer, but only the highest

bidder wins the dollar. In a generalization, all bidders pay their bids. Dollar auctions are

used to describe arms races or races for a patent.
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pure strategies. If he bids independently for the licenses of a desired package,

he risks being allocated just a fraction of this package, thus, unable to bene�t

from crucial complementarities (and, hence, facing a loss).

Let us now present some introductory remarks on one{round auctions with

combinatorial bids (for a deeper analysis see Bolle, 2000) and independent

bids. Frequencies and spectra are used synonymously.

Combinatorial Bids

Suppose m bidders i = 1; : : : ;m and n frequencies 1; : : : ; n. The value of

acquiring the frequency set F � N = f1; : : : ; ng is described by strictly

positive and monotonous functions �i(F ). Strictly monotonous means

G � F and F 6= G ) �i(F ) > �i(G): (4.1)

The functions �i(:) are normalized through

�i(;) = 0: (4.2)

Now, we want to analyze combinatorial bids in one{round, �rst{price auc-

tions which are called menu auctions by Bernheim and Whinston (1986).

De�nition 1 A combinatorial bid by bidder i is a set{valued function bi(F ),

for all F � N with F 6= ;. For notational convenience we set all bi(;) = 0.

Each value bi(F ) is called a bid for F .

De�nition 2 fGigi=0;1;:::;m with Gi \Gj = ; for all i 6= j and [i Gi = N

is called an allocation of the frequencies. Gi, i � 1, is the set of frequencies

which bidder i gets. G
0
is the set of frequencies that is not allocated.

Assumption 1 The auction is a sealed{bid auction. First, the m bidders

independently submit combinatorial bids; then the auctioneer allocates the

frequencies. The bidders have to pay their successful bids. The auctioneer

chooses an allocation fFig which maximizes her revenue
P

bi(Fi) from the

auction, while the bidders want to maximize their pro�t �i(Fi)� bi(Fi).
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Thus, the set of allocations, with its mn elements, is the strategy set of the

auctioneer.

Assumption 2 The valuations �i(F ), i = 1; : : : ;m are common knowl-

edge.

In the following, we will look for subgame{perfect equilibria of the two{stage

auction game. For abbreviation we denote these equilibria by fb�i (:); F
�
i g.

F �
i is the set of frequencies allocated to bidder i, i.e. in the case of the

auctioneer only her reply to the equilibrium strategies is given and not her

best reply function to all combinations of combinatorial bids.

De�nition 3 In an equilibrium fb�i (:); F
�
i g the allocation fF �

i g is called the

winning allocation. If i gets F �
i 6= ; he is an important member of the

winning allocation.

De�nition 4 fGig is called a competing allocation if

mX
i=1

b�i (F
�
i ) =

mX
i=1

b�i (Gi) : (4.3)

De�nition 5 An allocation fFig is called eÆcient if

mX
i=1

�i (Fi) =

mX
i=1

�i (Gi) : (4.4)

for all allocations fGig.

Winning allocations are supported by winning bids and competing alloca-

tions by competing bids (which provide the auctioneer with the same revenue

as the winning bids, which equation (4.3) tells us).

One may ask what makes the auctioneer choose the winning bids with cer-

tainty when there is a competing bid with the same revenue. The prob-

lem is the same as in Bertrand competition with two producers A and B
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who have constant marginal cost cA < cB : the unique equilibrium price is

pA = pB = cB with producer A getting the whole market. If the customers

should allocate a positive share to producer B, this was not an equilibrium

because A would lower his price, while B cannot lower his. Winning and

competing allocations are distinguished in the same way. If there was a po-

sitive probability that a competing allocation was chosen, then at least one

of the bidders would increase his \winning bid". The (non{generic) cases

of equilibria with more than one winning allocation correspond to Bertrand

competition with cA = cB ; in Bertrand competition as well as in spectrum

auctions this is connected with zero pro�ts of the bidders.

The following Lemmata 1 and 2, and Proposition 2 correspond to Bernheim

and Whinston's (1986) Lemma 22. As the proofs are rather short they are

repeated here for the convenience of the reader.

Lemma 1 Let fb�i (:); F
�
i g be an equilibrium and let fFig be an alternative

allocation. Then

nX
i=1

b�i (F
�
i ) =

nX
i=1

b�i (Fi) + �
�
fFig

�
(4.5)

with �
�
fFig

�
� 0.

�i (F
�
i )� b�i (F

�
i ) � �i (Fi)� b�i (Fi)��

�
fFig

�
: (4.6)

Proof: Equation (4.5) results from the auctioneer's objective. If the left

hand side of (4.6) were smaller than the right hand side, bidder i could

pro�tably increase his bid b�i (Fi) by a little more than �, thus making the

selection of fFigmore pro�table for the auctioneer and for bidder i himself.2

Corollary 1

F �
0
= ; (4.7)

F �
i 6= ; ) b�i (F

�
i ) > 0 (4.8)

2Note that the model of Bernheim and Whinston is di�erent insofar as they assume

that bidders can bid on complete allocations while combinatorial bids are on sets of spectra

a bidder applies for. Nonetheless, the arguments are similar.
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Proof: From (4.1) and Lemma 1 follows that a bidder j could pro�tably

bid for F �
j [ F �

0
or for F �

j [ F �
i if (4.7) or (4.8) were not ful�lled.2

Lemma 2 In equilibrium, for every j there must exist a competing alloca-

tion fF
�j
i g with F

�j
i = ;.

Proof: If there was no competing allocation or if all competing allocations

fGig showed Gj 6= ; (which implies b�j(Gj) > 0 because of (4.8)) then bidder

j could jointly increase all his positive bids by the same " > 0 so that he

would be allocated F �
j at lower cost. " has to be smaller than the smallest

bid b�i (Gj) with Gj from competing allocations fGig and smaller than all

the positive �
�
fFig

�
from non{competing allocations. Because of the �nite

number of alternative allocations such an " > 0 exists.2

Lemmata 1 and 2 provide the necessary conditions for equilibria of spectrum

auctions. On the other hand, these conditions are suÆcient.

Proposition 2 (b�i (:); F
�
i ) is an equilibrium i� for every allocation fFig

(4.6) is ful�lled with �
�
fFig

�
� 0 and competing allocations fF

�j
i g with

F
�j
j = ; exist for every j.

Proof: The existence of a competing allocation fF
�j
i g with F

�j
j = ; makes

it impossible for bidder j to prevent the auctioneer from earning a pro�t
X
i

b�i (F
�
i ) =

X
i

b�i

�
F
�j
i

�
: (4.9)

Therefore, he has to increase the bid bi
�
~Fi
�
if he wants to make her select an

allocation with ~Fi for him. Under (4.6), however, this cannot be pro�table.

Thus, the above conditions are not only necessary but also suÆcient for an

equilibrium.2

Proposition 2 (which is applied below) provides a general method to derive

all possible equilibria.

In the case of combinatorial bids it is possible to show that, with completely

informed bidders, eÆcient equilibria always exist. With additional assump-

tions on equilibrium selection (trembling hand perfectness) and on the set of
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value functions (which is ful�lled in the above example) a unique equilibrium

with an eÆcient allocation is selected (Bolle, 2000).

However, there may be a coordination problem. In a �rst{price auction with

combinatorial bids, small bidders may face serious diÆculties in displacing

a large bidder, as nobody wants to pay more than his \just" share of the

required amount. This resembles a free{rider problem (cf. Palfrey, 1983,

and Bykowsky et.al., 2000), but one where cooperation is strictly dominant

(better some pro�t than none). As such problems are unique to �rst{price

auctions, however, we will not go into the details of that and swiftly progress

to the next point.

With independent bids, which is our next point, the problems are even more

serious.

Independent Bids

Formally, no more than

ai(F ) =
X
j2F

ai
�
fjg

�
8 F � N; i = 1; : : : ;m (4.10)

makes up the di�erence between combinatorial and independent bids. This,

however, is quite decisive. Obviously, any equilibrium in independent bids

is an equilibrium in combinatorial bids. The other direction, though, does

not work generally|as (4.10) claims a certain bid structure. The rest of

this section is mainly devoted to the discussion of an example of an auction

with independent bids and its relevance for the general problem.

Example 1

�
1

�
f1g

�
= 1 �

1

�
f2g

�
= 1 �

1

�
f1; 2g

�
= r

�
2

�
f1g

�
= s �

2

�
f2g

�
= s �

1

�
f1; 2g

�
= t

b
1

�
f1g

�
= x

1
b
1

�
f2g

�
= x

2

b
2

�
f1g

�
= y

1
b
2

�
f2g

�
= y

2
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Monotonicity requires s < t. Let us, in addition, assume t < r. If F �
1
= f1g

and F �
2
= f2g should be the equilibrium allocation, then

1� x
1
� max f1� y

2
+ y

1
� x

1
; r � y

2
� x

1
; 0g (4.11)

s� y
2
� max fs� x

1
+ x

2
� y

2
; t� x

1
� y

2
; 0g (4.12)

is necessary because of Proposition 2 and (4.10).

Thus,

r + t� s� 1 � x
1
+ y

2
� 1 + s (4.13)

and therefore

r + t � 2 � (1 + s) (4.14)

is implied.

The same condition is necessary for the equilibrium allocation F �
1
= f2g and

F �
2
= f1g. For the equilibrium allocation F �

1
= f1; 2g; F �

2
= ; we need

x
1
� s; x

2
� s; r � x

1
+ x

2
� t (4.15)

and therefore

r � t; r � 2s: (4.16)

Because we have assumed t < r, the equilibrium allocation F �
1
= ;; F �

2
=

f1; 2g is impossible.

Consequently, for

r > 2 � (1 + s)� t and r < 2s (4.17)

there is no independent{bid equilibrium in pure strategies (see Figure 1).

Such a case might be interpreted in the following way: There is a small �rm

(bidder 2) which can use only one frequency eÆciently and there is a large

�rm (bidder 1) which needs both frequencies to operate eÆciently. It is obvi-

ous that, on this line of argument, plausible examples without pure{strategy

equilibria can be constructed for arbitrary numbers of frequencies and bid-

ders. Equilibria in mixed strategies, however, bear a positive probability

that an ineÆcient allocation results.

A special class of spectrum{auctions are multiple{bid auctions, in which

many identical objects are allocated (as bonds, treasury bills, or electricity).
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r

t

s

2s

2(1+s)

s

r = 2(1+s) - t

r = t

no pure-strategy

equilibrium

F* = {1,2}1

F* = {1}

or {2}
1

Figure 1: Equilibrium allocations in Example 1. Note that s < t < r is

assumed.

The absurdity of using independent bids is very clear in these circumstances:

such a bid structure means that every bidder submits only one price for an

arbitrary number of objects. Thus, all extant multiple{bid auctions use

combinatorial bids which allow the bidders to restrict the o�ered price to a

certain number of objects.

5 First{Price vs. Vickrey Auctions

As has been stated, even completely informed bidders may have diÆcul-

ties displacing a large package bidder in a �rst{price auction. Incompletely

informed bidders, additionally, have to guess the (distribution of) other bid-

ders' valuations in order to place an (ex ante) optimal bid.

In Vickrey Auctions, the amount a successful bidder has to pay is indepen-

dent of what he has bid. Hence, he can truthfully bid his valuation, which

would enable the auctioneer to allocate the licenses eÆciently.
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Ironically, this truthful bidding is the main obstacle of second{price auc-

tions (Vickrey Auctions). Nobody is eager to reveal his actual valuation,

for example to hide the expected pro�ts (eg. to have a better standing in

following negotiations, cf. Rothkopf et.al., 1990).

Finally, since we prefer combinatorial{bid auctions, we want to introduce

and evaluate Vickrey Auction rules that allow for combinatorial bids.

Allocation Rule The auctioneer chooses that allocation which maximizes

the sum of bids, i.e.

fF �
i g 2 argmax

fFig

mX
i=1

bi(Fi): (5.1)

Payment Rule Let fF �
i g denote the allocation the auctioneer chooses. Let

fGig denote the revenue maximizing allocation if bidder i's bids were

removed from the auction. Then bidder i has to pay

ci(F
�
i ) =

X
j 6=i

�
bj(Gj)� bj(F

�
j )
�
: (5.2)

Because Gj = F �
j can always be chosen for j 6= i and because fF �

i g maxi-

mizes the sum of bids we have

bi(F
�
i ) � ci � 0: (5.3)

For identical objects and for bids referring only to the number of objects, this

de�nition coincides with the de�nition of the Vickrey Auction in multiple{

bid auctions (cf. Vickrey, 1961, and Bolle, 1997).

Proposition 3 In the above de�ned, generalized Vickrey Auction it is a

dominant strategy for every bidder to bid his true values, i.e.

bi(F ) = �i(F ) 8 i; F � N: (5.4)

Proof: Let fF �
i g be the allocation selected by the auctioneer after receiving

bids according to equation (5.4) and let fGig be the allocation if i is removed

from the set of the bidders.
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(i) Should bidder i increase an unsuccessful bid bi(F ) so that he is allo-

cated F instead of F �
i ? The allocation implies that

�i(F
�
i ) +

X
j 6=i

�j(F
�
j ) � �i(F ) +

X
j 6=i

�j(F
�
j (F )) 8 F � N (5.5)

where fFj(F )gj 6=i denotes the revenue{maximizing allocation of N nF

to the bidders j 6= i.

From equation (5.5) follows

�i(F
�
i )�

X
j 6=i

�
�j(Gj)� �j(F

�
j )
�
� �i(F )�

X
j 6=i

�
�j(Gj)� �j(F

�
j (F ))

�

(5.6)

and, because of equation (5.2),

�i(F
�
i )� ci(Fi) � �i(F )� ci(F ): (5.7)

Thus, bidder i cannot increase his pro�t by increasing any of his bids.

(ii) Can bidder i increase his pro�t by reducing his successful bid ai(Fi)?

No, of course: he would either get another set of frequencies which is

not connected with a higher pro�t as (i) shows, or the reduction of his

bid has no e�ect at all because he gets the same set of frequencies Fi

at the same price ci(Fi). 2

If dominant strategy equilibria exist they are rather convincing candidates

for the outcomes of games. But they need not be the only equilibria. In the

case of Vickrey Auctions it has been remarked that there are also \collu-

sive" equilibria, in the case if one object is to be allocated (Robinson, 1985,

Ungern-Sternberg, 1988, and G�uth and van Damme, 1986) as well as in the

case of multiple bid auctions (Bolle, 1997).

After all, though, coordination is hard to achieve in a single round|and even

harder still if there is suÆcient competition (i.e. at least three competitors

for each license; cf. Cramton, 2000, for a report on the FCC multiple{round

auctions).
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6 Conclusion

We suggest to auction spectra simultaneously, allowing combinatorial bids,

either

� in a (single{round) Vickrey Auction, if there is not too much common

value to be exploited or if there is some, but that is unlikely to be

exploited, or otherwise

� in a multiple{round, �rst{price auction with a publicly announced last

round (after the activity has ceased).

The �rst suggestion is a simple consequence of the previous analysis. The

second one is new.

Announcing the last round in a multiple{round auction is necessary in order

to destroy collusive equilibria. But who should be eligible to bid in this

�nale? We suggest allowing any winner of the �rst part to increase any of

his bids (not just the winning ones) in the second part. Thus, in the �rst

part an upper limit for the number of competitors would be worked out and

the common value information would be exploited. After that, in the second

part, the exact allocation would be derived. This suggestion, of course, is

subject to further theoretical and perhaps experimental examination.
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